•

•

1 body. WRISLEY planted the seed that Stephanie was heavy.

2 WRISLEY: "Mike, when you moved her--"
Michael: "I don't remember."
3 WRISLEY: "--what was going through your head?"
Michael: ''I don't remember. I don't remember anything."
4 WRISLEY: "Was she heavy? Can you feel the weight ofher body in your arms?11
Michael: "I don't remember anything. Okay. I can't remember anything."
5
6

CLAYTOR told Michael to allow them to help him remember what happened that night.

7 Again, CLAYTOR made an offer of leniency. He again connected the murder to a game.

8 CLAYTOR: "Staywithmehere. Okay. That'stherulesofthegame. You know what? Itcanonly
get better to let us figure out how to help. Now, listen to me. Listen to me. We have to give
9 Stephanie a chance. Okay. If there is going to be forgiveness, she bas to be given a chance to do
that."

10
11

Again, Michael told CLAYTOR he could not remember what happened that night.

12 Michael volunteered he might subconsciously be blocking his memory. He pleaded with
.13 CLAYTOR, and asked him if he was sure he killed Stephanie.
14 Michael: "I can't. I don't remember myself. Ifi did this, then I must be subconsciously blocking
it out or something like that, because I can't remember it. It"s worse than knowing that I did it. I
15 don't evenlmow if I did. I don't remember anything. I wish I could tell you otherwise. You have
no idea."
16 CLAYTOR: "Look over here,.Mike."
Michael: "Are you sure I did it? Are you sure I did it? Tell me if you are."

17
18

WRISLEY again connected the murder with the video games ~d implanted the idea that

19 he lived in a violent fantasy world.
20 Michael: "Does the evidence say I did it? Are you sure?"
WRISLEY: "Well, why do you think we're talking to you? {This, of course, was a lie, as the
21 detectives had no evidence whatsoever connecting Michael to the murder.]
Michael: "I swear."
22 WRISLEY: "Michael, remember, there is a part of you that lives where there is some incredible
violence. Is that fair to say?"
23 Michael: "I guess."
WRISLEY: "I mean, that's pretty extreme stuff; right?"
24 Michael: "I guess."
WRISLEY: "Okay. So there is a part of Michael that's not unfamiliar with that kind of violence."
25 Michael: "I guess. 11
WRISLEY: "Well, no, no. Not 'I guess.' Tell me, make an intellectual decision as to whether or not
26 what I'm saying is accurate or not, because ifl'm not accurate, then correct me. I mean, you have
lived- albeit it in fantasy form) you have lived in very violent situations; isn't that true?"
27 Michael: "I guess."

28

WRISLEY further questioned Michael about Aaron asking him, "Have you killed them
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•

1 yet." Michael agreed it was possible he (Michael) might have suggested killing Stephanie.
2 WRISLEY: "Why would he have that in his mind to ask you and then to have something like this
happen?"
3 Michael: "He thought it was funny."
WRISLEY: "Why would he think that was funny?"
4 Michael: 11I don't know."
WRISLEY: "Had you ever talked to him about it?"
5 Michael: "I was planning to. I don't want him to be my friend at all. I was planning to talk to him.
I was going to really soon. I can't now."
6 WRISLEY: "No, but I mean, had you and he talked about even fantasizing that sort of a situation?
I know you and he have talked about violent fantasies before because you're both kind of into the
7 dame stuff, right?
Michael: nyeah. II
8 WRISLEY: "You and Aaron and Josh; right?"
Michael: "Pm--''
9 WRISLEY: "So that might come up in the course of your conversation?"
Michael: "Yeah."
10 WRISLEY: "Is it possible that you ever suggested that you might do that to your sisters?''
Michael: "It could be possible. I don't remember. Normally I just rattle on. I don't even remember
11 what I said."

12

Michael then told WRISLEY that Stephanie was the "teacher's pet" in school.

13 Michael: "She was- herassigrunents, she usually did exactly what the teacherwantedinterms of
the way it was done. She can usually do that. She-- I mean, she was- you lalow, I hate to say it
14 -- the teacher's pet. She turned in her homework. She tried."

15

WRISLEY told Michael he could detect a bit of discontent because Stephanie was

16 "teacher's pet." WRISLEY pursued the seed ofrivalry between Michael and Stephanie.
17 WRISLEY: "I detected a little bit of discontent in your voice when you were telling me the first
. time about her willingness to do exactly what the teachers said. Okay. That was a mistake on my
18 art?11
K1ichael: "Yeah. I'm -- we're just different people. She did what she did. I did what I did."
19 WRISLEY: nyeah. So she got the praise and you got the punishment."
Michael: "No. (UNIN) she got the grades for the homework. I used to get good grades for the tests.
20 (UNIN) we used to equal each other out."
WRISLEY: "You used to what?"
21 Michael: "We used to balance each other everywhere where I couldn't do something, she could and
where she couldn't do something, I could."
22
23

Michael infonnedWRlSLEY that be had telephoned Joshua on the morning ofthe murder

24 and told him Stephanie was dead.
25 WRISLEY: "What was Josh's reaction then?"
Michael: "He was shocked. He was really soocked.''
26 WRISLEY: "Did you talk to Aaron?11
Michael: "No. No."
27 WRISLEY: ''What do you think Aaron's reaction would be?"
Michael: "I don't lalow. I thought I knew at one time. I don't think I do anymore."
28 WRISLEY: "Well, yours and his friendship is suffering,"
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1 Michael: "We don't really have a true friendship anymore.''
2

3

CLAYTOR then reminded Michael that he had wanted Stephanie to forgive him. He
asked Michael to write a letter to Stephanie asking for her forgiveness. Michael wrote in part:

4
11

5
6
7

8

9
10

Dear Stephanie,
I'm so sorry that I can't even remember what I did to you. I feel that it is almost like
I am being convinced of this than really knowing it-I'm still crying for you and I pray to God that you forgive me for what they say I did.
Sometimes I think it would be better ifi could remember but I don't really want to try....
Ifi did do this then I am insane....
I neverment(sic) to hurt you and the only way I know I did is because they told me
I did. I hope you understand that I don't know what I was thinking when I did this ....
I want you to know that I was not myselfwhen I did this. They want me to help them
but I can't. I feel because of that that I am letting you down...."
WRlSLEY then asked Michaelwhat he had written to Stephanie. Michael told WRISLEY

11 he did not know he had killed Stephanie, except for what they told him.
12 Michael: "I kept asking her because of her (unintelligible) accept God now. Are you going to go to
heaven and if she doesn't forgive me (unintelligible) eternity for what I did."
13 WRISLEY: "Michael?"
Michael: "Yeah.11
14 WRISLEY: "What did you do?"
Michael: "I don't know. All I know that I did is what you told me. That's all I know."
15
16

WRISLEY then asked Michael what they (detectives) had told him he had done to

17 Stephanie. Michael responded that they had told him that he had killed' his sister with a knife.

18 Michael: "You told me that I killed her."
WRISLEY: 11How?"
19 Michael: "I don'tknow. You asked me what I did with the knife, so I asswneitwas a knife. That's
all I know."
~0

21

WRISLEY continued asking Michael about the knife. Again, the detectives attempted to

22 weave the violent video games into Stephanie's murder.

23 WRISLEY: "So what does the knife do? What's the knife got to do with it?"
Michael: "He asked me ifi- what I did with the knife, but I can't-- I don't lmow. That's all I lmow."
24 WRISLEY; ''Well, if there was a knife there and Stephanie was dead, what role did the knife play?"
Michael: "I don't know. They thought I killed her."
25 WRISLEY: "How?''
Michael: "I don't know."
26 WRISLEY: "Oh, come on, Michael."
Michael: "I don't know. God."
27 WRISLEY: "You played enough of these games. You .know bow the knives work."
Michael: "They cut her."
28 WRISLE~: "Is that a question?"
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•

1 Michael: "I don't know. I can't really tell you."
2

•

WRISLEY continued questioning Michael about the stabbing to see if Michael might

3 implicate himself by matching what he said with the stab wounds to Stephanie.
4 WRISLEY: "You know how knives work, Michael. That's a little insulting to say that in front of

Ralph and I who investigate these cases all the time. Right?"
5 Michael: "I guess."

WRISLEY: "You guess."
6 Michael: "!don't know for sure. I guess it would be."

WRISLEY: '1So how is a knife used to kill somebody?"
7 Michael: "Maybe stab them."
WRISLEY: "Where?"
8 Michael: "1 don'tlmow."
WRISLEY: "Well, where would you think? Ifsomeone was going to die from being stabbed, where
9 would they be stabbed?

Michael: "In the head. u
10 WRISLEY: "Okay. Where else? Is that the only place?"

Michael: "Stomach. I don't know. The chest."
11 WRISLEY: "The chest, in the head?"

Michael: "Yeah."
12 WRISLEY: "Would they die from being stabbed in the stomach?"

Michael: "Eventually."
13 WRISLEY: "Eventually?"

Michael: "Yes."
14 WRISLEY: "Why?"

Michael: "They'd bleed to death."
WRISLEY: "Would they?"
Michael: "I guess. I don't know."
16 WRISLEY: "Well, are you basing that on some kind of rationale or are you just taking a flier out
ofit?"
17 Michael: "I told you. I don't remember what 1 did. I don't care ifyou think I'm just trying not to tell
you. I don't care."
15

18

19

WRISLEY again questioned Micbael about the stabbing. Michael told detectives they had

20 told him that he killed Stephanie.

21 WRISLEY: "If someone was stabbed in the chest or the head or something like that, would they
bleed ·a little or a lot? What do you think?"
22 Michael: "I don't !mow.''
WRISLEY: "You don't !mow. Have you ever taken anatomy?"
23 Michael: "I think they would die, I guess."
WRISLEY: "Well, we know they would die. We had that proven right in your house."
24 Michael: "God. Ifs a blessing that I can't remember. Please don't make me. I can't remember. I think
you--"
25 WRISLEY: "But it's only a b Iessing for you, Michael. It's not a blessing for Stephanie because the
truth is hidden. And then we all have to guess as to what happened."
26 Michael: ''But you told me. If you know it was me, then that's all that needs to be known."

27

WRISLEY then gave Michael several adverse options as to who murdered Stephanie. He

28 implied Michael had to decide between him committing the murder, or one ofbis family members.
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•

1 WRISLEY: "Okay. Did Shannon do this to your sister?"

•

Michael: "I don't- I don't want to think so."

2 WRISLEY: "No, that's not what I'm asking you. Did Shannon do this to Stephanie? Did Shannon

kill Stephanie?"
3 Michael: "I don't know. From what you've told me, no."
WRISLEY: "What do you think? I'm just asking you what do you think. Did Shannon do it?"
4 Michael: "No."
WRISLEY: "Why not?"
5 Michael: "She's much too sweet for that. Too kind. She couldn't have."
WRISLEY: 11 So the person who did this is not kind and sweet?
6 Michael: "I don't know. Please."
WRISLEY: "Okay. Did your grandma do it?"
7 Michael: "No."
WRISLEY: "Why?"
8 Michael: "She loved us mor e than anyone. Wouldn't have done anything like that."
WRISLEY: "You sure?"

9 Michael: "Positive."
WRISLEY: "Maybe she,s got another side to her that you I can't (unintelligible) what about your
10 mom?..
Michael: 11 No. No. No."
11 WRISLEY: "How are you so sure?"
Michael: "Because.lcan'tbesure. Ijustdon'twanttothinkt;hat. Okay. Ijustdon'twantto believe
12 they did it. 11
WRISLEY: 11Well, you've got to help us out here, Michael, because we have to think about it,
13 because we have a responsibility to Stephanie. So we have to think who in that house was capable
of doing this. So it's either Shannon or it's your grandma or it's your mom or it's your dad or it 's
14 you. Michael?"
Michael: ''Yes."
15 WRISLEY: ''Put your hands down. You can't hide behind your hands, buddy."
Michael: "Okay."
16 WRISLEY: "So is ityourmom?"
Michael: "I don't want to think so. I don't know."
17 WRISLEY: "Maybe she had a beefwith Stephanie. Maybe there's like some secret anger there
that--11
18 Michael: "Maybe. I don't--"
WRISLEY: "What about your dad?"
' 19 Michael: "I hope not"
WRISLEY: "You hope not?"
20 Michael: "Yes."
WRISLEY: "What do you think? You're a smart guy.''
21 Michael: "He didn't do it either. I don't think."
WRISLEY: "You don't think?"
22 Michael: (unintelligible.)
WRISLEY: "Well, part of you maybe thinks that he did."
23 Michael: "No. (unintelligible) he couldn't have done something like that"
WRISLEY: "So you're sure of that?"
24
25

WRISLEY then asked Michael to "guess" as to what type of knife someone would get

26 from the kitchen and use to murder Stephanie. WRISLEY had earlier suggested to Michael that the
27 knife used to murder Stephanie had come from inside the house.

28 WRISLEY: "Well, ifsomebodywas to grab one ofthose and use it on somebody, which one would
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•

1 theyuse?"
Michael: "I don;t lmow."
2 WRISLEY: "Well, just make a guess for me. Would they use a butter knife?"
Michael: "No."
3 WRISLEY: "No. Whynot?"
Michael: "Butter knives don't cut."
4 WRISLEY: "They don't cut. What kind do?"
Michael: "I don't lmow."
5 WRISLEY: "Come on, Michael, you're a smart guy."
Michael: "Please.''
6 WRISLEY: "What kind of knives would do that kind of-- do the trick, huh?"
Michael: "I have no clue. I don't know. I don't lmow. As far as I remember, I never killed anyone.
7 As far as I remember."

8

WRISLEY returned to presenting Michael with unfavorable options as to who murdered

9 Stephanie. Michael now agreed Aaron could have killed Stephanie.
10 WRISLEY: trDid Josh do it?"
Michael: "I hope he didn't do it either."
11 WRISLEY: "What do you mean you hope he didn't? You know him like a brother.''
Michael: "He wouldn't have."
12 WRISLEY: "What about Aaron?"
Michael: "I don't lmow bini that well. He could have.''
13

14

WRISLEY told Michael they agreed nobody came from outside the house. However,

15 Michael tried to disagree.
16 WRISLEY: "We're pretty much agreed that nobody came in from the outside."
Michael: "I guess. Well, you're agreed, but--"
17 WRISLEY: "We can prove that, Michael."
'Michael: "How?"
18 WRISLEY: "We can prove that nobody came in the house." [This was a lie.]
Michael: "How?"
19 WRISLEY: "Because all the doors are locked. We can prove it by the statements of the people that
locked the doors, like your grandma, like your Uncle Mike." [In fact, Michael Kennedy told the
20 police he did not remember locking the door.]

21

Michael began to doubtifStephanie's door was closed thatnight.

22 Michael: "(unintelligible). I don't remember. How many times do I have to tell you? I can't
remember. I don't remember doing anything. Just waking up with a headache.11
23 CLAYTOR: "When you said that Stephanie's door was shut, we know that's not true."
Michael: "I thought it was. I don'tknow anymore."
24 CLAYTOR: 11Well, we proved that it was opened. That's kind ofano-b:rainer. That one's easy to
prove. Proving that the house was secured and not entered from the outside; that's kind of a
25 no-brainer too."

26

WRISLEY suggested that a therapist might help Michael remember what happened that

27 night. This question continued the concept that Michael would receive help.
28 WRISLEY: "What do you think it would take for you to remember? Some kind of help.''
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11

•

1 Michael: No. I don't want any help.
WRISLEY: ''I mean, a therapist or someone?"
2
3

11

•

WRISLEY then asked Michael ifAaron gave him the mmder knife. He reminded Michael

4 that Aaron had many knives.
5 WRISLEY: "Did Aaron give you a knife?11

Michael: "No. Never."
6 WRISLEY: ''He's got a lot of them."
Michael: ''Oh, yeah."
7

8

WRISLEY again suggested helping Michael by getting him on the "road to recovery."

9 WRISLEY: "The way we get you on the road to recovery, though, is by getting down to the details
about what has gone on because then we can all-- see, MichaeL Michael, what do you tbink I want

10 to see come out of this? What do you think will make me happy as a police officer?"
Michael: 11I don't know. It could come out better. (UNIN) You would help me. You want to help
11 Stephanie. You want to find the truth."

12

Michael told Wrisley he was frightened about where he might be incarcerated.

13 Michael: "I'm afraid you're going to put me somewhere with a lot of bad people."
WRISLEY: "Tell me about that."
14 Michael: "I don't want to be around people who would be happy about what I did."
WRISLEY: "Is that where you should go? Is that the kind of place?"
15 Michael: "No, I shouldn't."
16

Detective CLAYTOR returned to the interview room. WRISLEY told CLAYTOR that

17 Michael was fearful of going to jail. CLAYTOR warned Michael that if the ''system" had to prove
18 the crime, it was jail. He told Michael about the "two roads," he could take.
19 WRISLEY: "Well, Michael's got some fears that he might go to jail."
CLAYTOR: Let's talk about that for a minute, Mike. 11
20 Michael: "Okay."
CLAYTOR: "I'm not real sure how familiar you are with the system, but kind of the way it works
21 is if the system has to prove it, yeah, it's jail. If they don't, then it's help. What that kind of putsor where that kind of puts us is in a position of you have these two roads to go. Which one are we
22 going to go down?"
Michael: "I told you."
23 CLAYI'OR: "What I'm really afraid ofis that we're going down the make the system prove it. And
I know you know you're smart enough to know that that can be done quite easily."
24
25

Michael began to negotiate with CLAYTOR in an effort to determine what would happen

26 to him if he confessed to the murder. Michael sunnised that if he admitted to the murder, the
27 evidence would eventually clear him. Again, CLAYTOR offered to help Michael.
28 Michael: "Ifl told you right now, I would be lying. You'd find out eventually. The evidence would
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1 say it's a (unintelligible). My story would be wrong. Then what would happen to me?"
CLAYTOR: "Say that again."
2 Michael: '~If! told you right now, ifi went through and told you a whole story about how I killed
her, the eVIdence would prove I'm wrong on almost everything except that it was done by a knife.
3 Okay."
CLAYTOR: "Let's try that."
4 Michael: "So then what happens? What would happen to me? Then it would be worse."
CLAYTOR: "No. What we're trying to do is we're trying to get you some help."
5 Michael: "I'd have to make up a story."
6

CLAYTOR reminded Michael of the ''two roads." He again implied leniency by telling

7 him the juvenile system was not geared to punish a child.
8 CLAYTOR: "We have the two roads. We're back to the game again. We have rules. The rules are
-- this is the way the system works, and especially in the juvenile system. Do you know what I mean
9 by the 'the juvenile system'? You're within the juvenile system. Our juvenile system our system
is geared is not geared to punish a child. Our system is geared to help."
10
11

CLAYTOR continued his offers of leniency by telling Michael that the prime factor a

12 judge uses when making a decision with a juvenile is whether the child was redeemable and his
13 degree of repentance.
14 CLAYTOR: "And you know what the prime factor-- the prime factor when judges make a decision
as to whether or not a child is redeemable is the degree of repentance, the degree to which they're
15 willing to accept responsibilities for their actions."
Michael: "I accept full responsibility. I'm just trying to tell you that I can't remember any details."
16 CLAYTOR: "I'm not - let's find out -- let's find out where the evidence and the memory break
away. Let's find out how close the memory and the evidence want to be."

17
However, Michael told CLAYTOR he could not remember anything about the murder.

18

19 CLAYTOR cautioned him that the "system" was not going to be kind to him if be had "selective
20 memory."
21 CLAYTOR: "It's not that you don't remember anything. It's that you selectivelyrememberwbat you
want me to hear. You know what? The system is going to look at it exactly the same way. If you
22 selectively remember what you want the system to hear, the system-"
Michael: (unintelligible.)
23 CLAYTOR:"-- isn't going to be that kind."
Michael told CLAYTOR he felt as ifhe had lied to him (CLAYTOR) in an effort to agree

24
25 with him.

26 Michael: "1 said when I woke up, you know, I felt like I was being pushed along, so Ireally hate to
say it. I think - I feel like I lied to you because I'm thinking back. A lot of it, I felt like I was just
27 saying yeah, whatever he said. I'm really sony about that."

28

Michael, still weakening, told detectives he might have been wrong about the time he got
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I

•

out of bed to get the Tylenol.

•

2 Michael: "I'm not sure on the time. You know, there might have been a 30 in the time. That's the
only thing."
3
CLAYTORagain warned Michael about the "twopaths.11 Once more, CLAYTORimplied
4
leniency.
5

CLAYTOR: "Going back to what I said when I first walked in here. There's two paths to travel.
6 There is the path of punishment, which is jail. And that's really all that jail's good for. Jail doesn't
rehabilitate anybody. You're too young for that."
7

8

Michael told the detectives he knew he was "guilty" because of what they told hirrL

9 Michael: "I can't. I !mow. rm guilty. I tell you. You say I am."
10

CLAYTOR again reminded Michael he had ''two paths" to go.

11 CLAYTOR: "Okay. We're going to let the evidence lead you down one path, but we're going to let
you, a repentant you, lead us down another path. That's what we're going to do. And there is no ifs,
12 ands or buts about it. That's the only two roads we're traveling. Okay. It's as si:mple as that."
13

Michael continued to probe the detectives in an effort to determine what his exposure

14 might be if he admitted to the murder.
15 Michael: "What happens if I tell you I killed her, I tell a story and it turns out the story is not true?''
CLAYTOR: "That'-s kind of in your favor, isn't it?"
16 Michael: "It's in my favor?"
CLAYTOR: "Well, yeah. Ifl can't prove your story."
17
18

CLAYTOR now told Michael that he wanted him to go down the "right path" so he could

19 help him.. Michael agreed he wanted to go down the "right path."
20 CLAYTOR: "The only reason we spent all this time -the only reason -- is because I want you to
go down the proper path. You're too young to be going down this other path. We don't need to be
21 doing that."
Michael: "(unintelligible.) I want to go down the proper path."
22 CLAYTOR: "What we need is we need to go down a path where we're going to get some help here,
where we're going to help you work this problem out Okay. There is no way in the world, absolutely
23 none -- there is no way in the world that anybody can help your selective memory. Except guess
who? Mike. Mike that's here."
24 Michael: "I want to go down the right path."
25

At this point, Michael was nearly convinced he had committed the murder.

26 Michael: "I just -- it's like I have this overwhelming feeling that I killed her, but-- a].l I lmow is for
some reason I can feel I killed her."
27

28

CLAYTOR now gave Michael his "personal guarantee" that help would be forthcoming
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I (if he admitted to the murder).

•

2 CLAYTOR: "You show me the proof that you want to go that direction and that is the weight
against the evidence and you have my personal guarantee that the help you need to accept this is
3 going to be forthcoming. That is what the system is geared·for. Okay. But the system cannot do that
with your hollow words and your selective memories. Okay. And some overwhelming feeling.
4 Okay."

s

CLAYTOR warned Michael the evidence was going to "bury him." He cautioned him that

6 he would be "hit" with an "avalanche" (of evidence.) [In fact, Claytor did not have a thimble of

7 evidence against Michael.]

8 CLAYTOR: "All this evidence is going to be in. We put a rush on some things.that, quite frankly,
is going to bury you, my friend And you need to head that off at the pass. You need to take the step
9 over here first before you're hit with this avalanche. And you cannot protect yourself from this with
selective recall and hollow 'I'm sorries' and hollow words. So look up here. The ball is now in your
10 park. Let's hear it, Mike.''
11

Michael continued to inquire as to what might happen to him. Once again, CLAYTOR

12 offered help to Michael.
13 Michael: "What's the worst thing that could happen to me?

CLAYTOR: "--the worst thing that could happen, Mike---''
14 'Michael: "Yeah.''
CLAYTOR: "--is that we get you some help."
15 Michael: "No. I mean the worst thing."
CLAYTOR; "The worst thing is this other road over here."
16 WRISLEY: "The worst thing is not saying what happened and you live with this for the rest ofyour

life."
17 CLAYTOR: "That's the worst conceivable thing."
Michael: "What will they do to me? What is going to happen down both paths? Just tell me."
18 CLAYTOR: "The one path, you can be locked away for a considerable amount oftime. The other
path, we can see what we can do to help you live with this."
19

20

CLAYTOR tried to connect Michael's headache with the murder. As before, CLAYTOR

21 offered to work with Michael in order to help him.
22 CLAYTOR: "I want to know about the rage that created this headache that created the situation.
And you know what? That can be taken care of. Now let's do it. But we've got to do it together.
23 Right now, Mike, you're sitting here all by yourself. What we're asking is that you let us come into

your room here and let us help you out Okay. Because when you go down this direction, you're
24 going to continue to be by yourself. Thafs where you go. And you know, whatever happens whatever happens, what got you here is loneliness. What you're going to end up with is loneliness

25 if you go this particular way."

26

CLAYTOR changed tactics, in an obvious attempt to intimidate Michael into admitting

27 he killed his sister. He told Michael about the evils of prison life and that he could not help him if
28 he went to adult prison. (Claytor would laterregale Joshua Treadway with the horrors ofprison life.)
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1 CLAYTOR: "We talked about this over here. We talked about this over here. Have you ever seen

a prison yard?"
2 Michael: "No."
CLAYTOR: "Have you ever heard of one?"
3 Michael: "No."
CLAYTOR: "I've been there. Okay. You shower, you take a crap, you take a lealc in the presence
4 ofhundreds of other people who you don'tknow from Adam. Okay. You do some things that- some
ofyour most private and intimate things are going to be done in front of prison guards. You have
5 no privacy any longer. That's what happens over here. Okay.
"And as a 14-year-old, the way it's going to work, it will start out you're going to be with people
6 your age. Okay. That's how it will start out. But there again, you're not going to be by yourself.
There is hundreds and hundreds of kids. As you get older, they're going to move you up into the
7 adults. Okay. Now you're going to be with hundreds and hundreds of other people. And that can go
on for years.
8
"And the way it works as a juvenile, the way it works, as long as you continue to say 'I can only
remember is what I want you to know I remember, • they keep you there. Okay. They keep you there.
9 · We don't want that to happen. What we want is we want you over here where you can get some help.
You've got some problems. A lot ofproblems got you here, a lot ofthings that aren't in your control
10 got you here.
"What we need to do is we need to get you back into control and that can be done on this side.
11 It cannot be done over here."
Under pressure from detectives, Michael told them he would give them a false story about

12
13

the murder. Michael then admitted to moving his sister from the bed.

14 Michael: "If! tell you a story, the evidence is going to be a complete lie."
WRISLEY: "Well, then, tell us the story.''
15 Michael: "Well, I'll lie. I'll have to make it up."
WRISLEY: "Tell us the story, Michael."
16 Michael:·"You want me to tell you a little story?"
WRISLEY: "Tell us the story. What happened that night?"
17 Michael: "Okay. I'm going to warn you right now. It is a complete lie."
WRISLEY: ''Tell us the story."
18 Michael: "Okay. This is true. I am extremely jealous of my sister."
WRISLEY: "Okay."
19 Michael: "She's always had a lot of friends and good friends and stuff like that. She was friends
with people my age, all the popular girls and stu:fflike that. That's true. Okay."
20 CLAYTOR: "You let me lmow when you get to the lie part."
Michael: "Okay. Here is the part where I'll start lying. That night I thought about her. I couldn't take
21 it anymore. Okay. So I got a knife, went into herroomandlstabbed her. Ileftheronherbed, picked
her up offthe bed, dropped her."
22 CLAYTOR: "Look up here, Mike. I can hardly hear you."
Michael: "I tried to get some sleep. I couldn't. I got some..."
23 CLAYTOR: "I'msorry?"
Michael: "I got some Tylenol, went back to my room, went to sleep. Woke up the next morning.
24 And that was a lie."
In fact, bloodspatter analysis and fingerprint comparisons dete.rmined that Stephanie

25

26 crawled to the door ofh.er bedroom. Michael in essence admitted to something that was factually not

27 true.

28

CLAYTOR interrupted, and asked Michael how many times he stabbed his sister.
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1 CLAYTOR: "How many times did you stab her?"
Michael: "It's going to be lie. Three times."
2 CLAYTOR: "How many?"
Michael: "Three. It's a lie."
3 CLAYTOR: "Go on."
Michael: ''I don't !mow. I hate telljng you that, but-"
4 WRISLEY: "When you went in to do that, Mike, was she on her back or on ber stomach or on her
side when she was in the bed?"
5 Michael: ''On her side. I told you it was going to be a lie."
6

Michael explained that he was lying because they had presented him with "two paths."

7 Michael: "The only reason I'm trying to lie here is because you presented me with two paths. I'd
rather die than go to jail."
8

9

CLAYTOR told Michael he was going to return him to the Polinsky Center. However,

10 he warned Michael about the evidence against him and the consequences of making the "system"
11 prove he committed the murder.
12 CLAYTOR: "It's like you can completely shut up if you'd like and not say anything. Okay. And
what we're going to do with you tonight, I'm going to take you back to Polinsky and we're going to
13 leave you there. Okay. There is going to be a court hearing probably Monday morning. Before
Monday morning, all the evidences will come rolling in. And you put the system and us in a position
14 to where we're going to prove every minute detail.
"There is fifty-some odd people right now with experts as far north as Los Angeles, with
15 consultations as far east as Maryland that is going to bury you and your story, an avalanche of
evidence.[this were all lies; Claytor had nothing.] It's all going to come tumbling down. You don't
16 have to say a word. We've told you four different times now that you don't have to talk to us if you
don't want to. The burden for proving guilt or innocence is on the prosecution. We represent the
17 prosecution.
"Now, ifyou make us do that, you make the system do that, that's how you choose the path. Not
18 by telling us you've lied. Not by telling us some hollow story. We're back over here."
19

Once again, the detectives warned Michael about the ''direction" he had chosen.

20 Michael: "You have to take me back to Polinsky (unintelligible).
CLAYTOR: "You !mow the direction that we're,going to go?
21 Michael: "I .lmow I did it, but I don't know how. Okay. I don't know where to begin to tell you
anything. Okay."
22 CLAYTOR: ''How about beginning at the beginning. Where did you get the knife?"
Michael: (unintelligible.)
23 CLAYTOR: "What did you do with the knife?"
Michael: "I don't !mow what I did with the knife."
24 CLAYTOR: "Give me some ofthese details, not your hollow lying."
Michael: "Take me back to Polinsky. rm sorry."
25 WRISLEY: "So you've chosen?"
Michael: "I guess."
26 CLAYTOR: "Okay."
27
28

Michael Arrested For Stephanie's Murder
WRISLEY and CLAYTOR then took Michael into a nearby children's interview room.
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1 CLAYTOR later said he had already detennined to arrest Michael and left him with WRISLEY
2 while he retrieved the arrest report fonns.
3

CLAYTOR testified at the Grand Jury Hearing that the 11fust phase'' ofthe interview ended

4 because it was nearing 10:30 p.m., and they had to either return Michael to the Polinsky Center or
5 arrest him. CLAYTOR testified a "joint decision" was made that they had sufficient cause to arrest

6 Michael for the murder. CLAYTOR also said that the videotape ran for about 13 minutes. During
7 that time, CLAYTOR told Michael he was under arrest fur killing his sister.

8

Fourth Interview Of Michael Crowe: Phase 2 ''The Confession"

9

Michael's affect was obviously changed. However, he gave few details about the murder.

10

Michael then described how Stephanie was treated differently than he was, that she was

11

recognized by her accomplishments, and he was not. Michael described his life at home as one of

12 loneliness and alienation. He said one of the things he disliked most was that he stayed inhis room

13 all the time learning to cope by creating his own fantasy world. Michael went on to say that one of

14 the worst things Stephanie did was to start hanging around children his age and he really hated her
15 for that. He said he hated being lrnown by his friends as Stephanie's brother. Michael blamed

16 Stephanie because he was not recognized for his accomplishments by his family.
17

Michael now agreed with the scenario given earlier by detectives that rage caused him not

18 to remember killing Stephanie.
19 Michael: "I don't lrnow. I think the reason I don't remember was rage. All I know is I'm positive I
killed her, but all I know is I killed her."
20 WRISLEY: "Yeah. So the rage just became the overwhelming drive?"
Michael: "I'm not sure. Allilmowis I did it. I easily did it. There was a good two years I had before
21 she was born. I still have memories from that sometimes, you lmow."
22

Michael had accepted the concept he lived in a fantasy world. In fact, he told detectives

23 he was three cl.iffi::rent people.

24 Michael: "I love escaping. I often fmd myselfjust sitting there and thinking. You know, I made up
my own fantasy world. 1n fact, I'm three people."
25 WRISLEY: "Tell me about that."
Michael: "Well, one person is really evil, you know. He'll kill anyone."
26 WRISLEY: "Does that person have a name?"
Michael: "Yeah. I named him after the Norse God Odin."
27 WRISLEY: "What is it?"

Michael: "Odin."
28 WRISLEY: "Odin?"
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1 Michael: Then one person's really neutral. He's fair. I named him Odinwrath. I had a female
character. I named her Odimuin. The best person in the world, nicest person."
2 WRISLEY: "Why is that one a female?''
Michael: "I don't know. I spend--"
3 WRISLEY: "So you can switch off between these people?"

Michael: "I am these people. I realized that later. I made up this whole world (unintelligible) books
4 about it. Finally 1 stepped back and looked. This is me. I just split myself apart. I didn't even realize

it."
5

6

CLAYTOR continued to question Michael about the three fantasy characters. He asked

7 Michael to connect the characters to the rage he felt that night.

8 CLAYTOR: "You told us about the three characters and how they deal with things and take care
of business. Could you tell us about the last night?"
9 Michael: "Pure rage."
CLAYTOR: "Why don't you define that for me."
10 Michael: "I can't in detail, because I don't remembers details. I don't remember any detail. That's
just pure rage."
11
12

CLAYTOR attempted to elicit from Michael the type ofweapon used to murder Stephanie.

13 WRISLEY suggested he could have used a dinner knife. He tried to soften the question by describing
14 the knife as a tool However, Michael indicated he did not know.
15 CLAYTOR: "How do you think that the tools was used? Let me- how do you think the tool was
selected to vent your rage?11
16 Michael: "I just-- I just looked for something thathurt.11
WRISLE"\;: "You had plates and, you know, dinner utensils and stuff You know regular dinner
17 knives and stuff."
Michael: "Yeah."
18 WRISLEY: "Could you have just grabbed, you know, whatever was handy or would you have
$ought out something else?"
19 Michael: "I don•t even know. I lost track of myself. I think: I retreated into my mind Let my body
take over."
20
21

CLAYTOR asked Michael how he felt after he killed Stephanie.

22 Michael: "I retreated into my own little world I'm not sure. All I !mow was that eventually I came
out of it. I don't lmow what I did. I mean, I retreated in my mind. It's a skill I learned. It's the only
23 way I could handle a lot of things. I can sit there and be talking to someone, you know, and they
could be talking to me for hours and I wouldn't be listening. I would be inside my mind in my own
24 world. I could be doing stuff like this. Anything almost. I wouldn't be there. I'd be elsewhere."

25

Detectives mistakenly believed the killer had tried to clean up the crime scene. At this

26 point, Michael completely believed that one of his personalities was involved in the murder.
27 CLAYTOR: "What drove you to help clean up? Drove that process?"
Michael: "Probably just-- I don't know -- I didn't want to be caught Afraid. I don't- probably a
28 different personality, I think. (Unintelligible) when I made up my fantasy world, I mean, I can sort
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1 of feel it, but I feel like when I go into a personality, I can feel it kind of strongly."
2

In fact, this was the second time Michael admitted to something that was factually not true.

3 Bloodspatter analysis later determined that the bloody scene was caused by Stephanie as she crawled
4 to the door of her bedroom.

5

Detectives at this time still believed that someone had moved Stephanie out of her bed.

6 CLAYTOR asked Michael what steps he took to clean up the scene, and if it helped his rage.

7 Michael told him he was struggling with his rage(theother character) taking control ofhis body and
8 gave no details.

9 Michael: "No. I was still going with the rage at that time. I was in my own world. I let my body take
over. I kept trying to protect myself against it. I -- you know, I kept saying 'you can't let the body
10 take over.' I have control of my mind."
11

CLAYTOR next asked Michael how he felt after his rage subsided.

12 CLAYTOR: "What was it like wlien you finally reached the point where the rage had pretty much

subsided and you saw the results? What was that like?"
13 Michael: ,,.When it finally subsided and I saw the results when I actually did wake up that morning
and I didn't want to believe I did it. I saw Stephanie there. Actually (unintelligible). You know, I still
14 feel upset about it to this day. I feel it's been released quite- I mean, almost all of it, but I still
harbor rage (unintelligible), but (unintelligible). I mean, almost everything bad I try to blame it on
15 her. Everything. I mean, if I tripped, !blamed it on her. I didn't even realize it. I have a lot of time
to look back on things now sitting there alone."
16

17

WRISLEY asked Michael if he realized he had killed Stephanie.

18 WR ISLEY: "Michael, did you know at that point what you had done?"

Michael: "Barely. I thought it had been some nightmare. I only know I did it, though, because she's
19 dead."

20

Michael continued to submit to the suggestion that Aaron had brought out his worst side.

21 They were attempting to establish a connection between Michael and Aaron and the murder.

22 Michael: "Aaron brought out my sickest side. He was-- out of everyone in the world I can think of
right now, he's sick sometimes, when you get right down to it. I mean, he's figured out parts of the
23 fantasy, like he likes the battle scenes, the scenes where people are getting killed. He collects swords
and he keeps talking about how to kill people with them, with knives. I think that's the same thing.
24 And he brings out my worst side. I think that's why I got rid of him.''
CLAYTOR: "Is there a possibility that maybe that influence or maybe that bringing out that worst
25 side helped you take care of this the way you- the way it was taken care of?"
Michael: "Probably. Before I met him, I mean, I had no strong evil emotions like that. I mean, I have
26 them, but I didn't really think of them. I didn't dwell on them. But for some reason, I don't know
why, I want to eliminate him now. I want to get him away from me. The mask I put on when he's
27 around, it's-- the stuffhe likes is sick. The stuff-- I mean, the joke when he called me on the phone,
my sister picks up, 'Why haven't you killed them yet?' I used to (unintelligible) after a while. The
28 only person in the world that I wished wasn't here is him, but I'm not going to do it again. I can't do
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1 it again. It didn't solve anything."
2

•

CLAYTOR asked Michael if anyone else was there (in the house) at the time of the

3 murder.

4 CLAYTOR: "Besides the rest of the family, was anybody else there?''
·
Michael: "No."
5

6

CLAYTOR told Michael that the details of the murder were very important and it would

7 be appreciated if he could recall those details. He asked Michael if he remembered what he was
8 wearing on the night of the murder. However, Michael could not recall.

9

CLAYTOR asked Michael if it would be easier for him to kill again.

10 CLAYTOR: "Having killed once, do you think it would be easier to kill again?"
Michael: ''No. No, definitely not."
11

12

CLAYTOR thanked Michael for telling them what he had done. Michael in tum thanked

13 CLAYTOR.
14 CLAYTOR: "You know what, Mike? I 'd like to shake your hand."
Michael: "Thank you."
15 ~LAYTOR: "That- that was a very, very good tbing you did."
Michael: "It was easy once I started."
16 CLAYTOR: "Pardon me?"
Michael: "It was easy once I started. Thanks for getting me there."
17 CLAYTOR: "You're welcome."

18

CLAYTOR then advised Michael that police had found a lot ofblood in the bathroom sink

19 [this was a lie). CLAYTOR suggested to Michael that the knife was washed off in the.sink.
20 CLAYTOR: "I just got a call from out here. And they're telling us that they're using the chemical
process looking for blood. They're telling us they found a lot ofblood inthe bathroom sink. Can you
21 think back? What was washed off there or--"
Michael: "I don't know."
22 CLAYTOR: "You think maybe the larife was washed offthere?"
Michael: "I don't Imow. I completely blocked myself off and I wouldn't even know that I did it if
23 she wasn't dead. I mean, it just as easily could have been a dream."
24

CLAYTOR again asked Michael what he had done with his clothing. Michael replied he

25 could not recall and only knew he committed the murder because Stephanie was dead. Michael still
26 had some doubt as to whether he committed the murder. He expressed his hope that the police would
27 find someone else who committed the murder.
28 CLAYTOR: "What you had done with your clothing, anything like that?"
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1 Michael: "Like I said, the only way I even know I did this because she's dead and because the
evidence says that I did. You could find that someone else did it -and I pray to God someone else
2 did. I think it's too late for that. I think I did it."
3

However, Michael then told detectives he was "pretty convinced" he killed Stephanie.

4 Michael: "1 think I did it. I mean, if you find someone else did it, I mean, that would be the most
glorious thing I've ever heard."
5 CLAYTOR: "Would you be surprised?"
.
Michael; "Yeah. I'd be surprised. But like I said, that would be glorious."
6 CLAYTOR: "Are you pretty convinced?"
Michael: "Yeah. I'm pretty convinC(fd. I mean, I know I had the ability. I spent so long brooding."

7
8

In an odd statement, Michael, apparently not aware of the consequences that he had

9 admitted to Stephanie's murder, told the detectives be still hoped that some day he would be able
10 to move out ofhis house.
11 Michael: ,.The only thing I could ever think ofwas moving out when I'm 18. That's the only thing.
I didn't want it to come to this. I kept saying to myself, four more years.
12 CLAYTOR "You tum 15 in August?''
Michael: "Yeah. I just hope that I can move out. I mean, I'm sure my parents don't. They are great
13 parents. I'll give them that. I mean, they balance each other out. It's just that they're so unfair when
it came to us kids. It's like Stephanie was the angel. I was (unintelligible)."
14

15

Michael expressed his desire that he could remember what happened that night. He told

16 the detectives it was as if it was not himself, it was his inner demons. CLAYTOR again made a
17 connection between Michael and his fantasy characters.
18 Michael: "No. I wish I -- you know, I wish I could. I blocked myself out."
CLAYTOR: "Can you tell me what you're thinking?"
19 Michael: "Trying to think ifi remember anything. I can't. It's kind oflike I was there, but -- I !mow
I did it, but it wasn't like it was actually me. It was almost like, I guess you would say, my inner
20 demons."
CLAYTOR "You think it was one of your characters?"
21 Michael: "I think I got (unintelligible). You lmow, I lost control."
CLAYTOR: "Which ofthe characters did it?"
22 Michael: "The Dark Lord. Out of all the characters, he's the only one that would do it."

23

CLAYTOR asked Michael if Odin would have cleaned up the scene. Michael agreed,

24 however, he gave no details as to what was done to clean up the scene.
25 CLAYTOR: "When he did it, would he be concerned about covering things up and hiding?"
Michael: "I probably -- that's probably where Odin took of thafs the big part of my story too. Odin
26 cleans up for him."
CLAYTOR "What would you think Odin would do?"
27 Michael: "Whatever is necessary."
CLAYTOR: "What do you think would be necessary?11
28 Michael: "I have done my -- I mean, ifi would try to go through maybe, you know, getting rid of
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1 the weapon somewhere, you Jmow, washing away the blood. That kind of thing."
2

Michael agreed with CLAYTOR'S earlier suggestion that he would have gotten a knife

3 from the kitchen.

4 CLAYTOR: 11You lmow, in the kitchen there was some-- there were some scabbards, like the whole
knives. They look like fishing or hunting knives. One of those scabbards was empty. Do you think
5 that would be the knife?"
Michael: "Probably. It's a good possibility. All I !mow is that if! had to go find a knife, you asked
6 me go grab a knife in my house, first place I would go to look."
CLAYTOR: "Would be the kitchen?"
7 Michael: "The kitchen."

CLAYTOR asked Michael if it would be necessary to get rid of the bloody knife, At this

8

9 time, the police had not been able to find the murder weapon.
10 CLAYTOR: "So ifyou had a bloody knife, would you think it would be important to get rid of it?"
Michael: "Probably. Yeah."
11

12

Michael still maintained he could not recall killing Stephanie. He said he did not have any

13 control over his life when he was asleep. He added that he lived out many ofhis goals in his fantasy

14 world.

15 Michael: "Like I said, I wish- I wish I hadn't blocked myself out. She probably wouldn't be dead
ifI hadn't. The only thing I do know in my dreams, a lot ofmy dreams are really bad because I have
16 no control over my life when I'm asleep. I've had so many nightmares before. I mean, I actually
lived out a lot of the goals in my fantasy world in my dreams. I've lived out like- you lmow, at first
17 when I originally came up with the fantasy world, it was empty. It was nothing. It was kind of a
desolate place I can go to. The more time I spent there, the more I added. I would make it interesting.
18 It's like a drug, it's kind of addicting. I need to go back--"
CLAYTOR: "Do you think by killing Stephanie, that may have been a way of trying to get rid of
19 the nightmares?"
Michael: "Possibly. I think I just want my fantasy world to finally (unintelligible). I mean,
20 something that could cause this, it can't be good. I didn't think it was bad. I thought it was nonnal.
But it caused me to do this. rt•s like a wake-up call, somebody smacked me upside the head and say
21 'wake up. 11'
22

At the end of the interview, Michael still maintamed he could not remember lcilling

23 Stephanie. CLAYTOR offered him his business card so he could contact him if he remembered
24 anything else about the murder.
25 CLAYTOR: "If I were to give you a card, would you do that?"
Michael: "Yes, if I could remember. Yes, if something came to me, I would."
26
27
28
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JANUARY 27-28, 1998

Aaron's Missing "Best Defense" Knife
On January 27, 1998, at 10:30 am., on the day Stephanie was buried, Suzie HOUSER.

4 Aaron's mother telephoned Detective LANIGAN. She told LANIGAN that she had asked Aaron

5 to check his knife collection to see if any ofhis knives were missing. Aaron told his mother that he
6 was missing a silver and black knife. LANIGAN then spoke with Aaron, who described the knife

1 as being of stainless steel with black plastic inserts in the handle and a single edged blade, about four
8 to five inches in length {later identified as the "Best Defense" knife): .Aaron told LANIGAN he last

9 remembered seeing the knife several months ago.
10

Mrs. HOUSER got back on the telephone and told LANIGAN that Michael was last at

11 their home around Aaron's birthday on October 26 (1997). She said Michael and Aaron's friendship
12 had begun to "taper off'' around the time ofAaron's birthday. Mrs. HOUSER said that during that
13

time, Aaron was missing some money and she thought possibly Michael or Joshua might have taken

14 the money. She further told LANIGAN that during this same time, her son had loaned Michael a
15 compact disk that had come up missing or was lost.
16
17
18

After the telephone conversation, Mrs. HOUSER brought Aaron to the police station.

Second Interview Of Aaron Houser
On January 27, 1998, Detective CLAYTOR interviewed Aaron HOUSER. Aaron told

19 CLAYTOR that he, Michael and Joshua liked to draw and play "Dungeons and Dragons." Aaron
20 described how they would play these fantasy games.

21

While describing one of Joshua's games, Aaron said that Michael ended the game by

22 deciding to destroy the world. CLAYTOR immediately keyed in on this statement.
Aaron: "But in Josh's game, it's mainlybasedonmagic. One time he made up the gods as he went
along. One time he used his other various gods. He made up a whole story about them. But in Josh's
24 game; it seemed mainly based on magic with animals mixed in, like different kinds ofraces. Always
animals were involved and some rising up against humans. And I believe the end of that game
25 lapped, and Michael decided to destroy the world."
CLAYTOR: "Michael decided to destroy the world?"
26
23

27

CLAYTOR, still concerned about Aaron's statement that Michael had "decided to destroy

28

the world, 11 asked him ifit was a usual way for him to solve his problems. Aaron added that Michael
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liked to switch loyalties" during these games and apply himself to the" dark forces" and destroy all

2 life force.

CLAYTOR: "Was it unusual, for him to end a game like that? Was it one ofb.is solutions or what?"
Aaron: "Well, it seems that when Michael plays, be liked to switch loyalties a lot in the game. So
4 he' usually apply himselfwith the dark forces, and instead ofbeing a-- there-- basically when you
think of dungeons and dragons, there are different kinds of evil. There is lawful evil, 'I want to rule
5 the world,' and there is (unintelligible) evil, 'I want to blow up the world.' He usually went toward
the lawful and betrayed-- his game motif. That was (unintelligtble). He wanted to acquire as much
6 power as possible and tried to use it to destroy all life force."
3

n

7

CLAYTOR asked Aaron who of the boys had the most vivid imagination. Dwing this

8 conversation, Aaron told CLAYTOR that he had read a 300 page book in one day, CLAYTOR
9 immediately used the opportunity to flatter Aaron.
10 CLAYTOR: "Do you think that-- well, out of the bunch, who did you think had the most vivid
imagination?''
11 Aaron: (Witness shaking head.)
CLAYTOR: "Do you think it would be - is that equally as evil?"
12 Aaron: "Probably. Michael was really good at making things up. Josh would like to imagine it,
imagine things. I would mainly involve things that (unintelligible). I read a whole lot."
13 CLAYTOR: ''I noticed."
Aaron: "At one part, I was reading a series by Peter Jenkins (phonetic). This is during summer
14 vacation, and I ended up reading one book a day."
CLAYTOR: "Really?"
15 Aaron: "Three-hundred-page novel."
CLAYTOR: "That's impressive."
16

17

Aaron also described Michael as "very calm all the time, never overreacted." He added that

18 Michael liked to wear black and was "really smart."

19

Aaron told CLAYTOR that Michael seemed not to like people "for not really good

20 reasons." He added that sometimes they would joke about killing some of the kids they did not like
21

and that Michael was "antisocial."

22 Aaron: "Because he was antisocial, never really talked - sometimes would make fun of people. So
he didn't have many friends. I guess he didn't really want many friends."
23

24

CLAYTOR asked Aaron if he had ever seen Michael become angry. Aaron explained that

25 he had loaned Michael some ofhis CD games and he had lost them. Aaron said he began "pestering"
26 Michael to replace the games. When Aaron said he would call and talk with Michael•s parents about
27 the game, Michael began cursing him.
28 Aaron: "He said, 'I'll talk to them.' He said, 'You aren't getting your goddamn games, you mother
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1 fucker. You're going' - 'you aren't getting money, you mother fucker. You're getting
(unintelligible) to play some games.' Besides that, he never got physical. He would
2 be-- if he was angry with a person, he would curse them under his breath, where another person
(unintelligible) can't hear, and sometimes call them (unintelligible)."
3

4

CLAYTOR asked Aaron ifMichael had ever made threats against him or other persons.

5 Aaron volunteered Michael bad a "death list."
6 Aaron: ''Ever since the eighth grade, Michael had this make-believelist ofpeople he would kill. And
I think this was some kind offantasy ofhis. I don't think he ever took the time to write any list out
7 He said the first person on the list is, like, this teacher, and that would be a teacher who had given
him a bad grade. It was basically a list of people he didn't like."
8 CLAYTOR: ''Uh-huh."
.
Aaron: "And he called it his list ofpeople to kill. It ended up at some point, the parts-- one of the
9 nwnbers was this race of people, not specifically people. And I believe the list was supposed to
eventually encompass the world.
10 CLAYTOR: ''It's supposed to encompass everyone in the world, like he was going to destroy the
world?"
11 Aaron: ''Like, that was people on the list"
CLAYTOR: "Okay."
12 Aaron: "He said at first, he killed people-- the different races and then start dwindling down the
numbers. I believe at one part, all it would be, would be him and Josh, and the super models,
13 obviously.n

14

CLAYTOR asked Aaron how Michael got along with his family. He told CLAYTOR that

15 Michael would tallc back to his mother, argue with his sister, but never "got physical" with her.

16 Aaron: "He would argue with his sister sometimes, but he never got physical. It was mainly just
sibling rivalry, nothing big, kind oflike a brother and sister argue about the phone, or the shower,
17 or the bathroom, or whatever (unintelligible).
CLAYTOR: ''Did he ever express - did he have problems with his sister at all?"
18 Aaron: "None that I saw. Mostofthetimewhen I was over at Michael's place, his house, we were
either in his room playing games, we·came out to eat dinner, that was it. During tb.at time, his sisters
19 were in their rooms."

20

CLAYTOR asked Aaron ifMichael had placed his fiunily on the list ofpeople he wanted

21 to be ''destroyed."
22 CLAYTOR; "Did he ever place his family on the list ofpeople that were going to be destroyed?"
Aaron: "Never heard of his family members mentioned. It was mainly school teachers, kids at
23 school (unintelligible), and some races because (unintelligible), like Mexicans. It ended up that a lot
ofMexicans at Hidden Valley were in a gang, and a lot oftimes they had really low grades. And
24 Michael, he didn't like them because he thought they were idiots since they got such low grades and
didn't care. They were blatantly (unintelligible). That's what Mike (unintelligible) --Mexican race."
25

26

Aaron told CLAYTOR he had many swords. CLAYTOR then asked him if he had any

27 Jarives. Aaron said he did, and added that one ofthe knives was missing. This was later determined
28 to be the "Best Defense" knife.
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1 Aaron: "I have a few knives that I usually get from my grandpa. One of them was being -- I think
is a hunting knife, I'm not sure. That's one I'm missing right now."
2 CLAYTOR: "You'remissingit?"
Aaron: "Yes. My mom brought it up today- this morning. She asked me ifi ever checked my knife
3 collection. I usually don't, since I'm more interested in swords. I keep my larives in one of the
drawers. When I was looking through it, I was missing my favorite one. It was a stainless steel knife
4 made in China"
5

CLAYTOR returned to the missing ''Best Defense" knife.

6 Aaron: "Yes. That was just this morning. I think that I might have misplaced i l But I usually keep
my larives all in one drawer, because I don't like to leave weapons just lying around."
7 CLAYTOR: "Uh-huh. And what makes you think you misplaced it?"
Aaron: "My mom had brought up the subject if I had checked my knives. So I checked where I
8 usually put them. And I checked the rest of the areas where it could be, and I couldn't find it."
CLAYTOR: "It's missing?"
9 Aaron: "It's missing, yes. I don't know.''
CLAYTOR: "Well, I mean, you think you just misplaced it or it's gone, gone?"
10 Aaron: "I don't know, because I wouldn't usually misplace a knife. It might be, but I-- there is a
possibility that it was taken."
11 CLAYTOR: "Did Michael have access to that?"
Aaron: "He would, yes."
12
13

CLAYTOR asked Aaron why he would ask Michael, "Have you killed them yet?" Aaron

14 explained that it might have been a joke about Michael's death list
15 CLAYTOR: "You call· Michael and you tell Michael, have you killed her yet?" Do you recall
making a statement like that to Mike?"
16 Aaron: "Have I killed him yet?"
CLAYTOR: "'Have you killed her yet?'"
17 Aaron: "I don'trecall that specific statement, no."
CLAYTOR: "Okay."
18 Aaron: "Now, that might have been a joke about the list."
CLAYTOR: "About the list?"
19 Aaron: "Yes. It might have been-- we were talking about someone at school, and, 'Hey, Mike, have
you killed them yet,' ha, ha, ha, laugh, laugh."
20 CLAYTOR: "Do you recall making statements like that? Is that-"
Aaron: "That's something that we would usually joke about, so it very possibly could be a
21 statement, yes."
22

Claytor asked Aaron ifhe thought Michael was capable ofkilling Stephanie.

23 Aaron: "A lot oftimes when I talk to Michael, sometimes it was hard to tell when the joking would
stop and when he was being serious. Up to this point, I never imagined him capable of doing
24 something like this, one, because emotionally it seems wrong to me; two, because Michael always
(unintelligible). As far as I know, he didn't even think of killing someone (unintelligible)."
25

26

CLAYTOR again asked Aaron about the statement he had made to Michael, "Have you

27 killed them yet." Again, Aaron said it was a joke referring to Michael's list ofpeople he wanted to
28 kill. Aaron agreed it would not be an "outlandish thing" for him to say something like that"
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Aaron also said that he and Michael had ended their relationship because ofthe CD games.

2 However, he tried to maintain communication with him because he wanted Michael to replace the
3

4

games.

In response to CLAYTOR'S question, Aaron said he would not have a problem if police

5 searched his bedroom. He offered to show the police where he kept his knives and swords.
6

7

8

At this point the interview ended and CLAYTOR and Aaron went to the HOUSER home.
First Seareb Warrant Served At Houser Home

Based on the interview with Aaron, Detective HAN obtained a search warrant to search

9 the HOUSER home.
10

HAN recovered knives, a knife sharpener, hatchets, a pair of nunchakus, and a green

11 pillowcase with possible bloodstains.

12
13

Second Interview of Joshua Treadway
January 27, 1998 was Joshua TREADWAY's 15th birthday. His party with friends was

14 canceledbecauseofStephanie'sdeathandJQshuaandhisfamilyattendedherfuneralinthemorning.
15 That evening the TREADWAY family had a quiet family meal and gave their birthday gifts to
16 Joshua. The party was interrupted by a call from detective CLAYTOR who told Mrs. TREADWAY
17 to bring his son, Joshua, in for questioning. Mrs. TREADWAY advised the police it was Joshua's
18 birthday, the family was having a small party and asked if the interview could wait until the next
19 day. CLAYTOR said no, Joshua would have to brought in that night. Mr. TREADWAY, who was

20 a locksmith and did work for the police department and lmew many its officers personally, and
21

Mrs. TREADWAY brought Joshua down to the police station at around 7:15.

22

At 7:30p.m., Detective CLAYTOR interviewed Joshua TREADWAY.

23

In his report, CLAYTOR wrote there were two interviews with Joshua (on January 27,

24 1998). The first was prior to the warrant service at his house.
25

At the beginning of this fust part of the interview, Joshua described himself as a "best

26 friend" ofMicbael.
27 Joshua: "Well, I consider myself a best friend ofMike•s. Michael and me get along real well. He's
quiet, calm and shy. Really shy aroimd adults. We usually have a lot of the same likings, same
28 interests and stuff."
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CLAYTOR asked Joshua how Michael and his family got along.

1

2 Joshua: "Both pretty much the same answer. They all, as far as I saw, got along great. Every time
I was there I was also pleased with the hospitality I received. The mother was very nice. So was the
3 dad. The dad was especially nice. The parents always willing to come to my house and pick me up
and take me over there and take me back home."
4

When asked the last time he had talked to Michael, Joshua said he had talked with him by

5

6 telephone on Wednesday afternoon (January 21, 1998) from the police station. CLAYTOR appeared
7 concernedwhether Michael told him he had actually found Stephanie, or if the family had found her
·8 body.

9 CLAYTOR: "Think about the conversation. What was the first thing he told you?"
Joshua: Basically that his sister was dead."
10 CLAYTOR: "He didn't say that he found his sister dead?"
Joshua: "He might have. I don't know. I remember the whole thing happened thenigb.thefoundout
11 on the news that his sister was dead. I read in the paper the other day that his grandma found his
sister dead."
12
11

Joshua then said that Michael had told him that he had found Stephanie dead.

13

14 Joshua: "I don't know ifhe meant by that we, as a family, she's dead or he, personally. I don'tknow
what he meant by that. I'm not sure."
15

Joshua told CLAYTOR that Michael and Aaron's relationship was "not th~t great" because

16

17 Michael had lost some of Aaron's CD games.
18 CLAYTOR: "What about Mike's relationship with Aaron?"
Joshua: 11AaronHouser?Notthatgreat.AndapparentlyMichaellostsomekind ofgamesofAaron's
19 or something."
"I remember him mentioning that they didn't really like each other after that. The relationship
20 kind ofwent down from what I saw, to the fact that Aaron stopped eating lunch with us at lunchtime
altogether."
21
22
23

CLAYTOR told Joshua that Michael at one time had a knife that belonged to Aaron. [A
lie.]

24 Joshua: 11I don)tremember any ofthat honestly. I could put my hand on a bible. I don'tremember
any knife that Michael had."
25 CLAYTOR: "One that-"
Joshua: "Not one that belonged to Aaron. Not one that Michael loaned or anything (UNIN). rm not
26 trying to protect anyone. I seriously don't recall any lmife."

27

The first part ofthe interview lasted about half an hour, before Joshua and the detectives

28 went to the TR.EADWAY house to serve the search warrant. Before the search commenced, Joshua
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1 told the detectives he had two knives under his bed--the "Compass" knife, which Joshua said he had

2 taken from his friend Scott COLGROVE, and the "Best Defense" larife, which Joshua said he took
3 from Aaron HOUSER on January 16.

4

Search Warrant Served At Treadway Residence

5

At 8:33p.m., Detective HAN served a search warrant at the TREADWAY house. HAN

6 recovered the "Best Defense" knife and the "compass" knife under Joshua's bed.

7

Joshua Treadway Arrested For Theft Of Aaron Houser's Knife

8

Detective LANIGAN wrote in his report that he recognized one of the knives under the

9 bed as the same knife described to him by Aaron HOUSER. He and CLAYTOR took the "Best
10 Defense" knife to Aaron and he identified it as his knife. LANIGAN asked Aaron if he wished to

11 prosecute Joshua for the theft ofhis knife. However, Aaron told him that he first wanted to talk to
12 Joshua.
CLAYTOR placed Joshua under arrest at his house for the (petty) theft of the "Best

13

14 Defense" knife, handcuffed him and put him the back of a police car and drove him to the police

15 station. Mr. TREADWAY followed in his car and spent the night at the police station in the lobby.
At the 707 W&I Hearing, CLAYTOR testified about the conversation he had with Joshua

16

17 while returning to the police department. In essence, CLAYTOR told him he could be awitness or

18 a suspect
19 CLAYTOR: "What I told him is the facts of the case would depend on what he said. Now, and I-basically what I said is that if-- if we left the facts without any explanation, then we were looking
20 at an individual that had what we considered to be a murder weapon. Ifthat couldbe explained away,
it may be less than what we were looking at. All I was asking is - or all I was doing explaining the
21 facts I was aware ot:"
22
23
24

Continuation Of Second Interview Of Joshua Treadway
At 9:30p.m., the detectives continued the interview with Joshua This would be an ll-

25 hour overnight session.

26

CLAYTOR told Joshua they had a "little different situation'' than before. He advised

27 Joshua of his Miranda rights. Joshua answered that he understoodhis rights, and immediately said
28 he did not have anything to do with Stephanie's murder.
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1 .Joshua: "I'll tell you right now. I didn't have an,ythmg to do with Stephanie's death. I didn't do
anything."
2
3

Joshua then said he had stolen the knife from Aaron's house because he wanted to go

4 hunting.

5 J oshua: "I did (UNIN) from Aaron. I do not have- full- well know it was wrong to take the knife
from Aaron, but I did not have any malicious purpose for it I merely wanted it to go hunting
6 (UNIN)."
7

CLAYTOR warned Joshua about the consequences of having to prove he was involved

8 in the murder. He told Joshua, just as he had told Michael, there were "two ways to go.''

9 CLAYTOR: "I am. I'm talking about from Aaron and from Mike. Now, I want to make sure. There
is two ways to go. I think what you need to do is you need to go the route that is going to cause you
l 0 the least problems. Okay.
"Now, ifwhat I'm hearing from these other two sources, you may not be in that bad of shape.
11 However, if! have to prove otherwise, you might be. Okay. So I have to have complete and total
truth from you. Okay?''
12
13

CLAYTOR repeatedly asked Joshua about the "Best Defense11 Knife. Joshua repeated

14 again that he had stolen it from Aaron and it was not used in the murder.

15 Joshua: "The knife I got from Aaron. I had mentioned to Aaron, but I never asked for it."
CLAYTOR: ''When?"
16 Joshua: ''In passing. He's had it for a long time since I've known him. Mentioned a couple times
that I liked the knife. I know it was wrong, but I did take it on the 16th and it's been sitting under
17 my bed ever since. It's been under my bed. Under my bed, out of my bed. It's the knife that the
officers saw, the knife with the little zigzags on the back side. It's the knife my brother Zach used
18 that to (unintelligible). Thought it was a sword. It was on the couch when the gentleman who was
using the (unintelligible) to carve something was there. And that was it!'
19
20
21

CLAYTORaskedJoshuaifbisversionofthemurderwouldbedifferentfromAaron's [Of
course, Aaron gave no version ofthe murder because he said he had no involvement.].

22 Joshua; "I d.idn't give Mike the knife or anything. He called me and I heard about it all on Thursday
night on the way to a service at the church for Stephanie. And I saw the mom there and that was
23 what I heard from the family. Then I called on Saturday or Friday. I called Mike's dad because I got
the word from Reverend Guy, Stephanie's pastor, and he told me that Mike was in juvenile hall and
24 that he wasn't doing so good. And then·-"
MCDONOUGH: "Is there any reason why Aaron's story would be different than yours?"(This was
25 a lie, Aaron's story was not different from Joshua's.]
J oshua: "Not that I know of. No. I don't know. I don't believe his would be."
26 MCDONOUGH: "This is important, Josh."
Joshua: "I understand. It wouldn't be because only I took the knife. That's it I know it's wrong.
27 Stealing is bad. I did it. That's what I did. I haven't done anything else bad. I just took the knife and
that was it. I didn't do anytlring with the knife. It stayed under my bed and that was it. I didn't do
28 nothing with the knife."
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1 MCDONOUGH: "I think the question- the problem is when you got the lmife. That's the problem
we have."
2 Joshua: "I got it on the 16th ofJanuary. I got it then. That was the last time I got it. I mean, that was
the--"
3
4

MCDONOUGH asked Joshua how he would explain it if the "Best Defense" knife was

5 detennined to be the murder weapon. [There was no evidence to support this assertion.] Joshua
6 maintained the knife had been under his bed at the time ofthe murder.
7 MCDONOUGH: "If this is the lmife that was used, how can you explain that?"
Joshua: "I can't because I didn't do anything with it. All I can tell you is I didn't do anything with
8 it. It's been under my bed."
MCDONOUGH: ''I know that."
9 Joshua: "I know it's not the knife that was used because it couldn't have been. It was under my bed
the whole time.
10 MCDONOUGH: "What if it is?"
Joshua; "Then I don't know how to explain it. It can't be the lmife because it was under my bed.
11 How could somebody have got it? There is no way."
MCDONOUGH: "So you are saying that you took the knife from Aaron?"
12 Joshua: ''Yeah."
MCDONOUGH: "Stole the lmife from Aaron?"
13 Joshua: "Yes."
MCDONOUGH: "Did you?"
14 Joshua: "Yes."
MCDONOUGH: "Why would you steal a knife from Aaron and why that particular knife?"
15 Joshua: "!liked the knife. I just did."

16 Joshua: "I know what I did was wrong, but, I mean, I don't know. It's been under my bed, though,
since then. I didn't do anything with the knife. Really. I didn't."
17 MCDONOUGH: "Got under your bed sooner than that."
Joshua: "Sooner than that?"
18 MCDONOUGH: "When you are saying it got under your bed. I'm saying you got it under your bed
sometime after Thursday."
19 Joshua: "It's been .in my in my room under my bed. It's been in my room. I haven't took it
anywhere or anything. I kept it in my room."
20
21

CLAYTOR again warned Joshua about the consequences ofmaking him prove the case

22 against him.

23 CLAYTOR: 11 What I'm trying to do is rm trying to give you the opportunity to decide-- I can do
one of two things. I can forget what you have to tell me totally and I'm going to prove everything
24 that I know about this night, which might put you in much worse light, or I can get what I think is
probably closer to the facts of what you can tell me. Okay?
11
25
Because what you don't want to happen is you don't want to have me prove all this stuff over
here forensically.
"And what I'm afraid of is that we're going to have to go strictly on the evidence and not have
26
any stories that link up. Not the truth that I !mow that you lmow. And what it's going to end up doing
27 is making it far worse on you than what will happen."

28

MCDONOUGH told Joshua that an accessory would not be held to the same standard as
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a principal. And then suggested a role" in the crimeJoshua could adopt to minimize his liability- an
11

2 "accessory after the fact11- a concept likely totally foreign to Joshua
3 MCDONOUGH: "That' swhat I told you in the car. We've got everything. We've got the principal
to the crime. Somebody actually involved in the crime. And we go down from there to accessories.
4 And then we go down. We have accessories at the fact. Accessories who are accomplices, which is
the same as being involved. And we're working down to accessories after the fact. These are things
5 that people do like move evidence or destroy eVidence. That sorts of thing.
"These people, ones that are accessories after the fact, shouldn't be held to the same standard
6 as the people who were actually involved. You see what I mean? There is different degrees here. If
a person knows what happened. If a person doesn't know what happened and destroyed evidence,
7 anyway. That sort of thing.
"Now, I know what you are telling me isn't the truth. [A lie, the detective had no contrary
8 evidence.] You know wha~ Josh, I can prove it. [Another lie; he could not prove a thing.] Now, do
you want to make me prove it? I don't think you want to do that, do you? Or do you want to tell me
9 exactly what happened? Do you want to start over again?"
10

CLAYTOR told Joshua that the juvenile system was not for punishing children. He made

11 an offer of leniency by telling Joshua he could be rehabilitated.
12 Joshua: "If- if- when is the soonest you think we can be done with all of this, with me? Do you
know when the soonest I can go home?"
13 CLAYTOR: ''Well, I'm going to be perfectly frank with you. It really depends on you. Okay? Let
me explain the juvenile system. We don't-- in this society, we don't run around punishing our kids.
14 What we want out of our kids is we want to be able to rehabilitate their behavior.
"Kids make mistakes. We all make mistakes. There have been some mistakes made in this case,
15 some very serious mistakes. Unfortunately, a 12-year-old girl lost her life over a very serious
mistake. That's extremely unfortunate. But even that, okay, even that, society is not really set up at
16 this day and age to really punish kids. We want kids to grow up and to be a productive member of
society.
17
"You make a really drastic mistake, yeah, things have to be done. Certain things- there has
to be some steps taken. But the real goal, okay, is to teach a child the error oftheir ways and to move
18 on into productive adulthood and to get over these mistakes.
"This is something that you guys can get over, you and Mike. Now, the reason I tell you all this
19 is if you make a mistake and all you do is spend the rest of your life covering it up, there is no
rehabilitation."
20

21

Joshua interrupted CLAYTOR and asked him what the most serious charge was against

22 him. CLAYTOR used the analogy of a ladder to explain where Joshua stood. He guaranteed Joshua
23 it would be much easier if he stopped "playing games.11
24 J oshua: "Can I ask you a question? What is the most serious and most non-serious ofboth ofthese
deals for Mike and me?"
25 CLAYTOR: "I'm not going to tell you- I'm telling you that murder is probably about as serious
as you can get."
26 Joshua: "But I didn't kill anybody."
CLAYTOR: 11 0kay. You asked me what is the most serious. If you start from there, you can come
27 all the way down. Now, where you go on the ladder, a lot depends on what you are willing to tell me.
I know you are not up here acting (UNIN).
28
"Now~ are you ready to stop playing games with me and get on with it? I can guarantee you it
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1 will be much easier than you think it is.11
2

Joshua then said he got the knife through Michael and was told to dispose of it, and then

3 immediately recanted this statement, saying it was a lie.
4 CLAYTOR: What did he [Michael] want you to do with it?
Joshua: Hide it.
5 CLAYTOR: Okay. Tell me how you got it.
Joshua: Through Mike.
6 CLAYTOR: Pardon?
Joshua: I got it through Mike, through Aaron.
7 CLAYTOR: Okay. Tell me how that happened.
Joshua: I was told to dispose of it.
8 CLAYTOR: Did Mike tell you that or did Aaron tell you. that.
Joshua: Aaron.
9 CLAYTOR: When did Aaron tell you that?
Joshua: I don't remember (unintelligible).
10 CLAYTOR: Well, let's start from the day that you found out about Stephanie. At what point after
that? The day after? Two days after?
11 Joshua: Start over.
CLAYTOR: Where do you want me to start?
12 Joshua: I've got something to say.
CLAYTOR: Say it.
13 Joshua: "I'm through- rm through lying. I personally- okay. About this whole knife thing, how
I got it, how I'm supposed to hide it. The reason why I'm saying this is because I think you think 1
14 was supposed to hide it."
CLAYTOR: "Okay. You tell me what you were supposed to do with the knife."
15 Joshua: "I wasn't supposed to do anything with the knife because I don't know anything about the
knife. And I'm being honest to God to you. I can do a lie detector test right now.
16
"Right now I'm saying that because I thought I could clear my name by telling you thatl would
hide the knife. I don't believe that knife was the knife used to kill Stephanie. I'm not kidding and I
17 believe your evidence is the same. I believe it.''
18

Joshua asked to speak to his mother. CLAYTOR told him "No," then pointed out the

19 consequences of ending the interview.
20 CLAYTOR: "Do you want to talk about this more? Here is what's going to happen. If you want
to conclude this conversation, we can do that. But now you are no longer faced with the opportunity
21 of getting the truth out, because what's going to happen is once I leave here, you are going to be
faced with the only possible conclusion is that you have a knife that was used to kill a 12-year-old
22 girl under your bed in your bedroom.
"That's what I can prove. [ This was a lie; Claytor had no evidence the knife was used in the
23 murder.] You stop and think about what else I have to prove. Not much. You need to be up front
with us, Josh.''
24

25

Joshua again changed his. statement and said Aaron had given him the knife with

26 instructions to dispose of it
27 JOSHUA: "I was given the knife to hide."
CLAYTOR: 11When were you given the knife to hide?"
28 JOSHUA: "You know who I was given the knife by, don't you?"
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1 CLAYTOR: "When were you given the knife to hide? 11
JOSHUA: "I was given the lmife- I don't remember."
2 CLAYTOR: "Was it a day after she died or two days after she died?"
JOSHUA: "Two days after she died."
3 CLAYTOR: "Who gave you the lmife?"
JOSHUA: "Aaron gave me the knife."
4 CLAYTOR: "What were you told?"
JOSHUA: "Told to get rid of it, to hide it Don't let anyone find out about it"
5 CLAYTOR: "What does Aaron know?"
JOSHUA: "I don't know what he knows. He didn't talk. He was really quiet about it."
6 CLAYTOR: "When did you first find out about the larife?11
JOSHUA: "When I received it. I had my instructions."
7

CLAYTOR felt that Joshua was not telling him the truth. He then wamed Joshua that he

8

9 could be tried as an adult and be sent to prison. However, he again implied leniency if he showed
10 remorse.
11 CLAYTOR: "Do you know that someone your age can be tried as an adult?"
JOSHUA: "Can they be sent to prison?,
12 CLAYTOR: "AbsoIutely. There is some things that they take into consideration before they do that,
though. And one of them is whether or not you can be rehabilitated. Or you can just play games and
13 that doesn't help your efforts toward rehabilitation.
"What they look for is they look for things like remorse, whether you are sorry for what you
14 did and what kind ofsteps you take. It's one thing to say you're sorry. It's another thing to act your
sorrow out. And that means if all you want to do is lie to people and deny the evidence and deny
15 what's in front of you, then that doesn't show any remorse. What it shows is a consciousness of
guilt. And that consciousness of guilt is what's going to determine whether you are treated as a child
16 or whether you are treated as an adult.
"Frankly, I don't think you want to be treated as an adult. So it's going to be important to you
17 to be completely truthful."
18

Mr. TREADWAY then entered the interview room and spoke with his son. Joshua

19 indicated to his father that CLAYTOR had made offers ofleniency for his cooperation. Joshua told
20 his father that the knife bad been under his bed since January 16.
21 JOSHUA: "1 tried. I thought he said, 'Well, if you come clean on this now, then it would be less
hard for you and we can get rehabilitation and everything.' And because they think the knife is the
22 lmife that killed Stephanie."
MR. TREADWAY: "Okay. Was it the knife that killed Stephanie?"
23 JOSHUA: "I don•t know. That larife has been under my bed, and I don't know."
MR. TREADWAY: "When did you get the knife?"
24 JOSHUA: "I got it that day at Aaron's house, the 16th. January 16th?"
25 JOSHUA: "Listen to me real quick. He said, 'Here is the scale. If you tell me the truth, you can
come clean on this and you can be down here (indicating). Mike is now up here (indicating) or
26 something.''
27 JOSHUA: "I didn't !mow what to tell the guy. I don't know what you are telling me. cMik:e put you
on this scale' and I'm like, 'Oh God, what do I tell them?'"
28
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Mr. TREADWAY left the interview room, and Detective WRISLEY entered and

2 continued the interview with Joshua. Joshua told WRlSLEY that he had stolen the "Best Defense"
3 larife and that it had been under his bed at the time of the murder.
4 WRISLEY: "Why did you take the knife?"
JOSHUA: "Because I loved- I just liked the knife and I wanted to have it for hunting.
5
"I couldn't believe I did that. But, any ways, it's been under my bed. And I've been in my
house. And that knife has nothing to do with the killing. And that's the truth. So whatever happens,
6 that's the truth. I feel much better saying this now because that's the truth. I felt bad. Now I feel
okay. All right. That's all I have to say. That's the truth. It's been under the bed. I don't believe
7 that's the knife that was used in the killing because it's been under my bed."
8

WRISLEY then told Joshua they did not know what to believe. Joshua explained he was

9 afraid of CLAYTOR and told him what he wanted to hear because he feared being tried as an adult
10 and going to prison.
11 WRISLEY: "Well, you kind of put us in a predicament here, Josh, because now we don't know
what to believe. Apparently you told Detective Claytor some things that somebody told you to hide
12 the knife."
JOSHUA: "Can I explain why he got me so worked up?Because he told me that-- I was telling him
13 the truth that-- Ijusttold you the truth. Nothing but When I was telling him that, he said, 'Well, see,
that puts you in the higher scale where you could be tried as an adult.' And I didn't want that to
14 happen."
'13ecause I didn't want to go to prison. I thought I was going to have to go to prison."
15
"That's the truth. !told you. I'll take a lie detector test to prove it rm ready to tell anyone,
anybody, even that detective who was in here before. I'11 tell him. I was just so worried that I would
16 have to go to prison. I don't want to go to prison. 11
17

WRISLEY asked Joshua why he told CLAYTOR that Aaron told him to hide the knife.

18 Joshua: "No one told me to hide any knife."
WRISLEY: ''Before you said that."
19 JOSHUA: "I know."
WRISLEY: "Did you say that or not? 11
20 JOSHUA: 111 did say it before, yeah. But that guy was making me feel so scared. He was saying that
-use the scale. I have to use the scale at the moment.
21
''He said, 'You are at the bottom of the scale right now, depending on what you say or do.' He
said, 'This is the top ofthe scale (indicating).' He said, 'We have evidence' And he says, 'I need you
22 to answer on what's going on here.'
"And at first I told lrim the truth, what I told you, that I had nothing to do with it. That that
23 knife was under my bed.
11
And he said, 'Well, that kind of puts you way up here now on the scale of being charged on
24 the highest point with Michael now (indicating)."'
25

Detective WRISLEY left the room and CLAYTOR returned. He immediately told Joshua

26 that he was disappointed in him.
27

CLAYTOR warned Joshua that the knife found under his bed would be the murder

28 weapon. [A lie.]Joshua told CLAYTOR the knife had been under his bed since January 16. He
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1 reminded Joshua that his mother had told him that the knife had been under his bed for some time.
2 CLAYTOR: "You want me to explain it to you again? This is as blunt as I can possibly m;mage iL
Ifyou say absolutely nothing right now from this point fmward, what's going to happen, the knife
3 under your bed that you say was there two to three weeks, that knife is going to turn out to be a
murder weapon. Okay? Now, that's going to go unexplained because you don't have an explanation
4 for it because your explanation is that it's been there for three weeks."
JOSHUA: "Ever since the 16th of January."
5 CLAYTOR: "Well, you see, that's another proble.1!4 Josh, is that's not how it started out. It wasn't
the 16th of January until your parents told you it was the 16th of January, So that's just another-6 hold it. Hold it, Josh. Like I told you once before, I don't really care because the evidence is going
to screw you to the wall. [CLAYTOR had no evidence against Joshua at all.] It's as simple as that''
7
8

CLAYTOR told Joshua he had no option but to charge him with Stephanie's murder.

9 CLAYTOR: "So, now, I have to do something about Josh. So what do I do with Josh? I charge Josh

with the murder ofl2-year-old Stephanie .Ann Crowe. That's the only option Ihave. Why? Josh had

10 the murder weapon. [A lie.] I can't argue that point. Mark's not going to be able to argue that point."
11

Joshua began to wonder how the lmife was returned under his bed (after the murder).

12 Joshua: "Well, I would want to know how it got back under the bed.
CLAYTOR then told Joshua that he had no control whether he would go to state prison
or the California Youth Authority. Once again, CLAYTOR told Joshua he could only help him if
14 he told the truth.

13

15 CLAYTOR: "I don't have anything to do with sentencing people. It's not my job. My job is to get
people into the system and give the prosecutor all the facts that they need to prosecute the case.
16 Whether you go to juvenile hall or whether you go to the state prison or the California Youth
Authority is not my punishment. Okay?
17
"The only way I can help you is I can tell people up the line that you've told the truth. That's
the only way I can help, That's all I have on my side to help you in your situation. I only have two
18 things to tell them. I can say, 'He told me the truth.' I can say, 'He lied to me.'"
19

At this time, an tm.identified voice stated that Aaron had arrived at the police department.

20 [This was a lie; Aaron was not at the police department.]
21

CLAYTOR warned Joshua that he could charge him with murder, or he could get the truth.

22 However, Joshua maintained he was not involved in Stephanie's murder.
23 CLAYTOR: "Wel~ I'm not in that position any longer. We're going to speak absolutes. You have
a murder weapon under your bed. I lmow that. You have no explanation for it. I can charge you with
24 murder or I can get the truth as to how it got there. We only have two ways to go. Ifyou want to pull
this on me, then here's where we are."
25 Joshua: "I have to stay silent. That's the truth, what I told you."
CLAYTOR: "Huh?"
26 JOSHUA: "I have to stay silent. The truth is what I told you."
CLAYTOR: "Your truth is?"
27 JOSHUA: "That it's been there."
CLAYTOR: "That amurderweaponisunderyourbedon the 16thofJanuary, butthemurderdidn't
28 even occur until the 21st of January?"
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1 JOSHUA: "It never left my room."
CLAYTOR: "It never left your room?"
2 JOSHUA: "No."
CLAYTOR: "Do you expect people to believe that?"
3 JOSHUA: ''I do."
CLAYTOR: 11Why do you expect me to believe that?11
4 JOSHUA: "Because it hasn't left there."
CLAYfOR: "It will be juvenile hall tonight. There will be a detention hearing later on.
5
"Bye, Josh."
6

Detective SWEENEY then entered the interview room and began oompiling JCR

7 information.

8

Detective SWEENEY left the room and detectives allowed Mr. TREADWAY back into

9 the interview room. Joshua again professed his innocence to his father. Josbua questioned aloudwhy
10 the police believed he was involved in the murder.
11 JOSHUA: "What I want to know is ifit is a conspiracy, how did that knife get into my house? How
did Mike give it to someone? Did Mike give it to me?
12
"Another thing is there was no sign of any kind of entry. [Joshua !mew some of the facts
surrounding the murder from press accounts, including the fact there was no forced entry.] How did
13 I get in to do it?"
MR. TREADWAY: ''No one said you did it. 11
14 JOSHUA: "But, see, it doesn't make any sense, though.''
MR. TREADWAY: "You aremissingtbepoint. Theyknowyoudidn'tdo it.''
15 JOSHUA: "Who do they think did it?"
MR. TREADWAY: "Mike."
16 JOSHUA: "Do they think I had some conspiracy going with him?"
17

Mr. TREADWAY then asked lris son why he had admitted involvement in the murder.

18 Joshua explained that he was concerned about the "scale" CLAYTOR had put him on.
19 MR. TREADWAY: 1'What were you saying earlier, then?"
JOSHUA: "You don't understand. That's why he was doing this whole scale thing, because I said,
20 'No.'
"He goes, 'Well, that makes your position go up to the charge for murder scale' where I told
21 him I didn't do anything.
"And then I asked him, cWlurt would happen if I said that?'
1' And he said, 'That's the truth that I'm wanting to hear.'
22
"You see, I told them the truth."
23

24

Joshua again explained to his father why he told the police he was involved in the murder.

25 JOSHUA: "How they saw it is they were giving me the option to tell the truth, and that's that I had
some part in hiding the knife. That's what they saw was the truth."
26 MR TREADWAY: "Right. II
JOSHUA: "That's what I saw was the lie, because that is the lie.11
27 MR. TREADWAY: "Okay.''
JOSHUA: "And they said, 'Now you want to come clean and tell us that?}They kept saying it and
28 saying it and saying it.
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"I said, 'No. I'm telling you-- I am ttying to tell the truth here. 1
"Then the guy came in with a littlepapeiWork about some kind of thing."

2
3

Joshua told his father he wanted to go home. However, he was concerned about the

4 ominous statement CLAYTOR had told him about going to Juvenile Hall.

5 Joshua: "Okay. I want to go home tonight. You tell me. He was real upset after I gave him, and he
said, you know, 'Okay. Tonight's juvenile hall. Later there is a court hearing, a detention hearing.'
6
"And.I thought, where would I have to spend the night?"
7

Again, Joshua told his father it would not be possible for someone to remove the knife

8 from under the bed and return it without his knowledge.
9 JOSHUA: "The question that would come in my head ifthey told me that and that was the murder
weapon knife, it would be like, 'What do you mean? There is no way anyone could sneak in out and
10 sneak it back under the bed without me knowing about it.'"
11

Still, Joshua told his father that he believed the police were not his enemies and were

12 simply ttying to solve the murder.
13 Joshua: "I understand.} don't picture these officers as the enemy in any way. I understand they have
to do their job."
14

15

At the 707 W&I Hearing, Mr. TREADWAY testified that Detective CLAYTOR told him,,

16 "WehaveproofthatMikedid this. WehaveproofAarondidit.'' [That was a lie; CLAYTOR had
17 no evidence ofAaron's involvement.] He also recalled telling his son that the police were trying to
18 find the truth and would not lie.
19 MR. TREADWAY: 11We have a hom'ble murder of Stephanie, whlch I was very upset about and.
wejust had her funeral that day and we had all attended, and that my personal beliefis that the police
20 are out to get the truth and would not lie."

21

Later, Mr. TREADWAY testified he believed his son was frightened and intimidated by

22 Detective CLAYTOR
23 MR. TREADWAY: "!believe itwas pure fear, that he was intimidated by the police and by Officer
CLAYTOR in particular."
24
25

CLAYTOR returned to the interview room and told Joshua he was going to be processed

26 as a ''homicide suspect." His last words to Joshua were a warning.
27 CLAYTOR: "Okay, Josh. We're going to process you as a homicide suspect. We are going to get
some things from you. We're going to ask that we get some head hair, fingerprints, and do a blood
28 sample.
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"And I'm sorry that's what you wanted to do."

•

Joshua was removed from the interrogation room and taken to the lab atea of the station.

3 There bodily samples were taken and his olood was drawn. During this period, CLAYTOR

4 described for Joshua the horrors ofprison life, including beatings and rapes, with the strong preying
5 on the weak.

6
7

First CVSA Of Joshua Treadway
On January 28, 1998, at about 3:00a.m., Detective MCDONOUGH, Oceanside Police,

8 was summoned to the Escondido Police Department to administer a CVSA to Joshua TREADWAY.

9

Mr. TREADWAY testified at the 707 W&I Hearing, that on the morning of January 28,

10 1998, CLAYTOR told him that he was going to release Joshua. CLAYTOR then left, but returned

11 a few minutes later and told him that Joshua wanted to take a "lie detector test." He told
12 Mr. TREADWAY that the district attorney was here with a "murder 1 arrest warrant11 for Joshua.
13 [Another lie.] CLAYTOR also told Mr. TREADWAY that he did not believe Joshua murdered

14 Stephanie, but that he "would go down" for the murder of Stephanie unless he submitted to the
15 CVSA. Mr. TREADWAY then signed a consent form allowing the CVSA ofhis son.

16

Initially, MCDONOUGH and Joshua talked about various things, establishing a rapport.

17 This included school, church, fantasy games, and his relationship with Michael. During this time,
18 Joshua was becoming sleepy.

19 MCDONOUGH: "The one thing that is paramount through this whole scenario is something that
is constant. It's almost an internal principle that when somebody is being straightforward and
20 truthful, that that is a constant When somebody is being deceptive and just not telling it the way it
should be told for fear, sometimes misunderstanding, or lack ofknowledge, okay- in fact, I want you
21 to be as relaxed as possible. So don't full asleep on me now."
Joshua: "Yeah."
22
23

MCDONOUGH questioned Joshua about the two knives detectives found under his bed.

24 He first asked him about the "compass" knife. At first, Joshua said he did not know where he got the
25 knife. Joshua attempted to minimize how he got the larife by agreeing with MCDONOUGH that he
26 ''obtained" it from Scott COLEGROVE.
27 MCDONOUGH: "Let's talk about these knives. Ralph had mentioned me about some knives. Tell
me about those knives."
28 Joshua: "Two larives. One is just a common knife. I've had it for a long time. No big deal."
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I MCDONOUGH: "Which knife now? There is two?"
Joshua: "It's not the one they are talking about. This is the little larife. 11
2 MCDONOUGH: "Describe it for me."
Joshua: "Handles this long (indicating), blade this long (indicating). Has a compass on the back.
3 Unscrew it. Comes off. 11
MCDONOUGH: "Is it a survival knife?"
4 J osbua: "Yeah."
MCDONOUGH: "Where did you get that knife?"
5 Joshua: "I got i t - I don't recall where I got it."
MCDONOUGH: 11How long have you had that?"
6 Joshua: "I've had it for quite some time. Maybe about a year or so. 11
MCDONOUGH: 11ls that an approximate?..
7 Joshua: 11Yeah. Approximately. They haven't really asked me about that knife and no one is really
concerned about that knife. The other knife, though, that everyone is concerned about-"
8 MCDONOUGH: "Before we go to the other knife, I want to make sure we're. clear on the other
knife. Where did you obtain that knife?"
9 Joshua: "I obtained it through a friend, Scott."
10

Joshua told MCDONOUGH that COLEGROVE had bought the knife at a garage sale, and

11 he in turn bought it from him.
12

MCDONOUGH questioned Joshua further about the "Best Defense" knife found under

13 his bed. He admitted to MCDONOUGH that he had stolen it from Aaron HOUSER
14 Joshua: 11That knife I didn't obtain in an honest way. I got it on the 16th ofJanuary from a friend of
mine, Aaron HOUSER, who's being also interrogated by the police. I don't say that bad
15 'interrogated.' I just mean he's been questioned and went through the process.
"But I kind of like liked the knife. Not to do anything bad with it. I'm sure everybody's
16 probably thinking I'm some crooked criminal, but I just kind ofli.ked the lrnife. You lmow, again,
the medieval stuff I just liked it.
17
"I would also take it out when I'm at Aaron' s. You know, he' s had that stuff for a long time.
I didn't really ask before borrowing it like I do with a lot of other stuff You lmow, I kind oflifted
18 it from his house, which wasn't a good idea. Didn't make me feel bad for a long time."
MCDONOUGH: "At least you're honest about it."
19 Joshua: "I'm kind ofhappy it's out now. I don't really care. You know, at least it's out, honest and
out now. I feel a lot better about that. The knife has been under my bed and in my room since that
20 time I brought it home."
MCDONOUGH: "And how long has that been?"
21 Joshua: "Since the 16th."

22

MCDONOUGH then made a weak attempt at tricking Joshua into saying he had given

23 Michael a knife.

24 MCDONOUGH: "Okay. Any other knives that Michael may have borrowed from you?"
JOSHUA: "No. Michael never borrowed any knives from me."
25

26

Joshua said he bad beard Mlchael say he wanted to kill Stephanie.

27 JOSHUA: ''One thlng is he was always talking about- and I assumed it was in jest- when his
sister would anger him. Kill is his thing. 'I'm going to kill that sister.' But I never took it seriously.
28 I always thought he's just joking around. He's kidding. I didn't take it seriously. It wasn't that big
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1 of a deal to me. It wasn't like he went on and on about it with this great degree ofmalice. It was kind
of a passing thing. But he would mention it a lot. It happened quite frequently."

2
3

However, Joshua explained that Michael had made these comments as ajoke, not in anger,

4 and not intending to kill her.

Joshua: "He never said it as if he wanted to kill her. He said it as a jest, kind of a joke, a passing
·
comment."
6 MCDONOUGH: 11 Like what? How would he do it?"
Joshua: "Like 'Man, I'm going to kill my sister.' You lmow,he didn'tsit down talk tome about it
7 'Here is the scoop, Josh. I've had enough. I'm doing it.' He would say it in passing, 'I'm so mad.
I'm going to kill my sister. 111
8
5

9

MCDONOUGH next asked Joshua ifhe was asked to participate in Stephanie's murder.

10 Joshua adamantly denied he was involved in the murder and again said the knife was under his bed

11 (at the time of the murder).

12 MCDONOUGH: "Okay. Has anybody asked you to participate in any ofthis?11
JOSHUA: "No."
13 MCDONOUGH: "Taking Stephanie's life?11
JOSHUA: "No."
14 MCDONOUGH: 11In terms of maybe you know anything?"
JOSHUA: 11No. I've been asked a lot of questions a lot here. Some was, 'were you asked to hide the
15 lmife?' No, I wasn't. No I was not asked to do anything. Knife has been just under my bed for a
while in my room and stuff(UNIN)."
16
17

Joshua told MCDONOUGH he was afraid because a detective had told him that ifhe were

18 found guilty he could face prison time.
19 Joshua: "W.ell, I really don't know yet My concerns for my own kind of safety right now are
starting to come out. I'm real worried, you !mow. One detective here informed me that ifl'm found
20 guilty, I could face prison time. That didn't sound too appealing to me."
MCDONOUGH: "Scary?"
21 Joshua: "Really scary to me."

22

While they were discussing the questions to be used during the CVSA, Joshua asked

23 MCDONOUGH for coffee-another indication that he was growing increasingly weary.

24 Joshua: "Is there any way I can get some caffeine or something, like coffee or something?11
MCDONOUGH: "Actually, you know what, caffeine affects -we probably want to- you know
25 what, I'm going to change the format. I want to make sure we're on the right track here. Okay?"
Joshua: "Would being sleepy affect the test?"
26 MCDONOUGH: "No."
Joshua: "Okay. Good."
27 MCDONOUGH: "Actually, the less stressed you are, the better the results."
28

Whlle formulating the questions, MCDONOUGH asked Joshua ifthe knife( under his bed)
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1 could have been the murder weapon. Again, Joshua told him it could not, because it had been llllder
2 his bed at the time of the murder.
3 MCDONOUGH: "The knife that you have, could that be the murder weapon?"
Joshua: "I don't know. No. It couldn't be because it's been in my room this whole time."

4

5
6

Joshua then asked MCDONOUGH when he would be able to sleep.
Joshua: "Do you Jmow ifl'm going to be able to get to sleep soon?"
MCDONOUGH: "Let's cross that bridge in a little bit here. Okay?"

7

8

Joshua then. submitted to the CVSA.

9

After completion of the CVSA, MCDONOUGH informed Joshua that he had a

10 "tremendous amount of problems" with the second CVSA chart.
11

As with the interpretation of Michaels's CVSA tests conducted by MCDONOUGH,

12 an independent expert reviewed the charts and found equal stress present in Joshua's answers to the
13 control and non-control questions, lack of sufficient "distribution'', thus the scores were ambiuous
14 and should have been discarded. (Exh. B.)

15

MCDONOUGH told Joshua he did not steal the knife from Aaron. Instead, he suggested

16 it was given to him after the murder. Joshua insisted that no one had given him the knife.
17 MCDONOUGH: "Okay. It came out that you didn't steal the knife from Aaron."
Joshua: "That I didn't."
18 MCDONOUGH: "At some point, thou~ something involving that knife changed."
Joshua: "I got the larife from Aaron at Aaron•s house."
19 MCDONOUGH: "When?"
Joshua: "January 16th.''
20 MCDONOUGH: "You tooktheknife fromhim then?"
Joshua: "Uh-huh."
21 MCDONOUGH: "Anything else?"
Joshua: "(witness shakes head). That was just it."
22 . MCDONOUGH: "Jos~ there has to be something more. There has to be."
Joshua: "There isn't. Aaron didn't give me the lmife. Michael didn't give me the knife. Nobody
23 related gave me the larife. I gave me the knife. I just got it."
24

Again, Joshua asked when he could sleep.

25 Joshua: "Do you know ifi'm ever going to get any sleep?"
MCDONOUGH: "You are going to get lot of sleep. Absolutely.
26
"Don't change the subject. Stay focused. Let's get over this. Let's get over this little hump.
We'll take it one step at a time. Let's deal with that first."
27

28

MCDONOUGH told Joshua the inves'tigation was like a "tornado" and it could either
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1 "suck him up," or he could seek the safety of the basement. MCDONOUGH also told him that he

2 wanted to help him "fix that.'1
3 MCDONOUGH: "This investigation is like a tornado and it's overyour house right now. You can
either take a strap and tie it to a pole and hope that the 200-mile-an-hour winds don't suck you up,
4 or you can go down into the basement and be safe. But right now you are standing in the front yard
like this (indicating), my analogy ofyou hoping that the tornado doesn't come near you. Have you
5 seen the movie 'Twister?'"
Joshua: "No, but I've heard a lot about it."
6 MCDONOUGH: "There is one part where this cow goes flying in front of this car and the driver
yells 'Cow!' You are getting close to the core of the tornado. There is debris all around you right
7 now. You need to fix that. I want to help you fix that You hold the key. Please."
Again, Joshua asked MCDONOUGH if he could sleep before he took the CVSA test

8

9 again.
10 Joshua: "Is there any way I can get any kind of sleep before I give this?"
MCDONOUGH: "You are going to get some sleep. I don't hold those controls. Please, let's get to
11 it."

12

Joshua again tried to tell MCDONOUGH he was tired.

13 Joshua: "I don't lmow. All I'm thinlcing is I've been up for a--"
MCDONOUGH: "Time out. Time out. I don't see 'Stupid' tattooed on your forehead. And I
14 certainly hope you don't see it tattooed on mine. It's on neither of ours."
MCDONOUGH continued to pressure Joshua into admitting he was involved in the

15

16 murder. He again asked him how he came into possession of the "Best Defense" knife. Joshua told
17 him that he slipped the knife into his backpack at Aaron's house on January 151h 1998 (a different
18 day).
19 Joshua: "And that day I just put the lmife in my backpack. And when it was time to go I took my
backpack and left. That was what I did with it."
20 MCDONOUGH: "Did you give Michael the knife?1'
Joshua: "No, I did not give Michael the lmife."
21 MCDONOUGH: "Did Michael take the knife?"
Joshua: "No. Michael didn't take the knife. Michael didn' t have the knife."
22
Joshua wondered if Michael had told the police he was involved in the murder.

23

24 MCDONOUGH suggested that Michael had blamed him for the murder and he should not cover for

25 him.
26 Joshua: ''Did Michael tell som~ne that I was involved in this somehow?"

MCDONOUGH: ''I have no idea."
27 Joshua: "Because I want to know why everyone thinks I was involved in this."
MCDONOUGH:"Maybehedid,Josh.[Mike'sonlymentionofJoshuawasthatJoshuawashisbest
28 friend.] Maybe he did. And ifthat's the case, my goodness, pal, let's really tell --let's tell you side
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1 of the story dude.
"Let me tell you something about loyalty and friends. A little advise as I would tell my son. It
2 goes about as far as this chair (indicating).
"You follow me?"
3

4

Joshua wondered why Michael would implicate him in the murder since they had not

5 spoken to each other. MCDONOUGH insinuated there was something suspicious because 'Michael
6 called Joshua from the police department on the day Stephanie's body was found.
7 Joshua: "I don't know why he would do that, say that to me, because I had no involvement in this
case other than I know him. That's it. And I !mow the family."
8 ·MCDONOUGH: "And you know what, maybe you weren't there. All right? Maybe you weren't
there. But maybe he said you did other thlngs."
9 Joshua: "What would he say I did?"
MCDONOUGH: "I don't know, Josh."
10 Joshua: "We've had no communication."
MCDONOUGH: "Josh, the kid called you. You told me."
11 Joshua: "That was it. No physical communication.''
MCDONOUGH: "Why in the world would he call you from the police station that night? Good
12 grief, come on."
Joshua: "I don't know, but the detective told me there was an officer right there. He knows exactly
13 everything Michael said."
14

Joshua told MCDONOUGH that he andbismother had gone to Aaron's house on Sunday

15 (January 25, 1998) to meet with the school psychologist. This meeting at Aaron's house would
16 become important when Joshua later said be received the "Best Defense" knife at Aaron's house.
17 Joshua: "Sunday I got a call from the psychologist, Mrs. Decker, and Aaron's mom. 'Aaron and a
couple other people might be there to talk at Aaron's house about what happened.' So I decided to
18 go to Aaron's house to find out what was going on. With my mom, I felt a little more comfortable.
I always feel comfortable when I have a parent. That's why this is so hard. There is no parent here,
19 youlmow."
20

MCDONOUGH told Joshua that the CVSA indicated he was not telling the truth about

21 how he obtained Aaron's knife. Joshua now asked to take the CVSA test again, trying to convince
22 MCDONOUGH that he was telling the truth.
23 Joshua: "Can we take the test again, then?"
24

Joshua again asked to sleep before taking the CVSA ·examination.
I

25 Joshua: "Isn't there anyway! can sleep before I get this -we take this test again? My mind isn't
even working properly.11
26 MCDONOUGH: "Do you lmow why it's not working?"
Joshua: "Because I'm so tired. Pm abominably tired."
27 MCDONOUGH: "Pm abominable tired."
Joshua: "Like 24 hours now."
28 MCDONOUGH: ''I don't think you've been up that long."
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1 Joshua: "Ahnost."
MCDONOUGH: "How long?"
2 Joshua: "I woke up at like 6:30 this morning."
MCDONOUGH: "Is this worth Stephanie?"
3 Joshua: "What?"
MCDONOUGH: "Is this worth Stephanie?"
4 Joshua: 11What do you mean, 'Is this worth Stephanie?'n
MCDONOUGH: 11Uh-huh."
5 Joshua: "What do you mean? I don't understand what you are asking me.
MCDONOUGH: "Is this time worth Stephanie's life?u
6

7

Joshua apparently felt trapped because he kept telling police the truth and they did not

8 believe him. He asked MCDONOUGH what he would do. MCDONOUGH told him the CVSA

9 could be his "best friend." He guaranteed Joshua that things would be different when he told the
10 truth.

15

Joshua: "If you were in my shoes and just what would you do if everyone in here thought and
almost knew in their own head that you had something to do with this, either you were-- you know,
told a lie, something or something, but you knew in your heart that the only thing was you didn't,
what would you do?"
MCDONOUGH: "I would want this to be roy best friend."
Joshua: "I want that to be my best friend."
MCDONOUGH: "Okay. And the only way that can happen is I make it my best friend and the only
way that can happen is that I tell the truth. And I would run with that. Because I can guarantee you,
when you tell the truth, this will be different. And I guarantee you that. 11

16

Prior to taking the CVSA, Joshua asked MCDONOUGH ifhe could lay down during the

11

12

13
14

17 test.
18 MCDONOUGH: "Are you ready to take the test again?11
Joshua: "Sure."
19 MCDONOUGH: "All right."
Joshua: "Do you mind ifl lie down on the floor when I take it?"
20 MCDONOUGH: "No you can't do that."
Joshua: "I can't?"
21 MCDONOUGH: "You have to sit up."
22

MCDONOUGH asked Joshua why he had originally told CLAYTOR Aaron had given

23 him the knife and told him to dispose ofthe it Joshua explained he was afraid of what CLAYTOR
24 had told him and wanted tq see how he would react if he said that.
25 Joshua: "Thedetectivethatwasinherefirststarted telling me thisisthescalei'm on right now. Not

very serious. This is the scale Michael's on right now. Very, very serious."
26 MCDONOUGH: "Was that reasonable?"
Joshua: "I guess."
27 MCDONOUGH: "Go ahead."
Joshua: "He said- because I told him the same story I've told you and I've told everyone. 11
28 MCDONOUGH: ''I respect that."
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1 Joshua: "He said,

'this story here that you are telling me puts you up here (indicating).'
"And I said, 'Well, okay. What if I told you that 1 did get the lmife from Aaron?'

And I

2 proceeded to tell that story.''
MCDONOUGH: "Was it the truth? 11
3 Joshua: "No."
MCDONOUGH: "Why would you lie?il
4 Joshua: "Because I wanted to see how he would react."
5

6

Under continuing pressure from MCDONOUGH, Joshua told him he admired the "Best
Defense" knife in Aaron's collection and had stolen it.

7 Joshua: "No one ever gaveme ak:nife.'1
MCDONOUGH: "Where did you get the knife? The truth."
8 Joshua: "The truth, I was at Aaron's. I liked the knife. I lifted it."
9

MCDONOUGH told Joshua he was showing deception when asked about the knife. He

10 told Joshua that he might have stolen it initially, but something changed in the interim that caused
11

the CVSA to show deception.

12 MCDONOUGH: "You came up deceptive. Now, that means either you were given the knife, you
had the knife, something other than you stole the knife. You may have stolen it initially, but
13 something changed in the interim that caused this deception.
''Now you are thinking about it. Thafs a good sign. Thank you."
14

15

Joshua questioned why Aaron would want him to "take the fall."

16 Joshua: "All right. I don't need to know it. I was just curious.
"Why would Aaron set me up and want me to take the fait?"
17

18
Again, Joshua said that no one had given him a knife. That he had put the knife in his
19
backpack at Aaron's house.

20
Joshua: "Aaron never gave me the knife. Michael never gave me the knife. No one ever gave me
any knife."
MCDONOUGH: ''Okay. Then tell me about the knife."
22 Joshua: "Exact scenario. I saw it in the drawer. I had it out the whole time. I put it in my backpack."
21

23
24

MCDONOUGH asked Joshua what would happen if he told him that Aaron had passed

25 , the CVSA. [This was purely baiting, as Aaron was not at the police station and had never been
26

subjected to the CVSA.] Joshua agreed it would change the story.

27 MCDONOUGH: "What ifl told you Aaron passed? Then what? What would that change?"
Joshua: "That would change the story."
28 MCDONOUGH: 11That would change your story, wouldn't it?"
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•

1 Joshua: "Don't know."
MCDONOUGH: "Get to it."
2 Joshua: "Aaron never gave me the knife, though."

3

•

Joshua repeatedly insisted he had stolen the lmife. However, MCDONOUGH continued

4 to tell him that be was lying. MCDONOUGH suggested he was the "small guy'' in the murder,
5 attempting to minimize his involvement in the munier.
6 MCDONOUGH: "You are the small guy. You may have been drug into this thing towards the end.
if not afterwards. I don'tknow that yet. But, my gosh, don't do this to yourself. Don't keep doing
7 this to yourself. It's not worth it. It's not worth it to your mom. It's not worth it to you dad, to your
three brothers that look up to you, to yourself. It's not worth it."
8

9

Joshua explained to MCDONOUGH that he told the detectives the boys had given him

10 the knife because he wanted to see where he "stood."
Joshua: "Can I tell you something about our year about (unintelligible)? I was worried that ifwhat
I said -- you should have told me this before - would have an effect on the (unintelligible). The
12 reason I started telling him that Aaron and Mike have this thing that they gave me at first, it was
extremely stupid. I'm sorry. But, also, I wanted to see where I stood.
13
''Halfwray through that, I told them I couldn't anymore. I told them. 'I'm sorry. I can't lie
anymore. I can't. I'm sorry.' I have to stop because Aaron and Mike talking to me about the knife
14 and telling me to hide is a lie. That never happened. I was never given a knife by either Mike or
Aaron. I was never told anything by Mike and Aaron."
11

15
16

However, MCDONOUGH told him that he had changed his story because he was afraid

17

of the consequences for telling the truth. Joshua again told him that the lmife was under his bed

18 before the murder.
19 Joshua: "The truth is I had the knife under my bed since January 16th."
MCDONOUGH: "Time out. Let's back up. Those kind of statements like that, Aaron. Michael,
20 whatever giving you the knife, Aaron giving you the lmife- you made an interesting statement a
moment ago: To see where you stood. Once you heard the reality of potentially where you stood,
21 you got scared and your story changed again in terms of you were afraid ofwhat the consequences
would be for telling the truth.''
22
23

Joshua attempted to explain that CLAYTOR had told him the consequences would be

24 "lower" if he told him that Aaron and Michael had given him the knife.
25 Joshua: "Let me say one thing."
MCDONOUGH: "Sure."
26 Joshua; "He said the consequences were much lower if! told him the story of Aaron and Michael
giving me the knife puts me about here (indicating). However, the story I told him about me finding
27 the knife up here (indicating)."

28

Curiously, Joshua asked MCDONOUGH if the detectives were angry with him.
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11

1 J oshna: "Is everyone mad at me now?
MCDONOUGH: "No, of course. they're not going to be mad at you, Josh."

2
3

MCDONOUGH questioned what was done with their clothing and the knife. He now

4

suggested to Joshua that Aaron was at the CROWE home during the murder. Joshua was obviously

5 tired at this point and said "maybe11 Aaron was present during the murder.

6 MCDONOUGH: "How about clothing?
Joshua: "No."
7 MCDONOUGH: "Why did Aaron get the knife? Was Aaron there?"[MCDONOUGH had
absolutely no evidence Aaron was at the murder.]
8 Joshua: "I don't know."
MCDONOUGH: "Do you think he was there?"

9 Joshua: "rm starting to maybe think."
MCDONOUGH: "Why do you think that?"
10 Joshua: "I don'tknow.Ijust don't have enough thought in my head I'm just starting to speculate."
11

MCDONOUGH asked Joshua if he had seen blood on the knife. Joshua interjected that

12 Aaron had given him the l<nife about 12:40 in the morning.
13 MCDONOUGH: "Okay. Now we're making progress.
"Did you wash the larife?"
14 Joshua: "No. I didn't do anything to it."
MCDONOUGH: "Did it have blood on it?"
15 Joshua: "No. It didn't have anything."
MCDONOUGH: "Did you look at it?"
16 Joshua: "I did look at it."
MCDONOUGH: "You examined it?"
17 Joshua: "Yeah.''
MCDONOUGH: "To make sure?"
18 Joshua: "To make sure." •
MCDONOUGH: "You positive?"
19 Joshua: "I examined--"
MCDONOUGH: "Around what time did he give you this knife?"
20 Josh ua: "It was around morning. Around 12:40, I think."

21

MCDONOUGH left the interview room to speak with CLAYTOR. Again, Joshua asked

22 if he could sleep. MCDONOUGH told him to wake up.
23
24

25
26
27
28

Joshua: "Can I sleep soon?"
MCDONOUGH: "Sure, you can sleep."
Joshua: "I'm dead tired."
MCDONOUGH: "You're going to tell him the truth. And after you tell him the truth, I'll come back
in and we'll go thorough this exam on those questions."
Joshua: "Are you going to be in here when I talk to him?"
MCDONOUGH: "No, I'm going to let you do that in person. Okay? Don't lie anymore."
J oshua : "I won't."
MCDONOUGH: "You promise me?''
Joshua: "Promise.11
MCDONOUGH: 11 0kay. I'll be right back."
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1 Joshua: ''I have to sleep soon."
MCDONOUGH: "Wake up and I'll see if your dad's out here, too. Okay?" 2
3

CLAYTOR entered the interview room and immediately told Joshua that if what

4 MCDONOUGH had told him was true, he had not done anything wrong. [A lie.]
5 CLAYTOR: "Josh?"
Joshua: "Uh-huh."
6 CLAYTOR: "Tired?"
J osbua: "Yes."
7 CLAYTOR: "So am I. I just talked to Chris. He said something about maybe you had something
.
more to say about Mike or something different to say about the knife.
8
"I want to tell you something. Ifwhat he's toldme-I'm going to ask you to repeat it. Ifwhat
he's told me is true, you haven't done anything wrong.''
9 Joshua: "Why would somebody use me?"
CLAYTOR: "Well, that's a different issue.11
10
11

Joshua then told CLAYTOR a story that Aaron had given him the knife on Super Bowl

12 Sunday. [Witnesses to the "Super Bowl Sunday" meeting, which brought Joshua and Aaron together

13 for the first and only time after the murder, establish that Joshua's story to CLAYTOR about
14 receiving the knife from Aaron that day was a contrived fantasy.]
15 Joshua: "I received the lmife from Aaron with instruction that it was from Michael used in the
murder. To bide it or get rid of it I just put it under my bed.
16
17

Joshua apologized for wasting CLAYTOR'S time. He then asked him where he was on

18 the "scale."

19 Joshua: "Where am I on the scale?"
MCDONOUGH: "You are way down here (indicating). That's what I was trying to tell you earlier."
20 Joshua: "Am I in a lot of trouble?"
MCDONOUGH: "No."
21 Joshua: "Will I be doing prison time?"
MCDONOUGH: ''I doubt it"
22 Joshua: "Will I be doing any juvenile hall time?"
MCDONOUGH: "Probably not."
23 Joshua: "Ami allowed to go back to living normally and go to Orange Glen?"
MCDONOUGH: "Well, you can live as normal as you can live Imowing what you know.''
24 Joshua: "But, I mean, ami allowed to go back to Orange Glen High School, live in my own house,
sleep in my own bed?"
25 MCDONOUGH: "I don't see a problem at all, providing nothing else pops up to show that you've
lied. Because that's where you have your trouble."
26

27

Shortly after this exchange, CLAYTOR asked Joshua ifhewouldmake a pretext telephone

28 call to Aaron. CLAYTOR also told him it was now 6:50am.
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•

1 CLAYTOR: Right now is ten minutes to 7:00."

2

•

CLAYTOR told Joshua that no one wanted him to go to jail for murder and was "free."

3 Again, Josbua was concerned that everyone was happy with him.
4 CLAYTOR: ''No one ever suspected that you killed anyone."
J oshua: "Really?,.
5 CLAYTOR: "No."
Joshua: "I thought that's why I was here."
6 CLAYTOR: ''No. No one ever suspected that. What we suspected of you is having the knife that
was used. That's what you were suspected of. Look what happened when that got cleared up."
7 Joshua: "Now everyone is happy again."
CLAYTOR: "Well, yeah. No one wanted you to go to jail for homicide. You are free."
8

9

At this point, detectives allowed Joshua's father to enter the interview room. Joshua told

10 his father that be could not understand why Michael wanted him to "take the fall1' with him.
11 Joshua: "rm just saying this from Mike's point ofview.lfyou wanted to get rid of the knife, why
would he want to put it on his friends? I don'tunderstand why he would want to have someone take
12 the fall with him."

13

CLAYTOR asked Joshua to speculate how Michael got the knife to Aaron in the middle

14 of the night.
15 CLAYTOR: ''How would Mike get the larife over to Aaron in the middle of the night?"
Joshua: "I don'tlmow. That's why it's speculation on my part. Perhaps Aaron."
16 CLAYTOR: "That's what I'm asking for."
Joshua: "Perhaps Aaron was there during the killing. Do you think he was? He may have been there
17 at the time."
18

Joshua said Aaron gave him the knife in a shea1h.

19 Joshua: "He is, 'This is the knife.' That first I'm looking at the knife. 'What are you talking about?'
"And he said, 'This is the knife Michael used when he killed Stephanie."'

20
21

CLAYTOR then asked him how he got the knife out of Aaron's house. Joshua said he had

22 hidden the knife in his pocket on Super Bowl Sunday while at Aaron's house.
23 Joshua: "I put it in my pocket. That was it."
CLAYTOR: "And went straight back to the house?"
24
25

Peggy DEKKER, the school psychologist at the boys' high school, arranged the ''Super

26 Bowl Sunday" meeting because she was concerned about the impact of Stephanie's murder on the
27 boys. Mrs. TREADWAY drove Joshua to the house and Ms. DEKKER arrived at the same time.
28 Although neither Ms. DEKKER nor Joshua recall Joshua going into Aaron's room, Aaron's brother,
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1 Adam, recalled Joshua stepped into Aaron's room briefly before the meeting while Adam was in the
2 room. Aaron demonstrated anew video game. Adam left the room and a few seconds later he heard

3 one ofthe adults call for the boys and they went into the livingroom. Joshua was wearing blue jeans
4

and at-shirt that day. (PHRT 1227-1251.) In other words, the meeting in Aaron's roomJosbua

5 would describe in which he said he got the knife from Aaron could not have occurred and Joshua
6 could not have hidden the knife in his pants while he met with Ms. DEKKER, Mrs. HOUSER and

7 his mother.

8

CLAYTOR added that Joshua was "set up" by the boys. [A lie.]

9 CLAYTOR: "Let me tell you something to make you feel a little bit better about this. We would

not have known it was the knife if it wasn't for Aaron. [A lie.]"
10 Joshua: "You wouldn'thaveknownitwas aknife?"
CLAYTOR: "Quite frankly, you were set up. (A lie.]
11
"Do you agree?"
Joshua: "What happened?"
12 CLAYTOR: "You were set up."

13

Mr. TREADWAY told his son be was in a better position now. CLAYTOR added he was

14 now a "good witness.''
15 MR. TREADWAY: "You are in a much better position than you were two hours ago."

CLAYTOR: "Right now you are a very good witness. You are taken out ofthe room a criminal and
16 you are put back in the room as a witness. What happened could happen to anybody. Now, maybe
you should have called Dad. Doesn't matter. It's just not that important. We don't prosecute people
17 for doing what you did."
18

Joshuaateahamburger,fries,andasoda,whiletalkingwithMCDONOUGH. Joshuatold

19 MCDONOUGH that he later looked at the knife and did not see any blood on it.
20 Joshua: "And I did, though, before I threw it under the bed- I mean after, took it out one time and
I examined it, because things racing through my mind the whole time. I kind of like took it out."
21 MCDONOUGH: "Did you see any blood on it?"
Joshua: "No. The blade was clean."
22 MCDONOUGH: "Do you think Aaron cleaned it?"
Joshua: "I don't know who cleaned it. All I know is when I got it, it was clean. rm also wondering
23 with the detective also saying Aaron may have been there."
.MCDONOUGH: "Why is that?"
24 Joshua: "From the killing, because how else would he have gotten the knife from Michael? I don't
!mow any other way."
25
26
27

Second CVSA Of Joshua Treadway

After finishing his meal, Joshua submitted to another CVSA. This time, MCDONOUGH

28 told Joshua he passed the test. Joshua was elated at passing the test.
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•

•

During the test, Joshua denied any further involvement in Stephanie's murder, yet

2 MCDONOUGH told him be bad passed the CVSA. Clearly, MCDONOUGH was either lying about
3 the results of the test orhe was an incompetent evaluator. IfJoshua was a participant in Stephanie's
4

murder, be should have failed the CVSA. Being innocent, he should have failed the CVSA. Clearly

5 MCDONOUGH told Joshua he passed because Joshua had told the detectives what they had wanted

6 to hear to that point.
7 Joshua: "Yes. Finally. Praise God. Thank you God. You stayed with me. I prayed and I prayed, and
you didn't tum your back. The Lord is good, strong in the day of trouble. Good passage."
8

9
10
11

12

Joshua's reaction to passing the test evidences that passing the CVSA was Joshua's only
goal, whether the truth be told or not.
Attempted Controlled Telephone Call
At 4:30 p.m., on January 28, Joshua TREADWAY attempted to make a controlled

13 telephone call to Aaron at the direction ofDet. CLAYTOR. The first telephone call failed because
14 Mrs. HOUSER answered the telephone and told Joshua the police had instructed her that the boys
15 were not to communicate. This first telephone call was tape-recorded, however detectives did not
16 prepare a report, or a transcription of that call.

17

Controlled Telephone Call

18

At 7:00 p.m., Joshua made a second telephone call to Aaron.

19

This conversation was tape-recorded and transcribed.

20 Joshua: "Well the police took me to the station last night. Did you know that?11
Aaron: "I'm not surprised."
21 Joshua: "And they took the knife you gave me.n
Aaron: "I saw that."
22 Joshua: "Are we gonna get in any trouble?"
Aaron: "Okay Josh, listen up. Right now, they probably think this is separate from what was going
23 on with Michael. 11
24 Aaron: ''lt sounds like if this had been caught earlier, as I recall you could'a been charged with a
misdemeanor, minor.''
25
26 Aaron: "First, I want you to take a really deep breath and breathe out slowly. Now tell me. Okay.
Listen, Michael's sister was killed with some kind of sharp object, correct?"
27 Joshua: "Uh-huh."
Aaron: "Did you know that they took hatchets from my brother?"
28 Joshua: "No. You told me they took some knives from your brother and whamot, but I didn't really
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1 lmow hatchets. 11
Aaron: "He also took a couple hatchets. Okay. Now, when do you think was the last time Michael
2 was over at the house?''
3 Aaron: "Now listen, listen to me Josh. You1mow that .Michael and fhated each other basically. You
were planning your birthday party this Friday and we had agreed not to talk to each other, right--"
4 Joshua: "Uh huh."
Aaron: 11So ifI hated Michael so much that, I mean, I guess hate is a pretty strong word, ifi didn't
5 like him, you know that !just wanted to get my games back from him, right? Now why, why would
I take a knife, and Josh, when wouldMichael come into possession ofthat knife? I wo-I would never
6 help kill someone. Would I? I mean, ifMichael has killed hls sister, if that really happened, which
there's no proof of it, personally I can't imagine Michael killing someone. Can you?"

7
8

At the Grand Jury Hearing, CLAYTOR testified the reason for the "pretext call" was to

9 check both the veracity of Joshua's statement, and whether or not Aaron would implicate himself
10 in the knowledge of the knife.
11
12

Dr. Blum's Analysis Of Controlled Telephone Call
Doctor Larry BLUM, a clinical psychologist, reviewed the video taped interviews and

13 audio tape of the controlled telephone call to Aaron. BLUM commented the telephone call was
14 disturbing. He said it sounded as if Aaron were attempting to exercise some sort ofhypnotic control
15 over Joshua during the conversation. BLUM described Aaron as displaying sociopath behavior. He
16 said Aaron appeared to have a very hard shell around him. Dr. BLUM was convinced Aaron was
17 involved in the homicide based on Aaron's approach to the phone call and his videotaped interview.

18
19
20

FEBRUARY 10, 1998
Joshua Treadway's Confession
On February 10, Detective CLAYTOR telephoned Mrs. TREADWAY and told her there

21 were a couple of questions they needed to clarify. Mr. TREADWAY took his son to the police
22 station at about 10:00 a.m. CLAYTOR told Mr. TREADWAY Joshua did not need a lawyer, but that
23

Mr. TREADWAY could not sit in on the interview. CLAYTOR talked brieily with Joshua and told

24 him Detective MCDONOUGH had a couple questions he wanted to clarify. MCDONOUGH tben
25 took over the interview. The detectives failed to advise Joshua ofhis Miranda rights.

26

A short time into the interview, Joshua volunteered he had the knife at his house before

27 the murder. Joshua told MCDONOUGH that Aaron had loaned him the "Best Defense" knife in
28 October and he (Joshua) returned it to him before Super Bowl Sunday. (Joshua had to invent this
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•

1 story because he had showed the "Best Defense" knife to his brother Zach months before the murder.

2 Therefore, to fit with his prior statement to the detectives that the knife had been used in Stephanie's
3 murder and given to him by Aaron after the murder, he had to otrer a story that he had the knife in
4 October, showed it to Zach, and then returned it to Aaron before the murder. This story, offered by

5 Joshua early in this interrogatio~ demonstrates the connection between this interrogation and the
6 January 27-28 interrogation.)

7 J osbua: "When Mr. Claytor came down to my house Thursday, I think it was, he was talking to my
brother. And my brother, you know, told him he'd seen the knife like a long time ago, like in
8 October, or so. Yeah, that's true. Yeah, you know, I had it at my house. I borrowed it from their
house. I actually asked hey, Aaron, can I borrow that Sure, yeah, take it. Brought it to my house and
9 my --like to the middle of October."

MCDONOUGH: "Okay.11
10 Joshua: "Around his birthday time. And I took it home, showed my brother Zach, because it
resembled a knife in a movie we had seen."
11 MCDONOUGH: 11That knife was there before; is that what you're saying?"
Joshua: "Uh-huh. It -- it didn't stay for a long time."
12 MCDONOUGH: ''Okay."
Joshua: "Came home, stayed like -like a couple days, whatever,
a week, maybe two weeks,
13 until the next time I got back together with Aaron."
MCDONOUGH: "Okay."
14 Joshua: 11Then I gave it back to him."
MCDONOUGH: "So you actually had the knife before-11
15 Joshua: "Uh-huh."
MCDONOUGH; "--before the incident we talked about?"
16 "Okay. Mid October. Okay. What happened? How did you come into possession of the knife?"
Josbua: "Well, I was watching Mortal Kombat with my brother - we got the movie real cheap at
17 Blockbuster. And I said to Zach, ' Well, wow, that looks like the knife Aaron has.'
11
He goes, 'Oh, really?' He says, 'That's cool. • And he said, 'I'd like to see it sometime.'
11
And I figured why not? Aaron is pretty lenient about borrowing his stuff, because that's one
18
thing, he was pretty nice. As spoiled as he was, he was pretty nice about letting me borrow his
19 books."
MCDONOUGH: "Uh-huh."
20 Joshua: "So I said, 'So Aaron, do you mind if I borrow the knife, show my brother?' He said,
'Okay. It's just to show your brother.' And I said, 'Okay."'

21
22

Joshua again told MCDONOUGH that Aaron gave him the "Best Defense" knife on Super

23 Bow1 Sunday. He explained that Aaron called him to his bedroom and gave him the knife.
24 Joshua: "And when I was there, Aaron called me down the hall, you know, to show me something.
And he turned on his Play Station, and you lmow, proposed we play a little game. I was like okay,
25 sure. So we start to play a little with it. We played for a little, and then he was like - I noticed he
wasn't into it. His mind seemed to be on something else. He wasn't concerned about playing. So
26 then he stopped and walked back over to his shelves where he kept his knives. And then he said,
'Come here.' And he took his knife off the shelf and handed it to me."
27 MCDONOUGH: "Okay."
J osbua: "And that was when he made the pass off. And remember, as I said before, he told me that
28 that was the knife that he said that Michael had used to kill his sister Stephanie.
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"Then about ]ike-- less than a minute after that, he sort of set it in my hand. I was like, what
the-- shocked. You know, 'Aaron, what are you doing?' Ms. Decker arrives and then they call us
2 in there. So I have this thing in my hand as I'm walking down the hall, and I figure, jeez, so I put it
in my pocket real quick.
3
"And we sat down on the couch. And then by that time, I don't think I even heard half the
things Ms. Decker said because I was so shook up and nervous about everything. So I just sat there
4 with a blank look on my face."
1

(Based on Adam Houser's testimony at the preliminary hearing concerning what happened

5

6 in Aaron's bedroom on Super Bowl Stmday, this story Joshua told is a :fiction he created to explain
7 his statement tha.t Aaron gave him the knife after the murder-the "accessory after the fact" excuse.)
Joshua now said he was concerned Aaron might have been involved. in Stephanie's

8

9 murder.
10 Joshua: "I don't know ifanyone lrn.ows. But-- and ails I know is I was -- I was given the knife by
Aaron. And f'm beginning to think Aaron may have something to do with it~ "
11 MCDONOUGH: "Oh? Why is that?"
Joshua: "Why? Because Aaron is the one who gave me the knife."
12

13

MCDONOUGH asked Joshua ifhe had ever stolen another knife. Joshua admitted he had

14 stolen another knife from Scott COLEGROVE (referred to as the ''Compass'' knife). Again, Joshua
15

attempted to minimize the theft of the knife.

16 Joshua: ''It was from Scott, you know.''
MCDONOUGH: "Who is that?"
17 Joshua; "Scott is-- he's this kid! know. And Aaron knows him, too."
MCDONOUGH: "What did you take?"
18 Joshua: 11This one black knife. They have it, too."
MCDONOUGH: ''Why did you do that?"
19 Joshua: "I just did it because-- I don't know. It was another thing I wanted to show Zach. He was
one of my best friends almost, Michael and Aaron, because I spend a lot oftime with my brother
20 Zach."

21

Joshua appeared concerned about the theft of the ''Compass'' knife. MCDONOUGH

22 assured him that he would not be going to jail.
23 MCDONOUGH: ''How did you-- so you spent the night. And did you steal the kid's knife at that
point?"
24 Joshua: "Yeah, I did."
MCDONOUGH: "It's all right. Okay. And you're not going to jail or anything. You tmderstand
25 that, right? Do you know what I'm looking for?''

26

MCDONOUGH asked Joshuaifhe had cleaned the ''Best Defense" knife. Joshua said he

27 looked at it and then hid it under his bed.
28 MCDONOUGH: "Okay. And he hands you this knife. Okay. And at your house, you opened it
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1 up?"
Joshua: 11Yeah. I took it out."
2 MCDONOUGH: "Did you clean it?"
Joshua: "No. I wanted to see what was-- I don't know. For all I knew, it could have been soaked
3 in blood or whatever. I didn't know.11
"Exactly. So I opened it up. I looked at it. And after that, I put it away, threw it under my bed.
4 Never did anything with it again.''
5

MCDONOUGH asked Joshua what "motivated" him not to "give that up."

6 Joshua: "Because I thought-- I didn't know that having it was not bad. I thought that ifI even had
it, then I could~ therefore, be sentenced for, like, the crime, you know.
7
8

MCDONOUGH advised Joshua that he was concerned about his reaction on the CVSA

9 ~ [given during the January 27-28 interrogation-further showing the connection between the two
10 interrogations] when he asked him if he was involved in killing Stephanie. Joshua told him that he
11 felt he could be accused of the murder because he had· the knife.

12

Joshua then volunteered that Aaron had told him he was present during the murder.

13 MCDONOUGH: "I sense that Aaron has told you more things. rm going to be honest with you."
Joshua: ''Thereis one more thing, little.''
14 MCDONOUGH: "Okay."
Joshua: "He told me he was there.''
15 MCDONOUGH: "Okay."
Joshua: "Because in the shock, I asked him, you know, kind of what do you mean? And he says,
16 you know 'I was there. Now get rid of it. Hide it, whatever, get rid of it.'"
MCDONOUGH: "What did he say he did?"
17 Joshua: ''He never told me what he did. He told me he was there."
18

MCDONOUGH immediately asked Joshua if he was at the house during the murder.

19 Joshua said he was not present, and told MCDONOUGH he could pass such a question on the
20 CVSA. He added that he could not have gotten out of his bedroom without his parent's lmowledge.

21 MCDONOUGH: 11 Were you there?11
Joshua: 11No, no, no. I can pass that question."
22 MCDONOUGH: '1Josh--"
Joshua: "I wasn't there. I can pass the question. I was· not there."
23 MCDONOUGH: "Okay."
Joshua: "You know, my parents can even. pass for that question. They can say I wasn't there."
24 MCDONOUGH: "Why is that?"
Joshua: "Because they know I was home in my bed that night."
25 MCDONOUGH: "How do they lmow that?"
Joshua: "Because they came in my room and said good night to me that night and-"
26 MCDONOUGH: "Okay."
Joshua; "And their room is pretty close to mine. They would have heard ifi had gotten up.''
27
28

MCDONOUGH continued to press Joshua, asking him again ifhe was present during the
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1 murder. He told Joshua that the "degree of trouble" he was ill depended upon his participation.
2 Joshua: "I wasn't there, seriously."
MCDONOUGH: hOkay. I'm not saying you were."
3 Joshua: "Okay."
·
MCDONOUGH: "If you were, though, I would rather have you tell me one on one and we talk
4 about it, versus me having to put you through this and say, hey, wait a minute, okay, there is
something going on again here. Okay. I'm going - - I want to leave this room with you today--"
5 Joshua: "Uh-huh."
MCDONOUGH: "saying, it's finally out, theie is more out-"
6 Joshua: "At least, and just go (indicating)."

MCDONOUGH: "Yeah, let it go. Okay. This is a significant change in the puzzle here. That change

7 equals this response, equals this interview. Okay. There is more and I lmow it. We have to sift

through this. It's kind of like I'm in a coal mine now. You're not in trouble. Okay. You'renot in
8 trouble. Okay. Ifyou were there, yes, you .could be in trouble."
Joshua: "Uh-huh."

9 MCDONOUGH: "Okay. But the degree ofthe trouble, it all depends upon participation. It depends
upon a lot of things. Okay.n
10

11

MCDONOUGH told Joshua he was holding back all he knew about the crime out of

12 loyalty to his friends. Joshua now told him that Aaron and Michael had murdered Stephanie.
13 MCDONOUGH: "But understand something, Josh, when this all flushes out in the long run-.''
Joshua: "Uh-buh.1 '
14 MCDONOUGH: "There's no such thing as loyalty, because it all comes down to looking out for
number one. Okay. Let's look out for Josh today, please. Okay?"
15 Joshua: (Witness nodding.) "He may have- he told me he was there, too, and he told me that he
helped Michael."
16 MCDONOUGH: 11Whatdidhesay?"
Joshua: ''When I asked him, you know, ' What do you mean, Aaron? What are you saying? This
17 isn't right or like you.'
·
"He said, well, he was there. And I asked him how he knew this, how he knew Michael was the
18 one who did it. He said, 'I was there. I helped him'"
MCDONOUGH: ''Okay. And what was his part?n
19 Joshua: nTbat he killed her."
MCDONOUGH: "Who kil1ed her?"
20 Joshua: nHim and Michael killed her. I don' t know which one actually did it. I just know they both
did it."

21

22

Then the line of questioning abruptly shifted. He asked Joshua what his response would

23 be if Aaron said he was present during the murder.

24 MCDONOUGH: "Okay. What if- Okay. How about Aaron saying- what if Aaron says Josh did
it?" [Of course, Aaron had more no such statement.]
25 Joshua: "He was with Michael."
MCDONOUGH: "What if that happens?"
26 Joshua: "Well, then he'll take the test and the box doesn't lie."
27

MCDONOUGH then asked Joshua what his concerns were. Joshua told him be was

28 concerned because he had the "Best Defense" knife and remembered CLAYTOR'S threats ofgoing
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1 to prison and how that threat was tied to his ability to pass the CVSA test.
2 Joshua: "And taking these tests and everything, and when Mr. Claytor said that I-- if! didr).'t start
talking, you know, had the capability ofbeing - of going to prison."
3 MCDONOUGH: "That's scary."
Joshua: 110h, yeah.11
4 MCDONOUGH: "That left an indelible impression on you.n
Joshua: "Forever, I'll remember that moment when he said that. That was scary to me. I never
5 thought in a million years would I ever be capable of going to prison."
6

MCDONOUGH took a break and left the room. He returned and told Joshua that he had

7 talked with CLAYTOR. Joshua was suddenly very talkative and explained the murder plot. He told
8 MCDONOUGH that Michael kept Stephanie quiet while Aaron stabbed her.
9 MCDONOUGH: "Let's flush it out. I talked to CLAYTOR, he said okay."
Joshua: 110kay. In Aaron's room [on Super Bowl Sunday], he hands me the larife, which is all I was
10 given. And he told me that him and Michael killed Michael's sister. He told me that he did most of
it, because you are right, I did ask a lot of questions, you know.
11
"He told me to shut up and not to tell anyone this ever, just hide it, get rid of it, don't say
anything to anybody; that him and Michael had kind ofplanned this for a while and that they knew
12 what they were doing. And he told me not to worry. Everything would be okay. Just get rid of the
knife. And then he said it again. 'If you get rid ofthe knife, everything is going to be okay.'
13
"I asked him what went down. And he told me that Michael went in, kind ofkept her quiet and
held her mouth, and he said that he took care of the rest." [Joshua knew from newspaper accounts
14 that no one had heard Stephanie scream or cry out during her attack.]

15'

MCDONOUGH, still not satisfied, told Joshua he believed the planning involved him. He

16 told him that he was used by the other boys.as part of the murder conspiracy.
17 MCDONOUGH: "--I think you were part of the plan, and you were part-- you were one of the
18 pawns in the plan, okay. Now don't freak on me19

"Okay. I believe that the planning process probably involved you, okay. But you need to put

20 it on the table, son.
21 Joshua: 'Well, I knew Michael hated his sister. I knew he always had kind of a grudge against her.
22 And I knew that Aaron was kind ofobsessed with killing and stuff. But they never to!~ me that they
23 were going to do anything like this. The first I heard of this was Super Bowl Sunday."

24

Minutes later Joshua added to bis story.

25 Joshua: ''--because I don't know how they really did it. He just told me what I told you before. I
really don't like talking about it."
26 MCDONOUGH: "Like what? What did he say?"
Joshua: "When he told me they were in there and he said that Michael did something to keep her
27 quiet and he carried out with the rest of the business, that's what he told me."

28

Joshua said Michael wanted to kill his sister "really bad" because he didn't like her. He
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l said Michael and Aaron would meet during school breaks and plan her killing.
2 Joshua: "Well, I can't really think ofthat much else, because there really wasn't that much else. But
he did tell me that Michael wanted to kill his sisterbadly, because I askedhim why, why would you
3 guys do it. And he says well, Michael hated his sister. He wanted to get her badly.
''And he said, 'I said if he was serious about it, J>d help him do it. Pd go down there and help
4 him do it.' And that is another thing that really, really, really scared me about Aaron. That's why!
don't ever want to be alone in a room with him."
5

6

MCDONOUGH then suggested Joshua might not be in troubleifhe did not know the boys

7 were going to kill Stephanie.
8 MCDONOUGH: "Okay. And ifyou were in ~on the plan and you didn't think they were going to
do it, that's different. Am I right or wrong?"
9 Joshna: "You're right. 11
10

Joshua ultimately told MCDONOUGH that the boys had planned the killing for some

11 time, but he did not think they would do it. Joshua said he did not know the specific plans, but knew
12 the "scenario."
13 Joshua: "Well, I'll be honest with you right now. I don't know the details, but I do know the
scenario and the deal."
14 MCDONOUGH: "What's the scenario?"
Joshua: "They told me before, and they asked me how do you think a good way to do it wouldbe. 11
15 MCDONOUGH: "Uh-huh."
Joshua: 11And I thought, I don't know. I never recall thinking about killing people like that It's not
16 a big deal to me. And they would always try to relate back to a game. Oh, yeah, it could be like this,
it could be like this.
17
"And they said, okay, yeah-- Aaron said okay, well, Michael, I can get over to your house
sometime and we can go in together. You can let me in, and we can go in there, Michael. You can
18 walk in first, don't surprise your sister, quietly. You can keep her quiet, and I can take care ofthe
rest. And they talked about this about three times, three or four times while I heard.''
19

20

Joshua then told MCDONOUGH that Aaron and Michael had planned the murder about

21 two or three weeks befo.re at school. Joshua added that Scott Colegrove would join them for lunch,
22 but was not present during the planning.
23

Joshua added that Michael was supposed to let Aaron into the house through the laundry

24 room door. However, Joshua still maintained he was not present during the murder.
25

MCDONOUGH asked him what the boys had done with their clothing and the knife after

26 the murder. When Joshua said he did not know, MCDONOUGH advised him thatbis cooperation
27 would help his credibility.
28 MCDONOUGH: "This is a big thing now. You have the knife. You can show some credibility by
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1 focusing us that way."

MCDONOUGH warned Joshua to tell him all he knew about the murder.

2

3 MCDONOUGH: "Ifyou were part ofthe planning and you made a mistake, okay, well, we'll cross

4

that bridge.
11
You don't want swprises in the 1ong run, , hYPothetically, of the DA saying, we're going to
charge them all with murder in terms of-- the truth will prevent that."

5

MCDONOUGH asked Joshua to recount the morning ofthe murder when Michael called

6

7 him from the police station. Curiously, Joshua appeared surprised and said he did not think Aaron
8 and Michael would actually have murdered Stephanie. MCDONOUGH questioned why he felt this

9 way, since he had earlier told him that they had been planning the murder two to three weeks prior.
10 Additionally, Joshua said that Michael had told him someone had broken into the house. This was

11 contrary to the scenario of the murder as believed by police.
12 Joshua: "Yeah, onWednesday about 5:00 at night."
MCDONOUGH: "Okay. And says what?"
13 Joshua: 11He told me that his sister had been killed He found her dead. Someone broke in and killed
her."
14 MCDONOUGH: "Did you, at the other end ofthat line, go, 'What are you talking about, Michael?
What do you mean? What did you do?"'
15 Joshua: "I didn't say, 'What did you do?' because I didn't think. that he did it. I didn't think Aaron
or Michael did it."
16 MCDONOUGH: "Why would you.n ot think that when two to three weeks prior, they had been
planning it?"
17 Joshua: "Because, I don't know. Michael kind of still was my friend, you kn.ow, and I didn't think
he would have done something like that. And it was a shock that someone I knewwas actually dead
18 now. And he told me that. And he didn't stay on the phone long. He stayed on the phone a very short
time.

"And I said, ~Are you okay, Michael?' And I was kind of worried about him at that time, how
he would be feeling because when he said someone had broken in and killed her, I thought well,
20 whatever, that might have been the case.
"I kind of was denying a little bit the fact that he could have been the culprit, until I heard on
21 Saturday he had been arrested. But still, little light bulbs had gone of£ Michael and Aaron did take
it seriously. But then on Saturday, it was almost like, oh, he did."
19

22 .

23

MCDONOUGH told Joshua to stop rationalizing and "fix this" so he could walk out with

24 a passing grade on the CVSA. Joshua thought he might get to go home ifhe passed the CVSA
25 MCDONOUGH: "Hello? Stop rationalizing. Let's fix this, Josh, so I can walk out ofhere and you
have a passing grade."
26 Joshua: "What does that mean? Does that mean I get to go home?"
MCDONOUGH: ''No. I don't know. That's their situation."
27

28

MCDONOUGH told Joshua he was a "step in the process," unless he went inside the
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1 CROWE house. He continued to impress upon Joshua the importance ofpassing the CVSA.
2 MCDONOUGH: "You are just a step in the process. Unless, of course, you are in the house. And
ifthat's the case, well, I can't change that, either. And ifthat's reality, then, fine, let's make it reality.
3 Let's put it there. But ifit's not, then this will determine it."

4

Joshua, still feeling out MCDONOUGH, told him "maybe" Aaron did give him thelmife.

5 He attempted to determine what bis exposure would be if he told detectives that Aaron bad given
6 him the larife. Under pressure from MCDONOUGH, Joshua again told him that Aaron had given

7 him the knife.
8 Joshua: "Maybe Aaron gave me the knife. But what would happen if Aaron gave me the knife?"

9
10

11
12
13
14

15
16

MCDONOUGH: "Don't worry about what would happen. Tell me the truth.
"Look at me. Please. Look at me and tell me the truth. Don't think about it. Let it happen. You
are not betraying him. Okay?
"When did he give you the knife?"
Joshua: "I don't know. I don't lmow. You can put that on the test I don't know."
MCDONOUGH: "You don't remember?"
Joshua: "No, I don't remember."
MCDONOUGH: "When? In what scenario did you end up with the knife?
"How did this happen?"
Joshua: "I was there and he gave it to me."
MCDONOUGH: "You were at Aaron's house and he gave it to you?11
Joshua: (witness nods head)
MCDONOUGH: ''Okay. What knife?.,
Joshua: 11 When we went to his house when my mom was there.[Super Bowl Sunday]"
MCDONOUGH told Joshua he was determined to get him through the CVSA test.

17 MCDONOUGH: "Look at me. All that other stuff, Josh, is water under the bridge. All right?
We're dealing with from this point forward. You are going to pass this exam. I'm detennined to get
18 you through this exam.''
Joshua: "Do you believe I can do it?"
19 MCDONOUGH: "I know you can. I know you can. But you have to put the truth on the table for
me to deal with. Okay?"

20
21

MCDONOUGH questioned Joshuamore about what Aaron had told him about the knife.

22 Joshua added that Michael had "used" the knife and stabbed Stephanie.
23 MCDONOUGH: "When you went over there, he gives you the knife. What does he say?''
Joshua: "Told me it was used."
24 MCDONOUGH: "Okay."
Joshua: "Do you know how it was used?"
25 MCDONOUGH: "No."
Joshua: "He didn't tell me how it was used. He just said it was used."
26 MCDONOUGH: "He told you it was used to do what?"
Joshua: "Used against Stephanie.''
27 MCDONOUGH: "Used agamst Stephanie.
"Who did be tell you used it against Stephanie?"
28 Joshua: "Wchael."
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1 MCDONOUGH: "What did he say?"
Joshua: "To hide it"
2 MCDONOUGH: "Hide it?11
Joshu a: "Get rid of it."
3 MCDONOUGH: "Get rid of it.
"Why did he tell you this?"
4 Joshua: "He didn't tell me why."
MCDONOUGH: "How did he get it?"
5 Joshua: "I don't know. No one told me."
MCDONOUGH: "Okay. Wait a minute. Lefs think for a second. Okay?
6
''Would you look at me. You are at his house. He gives you this knife and he says, 'Get rid of it
It was used against Stephanie.'
7
"What did you do with the lmife?
Joshua: "I got rid of it."
8 MCDONOUGH: "What did you do with it?"
Joshua: "Put it under the bed."
9 MCDONOUGH: "Under the bed.
Is that the one that the police have now?"
10 Joshua: "That's what I was told."
MCDONOUGH: "From?"
11 Joshua: "Aaron.''
MCDONOUGH: "That knife that they have now was the weapon that was used against Stephanie?"
12 Joshua: "That's what Aaron told me."
MCDONOUGH: "That's fine."
13
14

Hours into the interrogation, MCDONOUGH administered the CVSA again. Joshua was

15 convinced the CVSA was infallible. MCDONOUGH told Joshua he had lied when asked ifhe had
16 talked to Aaron after the controlled telephone call. [He had not lied about this at all.]
17 MCDONOUGH: "Josh, no. You're not going to beat the instrument. You're not going to--"
Joshua: "I'm not trying to. I'm trying to work with the instrument."
18 MCDONOUGH: "Youcan't work with the instrwnenl You know what works with the instrument?
The truth."
19

20

Joshua told MCDONOUGH he was afraid of going to jail.

21 MCDONOUGH: "You're scared. Am I right? Sit back. What are you afraid of? Afraid of going
to jail? Is that the problem here?"
22 Joshua: "I'm afraid of going to jail. I didn't even do anything."
MCDONOUGH: "Josh, listen to me. Let's deal with this one step at a time. Are you afraid of going
23 to jail?"
Joshua: (Witness nodding.)
24 MCDONOUGH: "Okay. I can understand that. All right. I understand. All right. But we don't
know what the consequences are until we know what the story is. All right And if you were there,
25 when this thing is going down, all right, I can't change that. You can't change that. What can you
give back, though?"
26 Joshua: "I don't know."
MCDONOUGH: "The truth, right. Am r right?"
27 Joshua: "Yeah."

28

Joshua volunteered he had washed the "Best Defense" knife on the day Aaron gave it to
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1 him. He later said Aaron told him to clean it.

2 MCDONOUGH: ''Let's deal with what they bad you do afterwards
and before. 11
3 Joshua: ''I told you, Aaron gave me the knife at his house. 11
MCDONOUGH: "I believe you."
4 Joshua: "I took it home."
MCDONOUGH: "Okay. Did you clean it? You did clean it, didn't you? It's okay if you did.
5 You've got to tell me, though."
Joshua: "I washed it once, but I didn't do anything seriously."
6 MCDONOUGH: "Okay. You washed it."
Joshua: "But it didn't have any--"
7 MCDONOUGH: "Did blood come off of it?"
Joshua: "No."
8
MCDONOUGH asked him why it had taken so long for him to tell him that he cleaned

9
10 the knife.

11 Joshua: 11Because then you would have been mad."
MCDONOUGH: "Why would I have been mad. I'm not mad at you."
12 Joshua: "Because I lied to you."

13

Joshua now told MCDONOUGH that Aaron had threatened to kill him and his family if

14 be told anyone about the murder
15

MCDONOUGH asked Joshua if he would ever "sneak" out ofhis house. Joshua told him

16 he had never done it because it was not his style.
17

MCDONOUGH then changed tact and asked Joshua what would happen ifAaron said he

18 (Joshua) had stabbed Stephanie. [Of course, Aaron had more such statement.]
19 Joshua: "No. I answered that with full-on 5,000 percent. No, I did not, no."
MCDONOUGH: "What if Aaron says you did?"
20 Joshua: "Not to be rude, screw Aaron. I don't care what he says."

21

Joshua said he wanted to be as cooperative as possible. However, he kept insisting he was

22 not at the CROWE house when Stephanie was killed. MCDONOUGH did not believe Joshua and
23

suggested he might merely have been a lookout. [Thls was the introduction ofthe "lookout" concept

24 into the interrogation, and MCDONOUGH minimized it' s prejudice to Joshua's interests.]
25 MCDONOUGH: 11 What if your role was just a lookout? Tell me the truth."
Joshua: "Is that what Michael told you?"
26 MCDONOUGH: "I' telling you -I'm asking you to tell me the truth."
Joshua: "No, 1 wasn' the lookout. 11

27
28

MCDONOUGH continued, and Joshua caved to the 11 lookout" notion, but denied he had
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2 MCDONOUGH: "Josh, you've got to stop. You've got to stop denying. Look at me, okay. Look at

10

me. All right. Focus. You're thinking too much. You're not listening to me. All right?
"Let's talk about the lookout thlng. All right. Let's deal with that"
Joshua: "Okay.''
MCDONOUGH: "Tell me the truth."
Joshua: "I never entered the house."
MCDONOUGH: "Okay. I believe you. Keep going."
Joshua: "But I didn't help them do anything."
1\{CDONOUGH: "I believe you. Keep going. Tell me what you did."
Joshua: "I didn't kill anyone."
MCDONOUGH: "I know. You waited outside. Where were you? And I understand, that's hard
enough in itself: am I right?
11
Where did you stand? Let's start there, Okay? Let's deal with that, one step at a time. Where
were you?"
Joshua: "Outside."
MCDONOUGH: 11 0kay at, outside?"
Joshua: "In the driveway!'

11

Joshua then told MCDONOUGH the events of that night He said that he called Michael

3
4
5

6
7

8
9

12 at around 9:00 to 9:30 p.m. [He had, both mothers told police ofthis call. However, the fact that
13 Joshua called Michael to inquire about school and that Michael took this opportunity to tell Joshua

14 that he was to come to hls house in 2 hours to help kill Stephanie is absurd.]

15 Joshua: "I called Michael that night to find out if be to was going to school."
MCDONOUGH: "So that was true what you said?"
16 Joshua: "That was true. He did say a little more than that."
MCDONOUGH: ''What did he tell you?"
17 Joshua: "He told me it was going to be tonight and I need to--"
MCDONOUGH: "Go ahead."
18 Joshua: "And I need to walk or get over somehow.
"He said, 'Do you remember that idea me and Aaron had?'"
19
"I don't remember exactly the words, but, you lmow, then he told me that he wants to take that
plan into action tonight and he wants to cany through with that plan."
20
"Because after I talked through with Michael, he told me Aaron would give me the rest of the
plan that evening, that night. So I don't remember ifi called Aaron or I got a call from Aaron. I don't
21 remember that."
MCDONOUGH: "Okay. That's fine. n
22 Joshua: "I don't remember. Just we made phone call- contact. And then Aaron told me that I was
supposed to get over to his house and then we'd take it the rest of the way, from there."
23 MCDONOUGH: "Okay. And from that point, how do you get out of your house?"
Joshua: ''Unlock it and walk out the door."
24 MCDONOUGH: "Out the front door?"
Joshua: (Witness nodding.)
25 MCDONOUGH: "Your parents didn't lmow you left?"
Joshua: "No."
26 MCDONOUGH: "You just kind of snuck out?''
Joshua: (Witness nodding,)
27 MCDONOUGH: "Where was your brother Zach?"
Joshua: "In his bed."
28 MCDONOUGH: ''He was sleeping?"
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2

•

At the 707 W&I Hearing, Mr. TREADWAY testified about his son's activities on the

3 night ofJanuary 20, 1998. Mr. TREADWAY said that he, Mrs. Tammy TREADWAY, and his
4 son's, Joshua, Zachary, and Alan, were home that night. He and Joshua were going over his son's
5 science final for the following day. Mr. TREADWAY "put" Joshua to bed about 10:30 p.m. About
6 11:30 p.m., before going to bed, Mr. TREADWAY told Joshua and Zachary to be quiet because they
7 were talking and had music on in their room. He said the last time he saw the clock it was ten
8 minutes before midnight. Mr. TREADWAY did not wake up until6:30 a.m., when his alarm clock
9 went off. He then awakened his sons and got them ready for school. He said Joshua seemed "fine"
10 at that time.
11

Mr. TREADWAY added that the latch on his son's door rubs against the strike and makes

12 a noise when it is opened. He said he did not hear any noises indicating his sons had left their room.
13 Mr. TREADWAY said the police never questioned him about where Joshua was on the night ofthe
14 murder.
15

Joshua said he left his house at around 11:00 p.m., and walked to Aaron's house, arriving

16

there at about 11:30 p.m. MCDONOUGH asked Joshua ifAaron was waiting outside the house for

17 him.
18 MCDONOUGH: "Where is Aaron when you first get there? He's outside waiting for you?"
Joshua: "Uh~huh."
19
20

At the Grand Jury Hearing, Aaron's brother, I 7-year-old Adam HOUSER, testified he had

21 seen Aaron in his bedroom at 11:30 p.m., on January 20, 1998. Adam testified: "At about 11:30, I
22 noticed Aaron's light was on. I went in, knocked on Aaron's door, pushed it opened and said, you
23 lmow, 'Aaron you might want to get going to bed because you-- you have flnals tomorrow. Don't
24 worry about your band final. It is usually pretty easy. • Because he had band and geometry the next
25 day, yeah, you know, you might want to go to bed. So he said, 'Okay.' and he turned -- or I turned
26 the light out. He put his glasses on his desk, turned his CD p1ayer on and I shut the door."
27

Joshua added that Aaron had threatened him.

28 Joshua: "And he said, 'But I don't think there should be a problem, do you, Josh?' And I didn't
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1 answer. And he said, 'Well, you're in this one way or another,' he said, 'because ifyou're really our
friend, you'll help us, and if you're not my friend, you're my enemy."'

2

Joshua then spun the story ofbis role as the "lookout". He said they arrived at 1he

3

4 CROWE house about 12:30 a.m. Aaron told him to wait outside the bouse to make sure no one was
5 coming. He told MCDONOUGH that he was to wait in the driveway and run inside and notify them
6 if someone was coming.
7 Joshua: "Hekindofremindedme, you know, what you're supposed to do. Andhetoldmethen that

all I have to do is wait. Wait outside. Just make sure no one is coming. If anyone is coming, to tell
8

him, inform him."
MCDONOUGH: "And how were you going to do that?"

9 Joshua: "I'm going to stand in the driveway area."
MCDONOUGH: "How were you going to signal him if somebody was coming?"
10 Joshua: "I was supposed to run and get him."
MCDONOUGH: "Run inside?11
11

Joshua t?ld MCDONOUGH he saw Michael standing inside his house at the back door

12

13 (laundry room door). Michael was dressed in black. He noted the lights in the house were offexcept
14 for one exterior light near. the garage. Joshua saw Aaron walk up to the door with the knife in his

15 hanq. Michael opened the door and let Aaron in the house.

Joshua continued that he waited about twenty to thirty minutes outside before he .saw

16

17 Michael and Aaron again. Aaron came out the same (laundry room) door. Michael nodded to him

18 from the door. MCDONOUGH asked Joshua what his impression of the boys was when he saw

19 thellL
20 Joshua: "No look on their face. Michael has kind ofa-- a weird look, just kind ofa disoriented kind
of look, kind of-- you lmow, it doesn't look like I normally would see him. And I can't place
21 whether he is happy or sad or angry or whatever. He just kind oflooks weird."

22

MCDONOUGH asked Joshua what his first impression ofAaron was when he approached

23 him. He asked Joshua if there was blood on Aaron.
24 Joshua: "I didn't see any blood on him or sense there was any blood on him. I don't know. Aaron
seemed normal. He just seemed kind of normal, like Aaron. 11
25
26

As they were walking back to Aaron's house, Aaron asked ifhe had stayed there the whole

27 time. Joshua responded that he had.
28 Joshua: "And he says, 'Good.' And he said, 'Well, I guess our work here is finished then."'
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Joshua told MCDONOUGH that Michael had entered Stephanie's room to cahn her.

2 MCDONOUGH wondered why Stephanie was upset.

3 Joshua: "He said that he had Michael walk in there first and cahn Stephanie down.."
MCDONOUGH: "What was wrong with her? Why was she upset?"
4 Joshua: "Well, she wasn't upset. I don't know. Maybe she was."
MCDONOUGH: No. That's why-11
5 Joshua: ''I'm saying so, I'm sure she sees some total stranger, she'll be freaking out.''
MCDONOUGH: "So he sends Michael in?"
6 Joshua: "Yeah. He sent Michael in there, and Mike just-- he said walked in there-- this was all
according to what he told me. He walked in there, put his hand over her mouth, and then Aaron
7 walked in, and he, you know, begun to stab her."
8

Joshua said he returned to his house entering through the front door. He said his parents

9 and family were sleeping. He changed into his pajamas and got into bed. Joshua said he felt like
10 a piece of himself was now missing. He stayed awake almost all night in denial not wanting to

11 believe the incident had taken place. The following day he went to school.
12

MCDONOUGH told Joshua he wanted him to talk with CLAYTOR Again, Joshua was

13 concerned CLAYTOR would be angry with him.

14 MCDONOUGH: "No, he won't be mad. Okay. He'll be disappointed. There is a difference.
Disappointed that you didn't tell him this in the beginning, because that probably would have saved,
15 how much time?"
Joshua: "A lot of time."
16 MCDONOUGH: "And thatprobablywouldhaveputAaronwhereAaronbelongs. Would you agree
with that?"
17 Joshua: (Witness nodding.)
MCDONOUGH: "There is somebody out there that killed a human being. Do you think that
18 person needs to be out there right now?"
Joshua: (Witness shaking head.)
19 MCDONOUGH: "No. And they have-- we have, as law enforcement, an obligation to protect the
community."
20 Joshua: "To serve and protect."
MCDONOUGH: "You've got it. You've got it. You're with me on that?"
21
22

MCDONOUGH left the room to speak with CLAYTOR However, before leaving he

23

asked Joshua to write his statement Joshua, was apparently confused as to whether or not he was

24 under arrest. He asked MCDONOUGH if he could see his father. MCDONOUGH told him that he
25 could, adding that he was never under arrest.
26 Joshua: "Do you know how long it's going to take? Is ittake a long time?"
MCDONOUGH: "Not long, 10 or 15 minutes, maybe."
27 Joshua: "Okay. Do I get to see my dad at all?"
MCDONOUGH: "Of course.''
28 Joshua: "I get to see him soon?"
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1 MCDONOUGH: "Of course. You're not under arrest. You know that?"

Joshua: "I'm not?''
2 MCDONOUGH: "Did I say at any point in time that you're under arrest?"
Joshua: "No. But I was under arrest. 11
3 MCDONOUGH: "When?"
Joshua: "Oh, that was --"
4 MCDONOUGH: "That was for the-"
Joshua: "The --11
5 MCDONOUGH: 11Josh> did you go home in between there?''
Joshua: "Yes."
6 MCDONOUGH: "And did you have a birthday party?"
Joshua: "Well, not after the fact."
7 MCDONOUGH: "Have you had a birthday party? Did you celebrate?"
Joshua: "A little bit."
8 MCDONOUGH: "Did you jump up and down? And you know, you.didn't invite me. So you had
a party?"

9 Joshua: "Sort of."
MCDONOUGH: "Just relax. Okay."
10 Joshua: 11Well> can I ask a question?11
MCDONOUGH: "Absolutely."
11 Joshua: 11Does this mean I'm going to jail tight now?11
MCDONOUGH: "I don't know. That's not my decision.I'mbeinghonestwithyou. That's not my
12 decision. Look at me. That's not my decision."
13

MCDONOUGH left the interview room. A few minutes later, CLAYTOR entered the

14 interview room.

15

Immediately, CLAYTOR told Joshua it did not matter if he had gone into the CROWE

16 bouse, or waited outside. CLAYTOR added that be realized Joshua was concerned about what the

17 police were going to do to him. He then told Joshua that the decision (to arrest him or not) had not
18 yet been made.
19 CLAYTOR: "First of all, I think it's important for you to understand that the position that you're
in right now, whether you went into the bouse or whether you stayed outside, really doesn't matter.
20 Again, and we go right back to where we started this whole -- this whole thing. What does matter
is the truth and what actually happened. And you know, I know you're concerned about what is
21 going to happen to you. I'll tell you that that decision hasn't been made just yet. It's been hashed
around as far as what is gomg to happen to you tonight. But I will tell you that you've got some
22 · problems. They're not insurmountable problems...
23

Joshua asked if he would ever be able to go home. CLAYTOR insinuated several times

24 that there was still an opportunity for him to go home.
25 Joshua: 11Do you know where I stand as of right now? 11
CLAYTOR: "Yeah. Yeah, you've got a serious problem. And I don't want to BS you here. Your
26 involvement, that you're in pretty deep. But I don't say that to scare you. 11
Joshua: "I'm sorry, it kind of does."
27 CLAYTOR: 11I'm sure it probably does. I don't want to-- I don't want to blow smoke in your face
here. And when- I'm not coming in here and saying there is no problem and, yeah, you're going
28 to go home, this is all going to be over tomorrow, that's not going to happen. I need to be truthful
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And,

3 Joshua: "Will I ever be able to go home again?11
CLAYTOR: "That decision hasn't been made yet. Yeah, that is still being discussed. But that's
4 really not an issue we need to deal with, like, right now. We're still kind ofin the truth-getting stage
here. And that's what is really important."

5
6

And,

7 Joshua: 11Does it look at all like I'll ever be able to go home again?"
CLAYTOR: "'Ever"' is--"
8 Joshua: "I mean, like tonight or anything."
CLAYTOR: "Well, tonight is really questionable. I'm going to be up front with you. That is a
9 decision that we're making right now. You've been real, real cooperative. You know, I'll tell you

where you are; you're about 95 percent there."
10 Joshua: "Going home?"
CLAYTOR: "No, ofthe truth. Okay. We just haven't made that decision. It's a decision that is not
11 really made by me, myself and I. It's-- there's- there's other people involved. And I have
supervision that I have to deal with. Okay. And we decide on these things as a group. We don't take
12 it lightly.
"I'd much rather you go home. Understand, we do have a decision to make, and we'll be
13 making that decision. You still have a few things to do as far as getting to the bottom of this story."

14

CLAYTOR suspected Joshua had gone into the CROWE house. Joshua again changed

15 his story and now said he did go into the house. He said he sat down in the dark kitchen; he did not
16 see or hear anything. CLAYTOR reminded him that Michael had given them his own version of

17 what happened. [Michael never indicated Joshua was involved.]

18 Joshua: "I walked into the kitchen area, only after a little while because I was cold, and I sat down
and I just waited."
19
CLAYTOR then questioned Joshua's earlier estimation that the boys were in Stephanie's
20
bedroom for twenty to thirty minutes.
21

CLAYTOR: "Now, there was a lot of time that went by. When I say a lot oftime, I'm talking20
22 to 30 minutes."
Joshua: "I meant that as kind oflike-- I wasn't quite sure. He asked me a lot of approximates and
23 stuff"
24

CLAYTOR wondered why Aaron did not simply get rid ·ofthe knife after the murder. He

25 told Joshua there would be no "logical" reason for Aaron to give him the knife on Super Bowl
26 Sunday. [Exactly. Even the detectives realized that the statement they had extracted from Joshua did
27 make internal sense.]
28

CLAYTOR: "Say anything about maybe trying to dispose of anytbing, trying to cover up the crime,
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1 trying to dispose of the body, anything of that nature?"
Joshua: "No. Just, I needed to get rid of the knife at a later date. He didn't give it to me then."
2 CLAYTOR: "Why do you think he didn't give it to you then?"
Joshua: "I have no idea why he didn't give it to me then. He gave it to me on Super Bowl Sunday
3 when I went there."
CLAYTOR: ''Why wouldn't he give it to you then, when you were already there? I mean, you were
4 in a position where you could get rid of the lmife?"
Joshua: "I have no idea why he didn't.''
5 CLAYTOR: "You kind ofsee how logical these questions become? I mean, you were already there.
There wouldn't have been any need for you to come back on Super Bowl Sunday, or really, any
6 other time, for that matter. You just took the knife with you. Do you see what I mean?"
Joshua: ''Uh-huh."
7 CLAYTOR: "That's the logical thing. And you know what-n
Joshua: "No, I got it on Super Bowl Sunday."
8

9

Joshua then asked CLAYTOR if he was as "deep in this" as Aaron and Michael.

10 CLAYTOR: "Well, as deep as you can possibly go. What I'm trying to tell you is it's not any
different if you're in the house or your house, if you had a conversation coming back to Aaron's
11 house, or if you didn't. Your position hasn't changed any. Can you be charged as a principal in this
thing? I don't know. Charging is not my-- that's not what I do. That's up to the District Attorney's
12 Office. Okay.
"As far as being held accountable for specific acts, specific crimes, that's not for me to decide.
13 Okay. My position - my position has always been to get to the truth and exactly what happened."

14

CLAYTOR repeatedly asked Joshua what they talked about while in the kitchen of the

15 CROWE house. Initially, Joshua denied they had any conversation. Ultimately, he relented and said
16 that he and Michael had conversed. Then, Joshua surprised CLAYfOR when he volunteered that

17 Michael had cleaned the murder weapon in the kitchen sink. [The police had searched the sink and
18 foundnothing.]

19 Joshua: "Michael came back. It was Michael who came back, and he asked me what I was doing
in here. And I told him it was cold outside and I didn't want to be out there in the cold. And then he
20 just started talking to me, telling me that he was happy I was here. He was glad I showed up. And
then he started to rinse the knife."
21 CLAYTOR: "He started to what?"
Joshua: "Rinse the knife, like clean."
22 CLAYTOR: Rinse the knife?"
Joshua: "Wash, in the sink."
23 CLAYTOR: "In which sink?"
Joshua: "The kitchen."

24
25

CLAYTOR then asked Joshua what he thought was going to happen to him when he came

26 to the police department today. Joshua said that he believed he would not be arrested because he was
27 not involved in the actual killing of Stephanie.
28 CLAYTOR: "Did you think you were going to be arrested or anything like that?"
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1 Joshua: "I didn't know what was going to happen. I thought that since I didn't do any kind of
killing, that I couldn't ever be put away. But I was still always very worried just due to my
2 involvement in the case. I mean, I never thought I was all invincible or anything, untouchable. I just
didn't feel I would get arrested or anything because I hadn't killed anyone or seen any killing
3 ba.ppen. But I didn't really know what was going to happen today."
4

CLAYTOR, realizing how improbable Joshua's "lookout'' story was, now wondered wln!.t

5 the boys would have done if someone in the family had awakened.
6 CLAYTOR: "Was there ever a discussion about what would happen ifthe family caught you guys
up there?"
7 JOSHUA: "No."
CLAYTOR: "Couldn't they have done this alone without you?"
8 Joshua: "I guess."
CLAYTOR: "Why do you think they didn't?''
9 Joshua: "I don't know. Maybe they wanted a fall guy or something."
10

Again, CLAYTOR wondered why the boys did not throw the larife away on the way

11 home afterihemurder.

12 CLAYTOR: "It's an easy mile from Michael's place to where he lives. There is orange groves.
There is the flood control channel. There·is any number ofthings that he could have done with the
13 knife. Why didn't he just chuck it?"
Joshua: "I don't lrnow."
14 CLAYTOR: "Why would he take that knife to his home?"
Joshua: "Because he said he wanted to make sure it was clean. before he gave it to me on the road
15 when we were walking."
16
17

18

CLAYTOR finally remarked; "This is a pretty incredible story." [Indeed.]
Joshua Treadway Arrested For Stephanie's Murder
At 7:25p.m., nine hours after the interrogation began, Detective CLAYT9R arrested

19 Joshua TREADWAY for Stephanie's murder.

20
21

Continuation Of Joshua Treadway Interview
Still, on February 10, 1998, between 8:30p.m. and 10:40 p.m., Detective WRISLEY re-

22 interviewed Joshua 'IREADWAY.

23

Detectives had not advised Joshua ofhis M'rranda rights. w,RISLEY first advised Joshua

24 ofhis Miranda rights and he agreed to speak with him. WRISLEY then asked Joshua to repeat what
25 he had just told CLAYTOR.

26

Over the next two hours, Joshua related the details once again:

27

Michael Crowe and Aaron HOUSER plotted the slaying, and Joshua reluctantly agreed

28 to go along; they walked to tbe CROWE house andMichaellet them in; Joshua waited in the kitchen97
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1 as the other two "went about the business"; Michael rinsed the knife in the kitchen sink for "six or
2 sevenminutegl'; Joshua and Aaron walked the two miles to Aaron's house, arriving at "uh . .. 1:30
3

to 1 :40, maybe even 2 o' clock, depending on how fast we walked." Joshua said he then walked to

4 his own house and got home at "probably 2:30, 2:40 (a.m.)."

5

Detective WRISLEY also realized how silly Joshua's account was and wondered aloud

6 about the necessity of having a lookout.

7 WRISLEY: "You know, I'm just a little bit confused, Josh, because I'm wondering, having you
there as a lookout seems to be kind of like a useless task."
8 Joshua: "That's what-"
WRISLEY: "A lookout for what?"
9 Joshua: "I don!t lmow. I wasn't told what to look out for, just if anyone pulls up or anyone wakes
up or you hear any noise, come get us."
10

11

WRISLEY asked Joshua what Michael's motivation was for killing Stephanie.

12 JOSHUA: "I don't know. I don't know. He must have some kind of psycho-fetish with it, I don't
know. He's always reading all these books, you know, all these novels where people kill and war and
13 .fight and everything like this and head chopping and stuff like, and he always really got into it."
14

15

FEBRUARY 11,1998

At 2:20a.m., Detective SWEENEY served a search warrant at Orange Glen High School

16 in Escondido. He searched Aaron HOUSER' S locker, but found it was empty. He then searched a
17 common cupboard it the Music Room of the school. There, SWEENEY found many books and

18 notebooks in Aaron's name. From the notebook, SWEENEY recovered two sheets, one contained
19 writing about DNA. The notebook contained sketches of flying dragons and "mystical items."
20
21

Aaron Houser Arrested For Stephanie's Murder
At 9:00 a.m., Detectives SWEENEY and CLAYTOR went to Orange Glen High School

22 and arrested Aaron HOUSER for Stephanie's murder. CLAYTOR took Aaron to the Escondido
23 Police Department where he was interviewed.

24
25

Third Interview Of Aaron Houser
Atapproximatelyl0:30a.m.,DetectivesinterviewedAaronHOUSER(JudgeThompson

26 ordered this interrogation suppressed in the prosecution of Aaron because the detectives had failed
2 7 to give Aaron his rights under Miranda.)
28

Detective SWEENEY initiated the interview and then introduced MCDONOUGH who
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1 spent some time establishing a rapport with Aaron before asking him if he would submit to the
2 CVSA- MCDO~OUGH explained how the CVSA worked. MCDONOUGH then asked him if he
3 would sign an agreement to submit to CVSA examination. Aaron replied that he needed to speak
4 with his father before signing the agreement. He added that his father had instructed him not to

5 discuss the incident unless his father or attorney were present.
MCDONOUGH left the interview to contact Aaron's father. Detective WRISLEY then

6

7 entered and told Aaron that CLAYTOR had asked him to do a "little housekeeping" while waiting
8 for his father.

Mr. HOUSER arrived at the station and spoke to his son in the interview room. He told

9

10 his son that he had spoken with an attorney who informed him the CVSA teSt was. very accurate and
11 consented to the test.
12 MR. HOUSER: "Congratulations. You did exactly as I asked. Okay. Let me explain to you what
the attorney told me. Says, 'Make sure Aaron knows that what they are doing is very accurate. It's
13 not Hollywood stuff.' You don't fool with it, in other words.
"Two, 'If Aaron is innocent, it's in his best interest to do it. If Aaron is on the periphery' 14 what does that mean? On the outside edge. Involved on the edges of it. Like the guy who drove the
car, but didn't go in the bank. That routine - 'it's still in his best interest.'"
15
"So you've got my blessing to go for it because I believe you're innocent a hundred percent.
"I've spoken with the guy that will be doing the test. He's a friend of a good friend ofmine.
16 McDonough or whatever, Scottish or Irish name. "
Mr. HOUSER left the interview room and MCDONOUGH returned. MCDONOUGH

17

18 spent a lengthy time developing a rapport with Aaron before the CVSA. Aaron described some ef
19 his hobbies and interest. He stated that he was involved in the study of the medieval era Aaron also
20 liked collecting swords and learning about wizards and magic. He also enjoyed playing Dungeons
21

and Dragons with his friends saying ..most of our games are created in our minds, and we play them

22 orally."

23

Houser further described himselfas having a good relationship with his parents and family.

24 lie said that his parents divorced while he was young. He held no resentment toward his parents
25 saying he had excepted the divorce. He felt the divorce had impacted one ofhis brother's. Because
26 of this Aaron took the role of the "good son'' explaining he became closer to his father. When his
27 parents were together they used to argue a lot. Aaron said he would become very frustrated during
28 these times withdrawing into his room.. Over time he and his brother's drew apart from one another,
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1 saying they would also stay in their rooms. To date they get along however; do not consider
2 themselves close.
3

During the interview, Aaron described Scott COLEGROVE as his best friend.

4

Aaron described Michael as an "enigma" who was "emotionally dead.''

5 Aaron: "Michael. Michael was always an enigma to me in some ways. You remember how you
described how the guy was emotionally dead? Sometimes Michael was like that. It was difficult to
6 understand what he was thinking. It was hard to tell when the joking stopped and when he was being
serious. sometimes. Seemed to me like he would be thinking one thing one day and then think
7 another thing completely another day."
8

MCDONOUGH abruptly asked Aaron why Michael would take his sister's life.

9 Aaron: "Cannot say. From what I knew ofhim and his sister, they got along okay. They did yell at
each other now and then. I think once I heard him hitting her and crying over the phone. But usually

10 I think that they got along.
"I've seen them laughing and playing together before. Michael, whenever he would get mad
11 at someone, cursed at them under his breath. Hewouldn't go to any confrontations, though. He never
got physical. Never."
12
13

Aaron said Michael was not a large person. He added that Michael had taJked once about

14 not liking someone, but there was no way he could do anything about it. Aaron talked about a boy
15 named Ramiro who was a bully in school. He indicated that Michael thought about fighting with
16 Ramiro, but did not because he knew he would get in trouble. Aaron added that Michael did not fight
17 because he knew he would get in trouble, or they were bigger than him. MCDONOUGH abruptly
18 asked Aaron what weapon Michael would use.
19 Aaron: "It was kind ofthe same way with Michael. He either knew he would get in trouble for it or
he !mew they were bigger than hlm."
20 MCDONOUGH: "What weapon would Michael use?"
Aaron: "Well, Michael - like I was and like Joshua was and like Scott - was always interested in
21 the medieval weapons, because I don't think any ofus really liked- personally, I don't like the guns
too much because it takes away some of the challenge ofreally using a weapon, a tool. Kind oflike
22 anyone can take a sniper rifle1 look, point it, look at the little cross-hairs and shoot something.
Michael, I don't think he liked -- I would say that he would use a medieval weapon. Now, which
23 one, I doubt that he would use the bow because too awkward. He never really was good at shooting
humans. I have to have a few arrows, and we would go in the backyard and shoot at some haystacks.
24
''The weapon that he really did like was the gaton, which is always one ofmy favorite weapons.
It's really in a way balanced, fluid to it It can be used to slice, chop, cut, stab, whatever.
25
"Some swords, like tbe rapier, you cannot cut and chop with it. It's almost impossible because
of how thin and small the blade k
26
''In retrospect, you don't really stab too well with a big, awkward barbarian sword or a
(unintelligible) I mean, you can, but it just doesn't work too wel1." 1
27
"Also, I wouldn't consider him using an ax or a hatchet Still too awkward. That was more of
a (unintelligible) through armor. That's more ofjust brute strength. I doubt that. He might have used
28 a knife, though. Easy to conceal. Small. And can be used in many ways."
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1 MCDONOUGH: 11In many ways11?

•

AARON: "Thrown, slicing, cutting, stabbing, chopping. Like one ofthose large larives for chopping,
2 you can do just about anything with it. And it's small enough so that you can carry it around without
really having to worry about it."
3
4

MCDONOUGH immediately asked Aaron what would be the vital areas to stab during

5 "combat."
6 AARON: "In combat?"
MCDONOUGH: "Yeah. I mean, utilizing a small unit like that, a small hand tool like that, a knife,
7 where would be the vital striking points on a human body?"
AARON: ''You would want to -- wi tb a knife, it might be difficult to stab through the skull. It could
8 be done, but you'd have to probably try to get them to stay still and then have to get enough leverage
on them. So that's probably not a good one. You would try probably for the neck. You could try

9 slicing the stomach or stabbing through the rib cage."
MCDONOUGH: "What's the purpose-- what would be the effectiveness of that blow?"
10 AARON: 'Well, the neck, you would try to cut some ofthemajorveins or arteries. Voice box for
screaming. Spinal cord, nerves.
11
"The rib cage, you could pierce major organs that are protected by the rib cage. Only problem
is that it's protected by the rib cage. Only problem, you have to hold the knife horizontally. Either
12 that or you have to try to stab through bones.
''Stomach, again, it's a really soft part, not well protected, and it has some major organs. If
13 someone was to get hit there, it would involve a large amollllt ofpain. It would lead to a slow death,
though. It would be good for slowing them down so you could go to one of the other major ones."
14 MCDONOUGH: "Any other major--"
AARON: "Quicker death. Like maybe stabbing them in the skull or cutting the spinal cord, Or
15 stabbing through the sternum into the heart"
16

MCDONOUGH asked Aaron what he felt was the most effective utilization of a larife.

17 AARON: "Well, I would say the neck would be the prime one to go for. Just watch, when you see
an animal hllllting, they go for the jugular. The good old saying, 'Go for the jugular. ' 11

18
19

In contradiction to the type ofknife the police believed was used to stab Stephanie, Aaron

20 said a ''double bladed" weapon would be ideal because the victim could not take it away.
21 AARON: "Ifyou have a deadly weapon, weapons are usually -- in a way are double-bladed. Ifyou
have a weapon and it goes out ofyour hand and it goes to them. they have the advantage. Then they
22 could.reverse the situation. The hunter would become the hunted, I guess."
23

In response to MCDONOUGH'S question, Aaron described Joshua as wanting to be

24 dominated and easily intimidated. He added that Joshua looked up to him and Michael. Aaron agreed
25 with MCDONOUGH that Joshua was very easy to manipulate.
26 AARON: "Josh. Josh always seemed like a person-- he was always very timid. He wanted to stay
on everyone's good side. In a way, I guess he wanted to be dominated A dominating figure. I think
27 that he always would look up to Michael and I in a way."
28

Aaron said he did not have ''much of a relationship" with Stephanie.
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1 Aaron; "Well, my relationship with Stephanie was not much ofone. I think I ended up sharing one
conversation with her and the mother and that was about band, because she was in the chorus and
2 I happened to be in the Hidden Valley band. I think tbat was in different years. Actually, no. She
was in the band in seventh grade and I was in the band when I was in eighth grade.
3
''We could talk about Mr. Exfurd. I think I had one conversation with her, two conversations.
Besides that, I would kind of say 'Hi• now and then like when I was walking in the house. 'Hi.' Go
4 to Michael's room. Never really got to know her. 11

5

MCDONOUGH abruptly changed his questioning and asked Aaron ifMichael were to stab

6 Stephanie, what areas would he target.

7 Aaron: "I'd say probably the chest and neck. Maybe the stomach. But I think the chest and the
neck."
8 MCDONOUGH: "And why?"
Aaron: "End the struggle. Get it over with. Do it quickly and effectively."
9 MCDONOUGH: 11No mistakes?.,
Aaron: (Witness nods head)
10 MCDONOUGH: ''Mercy death?"
Aaron: "It would kind of really be a quick death. I can't imagine Michael really torturing anyone.
11 He might, I guess, but doubtful because too many chances with it. Takes too long. Ifhe did kill her,
and if he decided to torture her :first, well, first he has to make sure that she can't scream. He has to
12 make sure that she can't make any noise. Can't, in other words, alert anyone else. He has to make
sure that no one can find out. He has to first make sure he's stationed.
11
13
At least that's what I would do. That's the Qnly thing I can think of. I think that Michael would
do the same, because that's probably one of the things that we thought alike on."
14
15

MCDONOUGH then asked him how Joshua would have killed Stephanie.

16 AARON: "That's a tough one. Josh was always a very peaceful person. Didn't really like to fight
much. The only thing I enjoyed about fighting was the challenge of it. It was kind oflike a chess
17 game. You have to thinkstrategy, anticipate what your opponent would do. Buti neverreallywanted
to seriously fight. !just enjoyed like sparring, maybe, karate.
18
"Josh, he didn't enjoy violence. He enjoyed fighting a little bit, but not as much. I don't know
that Josh --I don't know any way that he would kill Stephanie. I don't know ifhe would think about
19 things or what I just can't imagine Josh doing anything like that."
MCDONOUGH next asked Aaron how he would kill Stephanie.
20
MCDONOUGH: "And anticipating my next question, how would you do it?"
21 AARON: "Well. ifl were to go after Stephanie, first thing I would do is I would put the knife so that
it's not in my hand, but in a place that I can reach it, but like maybe right back here (indicating),
22 tucked in so that I could grab it when I need it, but she won't be able to easily - I would grab one
ofher arms and put it behind her back And with the other one, I would grab and close her mouth
23 and nose and pull her chin up. I would pull her back, let go of the arm, grab the knife and cut her
throat h'ke that (indicating)."
24

Aaron added:
25
AARON: "The only problem with that is that I would get blood all over myself, probably. And then
26 I would just have to make sure that I was wearing spare clothing so there is not much of a chance
fur blood to get on it or so that it's easy to dispose of and then find a way to get out ofthere and
27 clean myself off. Destroy the evidence."

28
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MCDONOUGH asked if he would wear gloves during the murder. Aaron told him he

2 would not because gloves can leave evidence behind. Also, contrary to the police scenario of
3 Stephanie's murder, Aaron said he would not keep the murder knife, or give it to someone else. He
4 said he would burn the knife, or throw it in Dixon Lake.
5 AARON: "I don't think I would wear gloves because gloves can leave behind things, just like bands
can, and gloves can be more specific in some ways than hands.
6
"The only thing I would be leaving the fingerprints on would be the knife. And I would make
sure I kept the knife in my possession or kept it in no one's possession.
7
"Like ifi were to kill someone with a knife, I would take the knife and like fire it to try destroy
any chemical evidence on it and then put it somewhere -- I wouldn' t put it anywhere near my place
8 or anyone I knew. Like I might drive down Washington, tum off and go towards Dixon Lake and
maybe throw it in the lake or I would put it in one ofthe fields, just an arbitrary field. And I would
9 do it when I was, say, riding my bike somewhere, i f! was to do it, so I can have an excuse for going
towards that area"
10
11

MCDONOUGH asked him how he would have gotten rid ofthe clothing he was wearing

12 during the murder.

13 AARON: "I think I would just have to try to keep all blood off the clothing. If not, I would wear
dark clothing so that the blood wouldn't show up as easily. Like if I -- I wouldn't want to, say,
14 destroy clothing and say my clothes are missing.
"Maybe wear an old, old black shirt that I had. That way, I could get rid of it. So ifthere was
15 blood on it, I would make sure I washed it thoroughly first and then bid it among my other clothes
so that like, yeah, there might be blood on it, but are they going to test each and every one of my
16 clothing articles to see ifit has blood on it?''
17

As for what time he would choose to commit the murder, Aaron said it would be early in

18 the morning. Again, contrary to the scenario of the murder as the police believed.
19
20 AARON: "2:00, 3:00 in the morning."
MCDONOUGH: "Why?"
21 AARON: "Well, people can stay up late to about midnight, but usually 2:00 or 3:00 is where I
consider the true middle ofthe night, because not too many people are up at these hours. 3:00 would
22 be cutting it ldnd of close to early risers. So usually, as far as I'm concerned, everyone is asleep by
2:00 to 3:00. Either that or maybe 1:00 to 2:30, something like that."
23

24

MCDONOUGH asked how he would get into the house. Aaron said he would enter

25 through a small window because doors can be locked and be noisy. Keeping in line with the murder
26 scene, MCDONOUGH proposed what would be the advantage to having someone let you into the
27 CROWE house. At this time, Aaron suggested a hypothetical situation if he were to murder

28 Stephanie.
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1 MCDONOUGH: "What is the advantage of having somebody let you in?"
~ON: "You could be mor~ silent. You could work together to warn you if anything happened,
2 like 1f someone was approaching."
MCDONOUGH: "What is the advantage to that?"
3 AARON: "Well, say that if I had Michael let me in --let's say, hypothetical situation, that I killed
Stephanie. Ifi had Michael let me in and I was approaching her room and someone is coming and
4 I hadn't killed her yet, I would definitely take off my gloves, put it somewhere like a pocket with
the knife and create some reason why I was in there, like 'Gee, I forgot to get a game.' Better yet,
5 I had a reason to go away from home like my mom is really, really mad at me and I'm wonied. That
might work."
6
7

MCDONOUGH then asked him what the disadvantage would be to a third person. Aaron

8 told him that he would not want more than two people at the scene.

9 MCDONOUGH: "What is the disadvantage to having a third person?"
AARON: "Third person?"
10 MCDONOUGH: "A third person in-- present"
AARON: "You mean besides, in the hypothetical situation, me and Michael?"
11 MCDONOUGH: "Yeah."
AARON: "Too many people. Ifyou are going to kill someone, you need it to be a secret. Once more
12 than two people !mow, it's really not that much of a secret anymore and too many people can
(unintelligible). And you don't need that many people."
13

14

MCDONOUGH asked how he would approach Stephanie in her bedroom. Aaron

15 described how he would walk into the room, slice her throat, and wait until she was dead.
16 MCDONOUGH: "If you went into her room and you saw her, how would you approach it?"
AARON: "Well, at this time she would probably be sleeping. She was sleeping, I probably would
17 just try to cut her throat as quickly as possible without really waking her."
MCDONOUGH: "How would you do that?"
18 AARON: "Ifshe was sleeping on her back, I would --with my left hand would cover her mouth and
simultaneously slice her throat and hold it for a while until I was sure that she was dead."
19 MCDONOUGH: "And how would you know?"
AARON: "Tension in the muscles. Ifshe was dead, they would relax. Pulse. Breathing. Eyes. Ifthey
20 were wide in terror. They would probably be shivering. Or they would be completely still. Again,
relaxed."
21
At this time, detectives still believed the murderer had moved Stephanie out ofher bed
22
MCDONOUGH: "Would you take her out of the bed 23 Aaron: "Don't see any reason to."
MCDONOUGH: "- at some point?"
24 Aaron: "No reason to take her out of the bed. Just energy. If! had killed her and wanted to get her
as quickly as possible and be somewhere else."
25

MCDONOUGH asked if Joshua would be waiting outside or inside the kitchen. Again,

26
27

Aaron told him that he would not want a third person involved in the murder. MCDONOUGH
persisted and asked him if Josh were involved, where would he wait.

28
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1 MCDONOUGH: "Would Josh be outside or in the k:itchen?'t
AARON: "Like I said, I wouldn'thave a tlrird person there."
2 MCDONOUGH: "What ifthere was a third person there?"
MCDONOUGH: "Let's use Josh."
3 AARON: "Probably outside."
4

MCDONOUGH asked if he would wash the knife off in the house. Aaron replied that it

5 would take too much time, he would want to get away, leaving as little evidence as possible.
6 MCDONOUGH: "Would you wash the knife?"
AARON: "Later."
7 MCDONOUGH: "How about at the house?"
AARON: ''Huh-uh."
8 MCDONOUGH: "How come?"
AARON: "Spending too much time at the scene ofthe crime. I would want to get away first and not
9 leave any evidence there, like where I washed it."
10

MCDONOUGH then asked Aaron what they would do after leaving the CROWE house.

11

16

Aaron: "Well, I would try to make it seem like none of us were suspicious. I would try to get Josh
home and me home and Michael to act normal.''
MCDONOUGH: "How would you do that?"
Aaron: "I don't know. Josh and I would have to leave. I don't lrnow where Josh would go. I could
probably walk to my house from Michael's, but Josh's would take a lot longer because Josh lives
a lot further away."
MCDONOUGH: 11Uh-huh."
Aaron: "So I don't lrnow what I would do with Josh. But I would walk back to my bouse and I
would probably maybe pull out the screen on my window and climb through the window. Either that
or I would go in the back and come in through the sliding glass door. We sometimes leave that open
for the cats."

17

At the Grand Jury Hearing, Mrs. HOUSER testified that she normally slept in the living

12

13
14
15

18 room and her son could not have left without her knowledge.

19 DDA HOOVER: "Is there any possibility for Aaron to have left the house while you were
sleeping?"
20 MRS. HOUSER: "No."
HOOVER: ''How can you say that?"
21 MRS. HOUSER: 11 Because I would have heard him.n
HOOVER: "How do you lrnow?"
22 MRS. HOUSER: "There would be no way for him to get out without me hearing him The doors
leading out, he would have to walk right past me"
23 HOOVER: "Axe you certain that he would have awakened you had he done so?"
MRS. HOUSER: "Yes, I'm a very light sleeper."
24 HOOVER: ''Has he ever done that in the past?"
MRS. HOUSER: "No."
25 HOOVER: "So to the best of your knowledge, if he bas done it, he has
done it without you
knowing?"
26 MRS. HOUSER: "He hasn't done it. I would have heard him if he had."
HOOVER: ''How do you know?"
27 MRS. HOUSER: "Because there is nothing in that house that he could leave through where I
couldn'thear him. The front door makes noise, the screen door makes a noise and the sliding glass
28 door makes a noise."
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MCDONOUGH asked Aaron ifMichael would betray him.

Aaron: "I wouldn't be surprised ifhe could find some personal gain out of it, just like in Dungeon
3 and Dragons games. If he could find someone to make his position better. 11
MCDONOUGH: "Always? He's always looking for the strategy, huh? 11
4 Aaron: 11Looking out for number 1."
5
MCDONOUGH told hlm that Michael and Joshua had betrayed him and said he was

6
involved in the murder. [Michael had not implicated either Aaron or Joshua.]
7

Aaron: "Shit, that sucks."
8 MCDONOUGH: "It does, Aaron. But now you can get back. Time for a little revenge."
Aaron: ''Yeah, but tell me, what do you think?"
9 MCDONOUGH: "I think it happened the way we just went through it."

Aaron: "You think I helped kill her?"
10 MCDONOUGH: "Yes."
Aaron: "You think I was an accomplice to murder?"
11
MCDONOUGH told Aaron he had been betrayed and urged him to tell his side of the

12

story. Aaron still maintained he was not involved in Stephanie's murder.

13

MCDONOUGH: "Idon'tthlnkthat's fair. That's betrayal. That's when I said to you, let's tum the
14 tide. You tell your side of the story and now present them with 'Ha.'"
Aaron: "Well, I didn't do it, though. What would make me want to kill h.er?''
15 MCDONOUGH: "Good question. You hold the key. I don't think you wanted to kill her. Michael
said it was his thought."
16 Aaron: "WelL because the more that I think about it, I don't even know her, for one."
MCDONOUGH: "Makes it easier."
17 Aaron: "I can't say I don't know her. I just barely know her. I don't lmow her personality and what
she's like."
18 MCDONOUGH: "Okay. They call that disassociation. That's okay."
Aaron: "I wasn't being quite friendly with Michael. The only reason I was still talking to llim was
19 to get my games back in some way or another, which we had agreed on."
MCDONOUGH: "Uh-huh."
20 Aaron: "Michael wasn't my friend anymore."
MCDONOUGH: "Uh-huh."
21 Aaron: "And I'm not the kind ofperson that would kill anyone."

22

Again, Aaron denied he was involved in the murder.

23 MCDONOUGH: "Let's start with Michael. Let's not start with you yet. How does Michael
approach you on this situation? Let's start there. We're not going to deal with you yet."
24 Aaron: "This is a hypothetical situation?"
MCDONOUGH: "No. Real life. Truth and reality. We're not hypothesizing. We're in reality here.
25
Michael comes to you. And what is the conversation and how does this thing get into motion?"
Aaron: "Truth and reality, I did not know about this whatsoever. Michael was absent from school
26 and one day I heard that his sister died.''
"Basically, I didn't have anything to do with it."
27

28

Aaron submittedto the CVSA examination. MCDONOUGH told him his response showed
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1 deception when asked, "Do you know who killed Stephanie."
2

Aaron argued the accuracy of the CVSA.

3 Aaron: "I know you say this machine is accurate, and Itold the truth to everything I know. I admit
that I was thinking about some things."
4 MCDONOUGH: "Okay."
Aaron: "Like do I know who killed her. I strongly suspect that Michael did, but I don't know that. 11
5

6

MCDONOUGH then suggested to Aaron that he could be helped because ofhis age.

7 MCDONOUGH: "Okay. Thank goodness you are 15. If there is salvation in this thing in terms of
the big picture, you are only 15. You are still fixable under the system. You shake your head "no 11
8 because your intelligence is telling you something else. Pm telling you man-to-man that you are not
fixable if you sit here and say, 'Okay. I'll let those guys do that to me.'
9
"That tells them something. It tells them somethlng. What are we dealing with here?
"Do you understand what I mean by that? Are you a cold, malignant heart that's void of
10 conscience, unable to feel?"
Aaron: (Witness shakes bead)
11

12

Again, Aaron argued the validity of the CVSA results. Aaron was becoming angry and

13 professed his innocence.

14 Aaron: nso right now that chart is saying that I lied about not killing Stephanie Crowe?''
MCDONOUGH: '~o . This chart is saying- yeah. It's saying you were involved and it says you
15 did it. You participated. That's right. That's exactly what it's saying. That's why I want you to tell
me their side of the story right then. We'll deal with yours. Let's --think about it. You know you
16 need to do this."
Aaron: "Let me put it this way: I don't lmow anything. I don't know about this stuff I didn't help
17 kill anyone. I don't know who did. I don't know a single thing. I'm doing my best to tell the truth.
MCDONOUGH: "Aaron, calm down."
18 Aaron: "I'm telling the truth, to my best of ability."
MCDONOUGH: "Calm down."
19 Aaron: "How can I calm down? I'm being accused of murder."
Again, an independent expert who reviewed MCDONOUGH's CVSA charts concluded

20
that the CVSA scores were ambiguous and should have been discarded. (Exh. A.)
21

MCDONOUGH continued:
22

MCDONOUGH: "You lmow what I see right here (indicating)?"
23 Aaron: "What?"
MCDONOUGH: "I see a kid who is saying to me, 'Help."'
24 Aaron: "Help"?
MCDONOUGH: "You are."
25 Aaron: "Definitely."
MCDONOUGH: "Andrm going to. I want to."
26 Aaron: "Okay."
MCDONOUGH: "You need to help yourself in the situation here, son."
27 Aaron: "What do I do?"
MCDONOUGH: "Tell the truth."
28 Aaron: "I did, and you said that I lied."
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1 MCDONOUGH: Yes."
Aaron: "Okay."
2 MCDONOUGH: "You lied You lied.''
11

Throughout the remainder of the interview, Aaron maintained his innocence.

4 MCDONOUGH: "Why would Josh and Michael lie? What's their motivation?"
'· Aaron: "I have a question for you.''
5 MCDONOUGH: "Answer that question first, and I'll answer yours."
Aaron: "Okay. I don't know."
6
"My question: How many different ways can you say, 'I don't know."'
7

MCDONOUGH continued to pressure Aaron about his involvement in the murder.

8 However, Aaron maintained he was not involved.

9 MCDONOUGH: "What if they find the gloves?"
Aaron: "If they find the gloves?"
10 MCDONOUGH: "Whatifthey find your jacket you wore?"
Aaron: "I didn't wear a jacket"
11 MCDONOUGH: ''What if they find a jacket or something dark - that you wore something dark?"
Aaron: "Then they find it."
12 MCDONOUGH: "What if there is blood on it?"
Aaron: "There isn't."
13 MCDONOUGH: 11What ifthere is?"
.Aaron: "Unless it's mine."
14 MCDONOUGH: "What ifthere is?"
Aaron: "Then there is evidence planted and I'm being incriminated."
15 MCDONOUGH: "What if they find these items and there is blood on them?"
Aaron: "Then it would hmre to be my blood."
16 MCDONOUGH: "What if it's Stephanie's blood?"
Aaron: "It won't be Stephanie's blood."
17 MCDONOUGH: "What if it is?"
Aaron: "Then my jacket was stolen and Stephanie's blood was put on it."
18 MCDONOUGH: ''Okay. What if they take and find your hair at the crime scene on Stephanie?"
Aaron: "Someone came by and plucked a hair from my head and put it on her.11
19

'

Aaron: "Basically, right now I've given up. I don't know what else to do."
20 MCDONOUGH: "The truth is the right thing to do."
Aaron: "Yeah. WeR I did that and that's the results. If you would like me to tell the
21 truth again, I can do tha~ too, but I cannot tell a lie. I don't believe you on that one,
either."

22

Aaron was not

"cooperating~~

with MCDONOUGH'S scenario of the

23

murder and refused to admit involvement. MCDONOUGH told Aaron he was trying to

24
manipulate him.
25

Aaron: "I would do everything I could to make myself--"
26 MCDONOUGH: "What?"
Aaron: "-not liable for the murder."
27 MCDONOUGH: "And you know what, that's what you've been trying to do all along
and you haven't done it yet."
28 Aaron: "Well, rm not going to lie."
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1 MCDONOUGH: "Now--"
Aaron: "Sony you don't believe me."
2 MCDONOUGH: "I'm not saying that, Aaron. And you are not going to manipulate me,
either, pal. I'm going to tell you that right up front. You can see the 'Stupid' flashing on
3 my forehead, you think. But, frankly, you are not even good yet. 11
Aaron: "No. I'm young."
4 MCDONOUGH: "You see, you love this challenge right now, and I'm feeding it to you
on purpose. You see, I'm manipulating you and you don't even know it. You see, I'm
5 playing your little game right now to give you a little sense of what you think you are
doing.
"See, you are not even close to being good yet. That tells me something about
6
you and your personality. You do not belong in society. You don't. If you are that kind
7 of manipulative~ wicked personality, you don't belong out there."

8

MCDONOUGH warned Aaron that he was going to tell his father he was

9 a liar, and had "recited" the events ofthe murder as they had occurred. MCDONOUGH
10 obviously believed the hypothetical given by Aaron as to the how the murder occurred
11 was in fact the truth.
12 MCDONOUGH: "Whentheybookyou, whatdoyouwantmetotellyourdadaboutthe
test? That you passed?"
13 Aaron: "Yeah."
MCDONOUGH: 11Well, I'm not going to lie. I'm going to tell him~ 'You know what,
14 Gregg, your son is a liar and he's a killer. And he failed miserably. And he recited the
events specifically as they went down., ..
15 Aaron: "That was just my best guess."
MCDONOUGH: "It was, huh? Pretty good, huh? Isn't that amazing?"

16
17

MCDONOUGH left the interview room and Detective CLAYTOR

18 entered Through the remainder of the interview, CLAYTOR continued trying to
19 pressure Aaron into admitting his involvement in the murder. However, Aaron
20 steadfastly maintained his innocence.
21

At the conclusion of the interview, CSO BERLINGUETTE collected

22 AARON'S clothing and hair samples. During the process, AARON commented to
23 BERLINGUETTE, "You don't have anything on me." Aaron was subsequently booked
24 for murder at Juvenile Hall.
25
26
27

28
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1VIEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

2

I.

3

A COERCED STATEMENT IS UNRELIABLE AND
SHOULD BE EXCLUDED AS IRRELEVANT

4

5
6

7
8

"Except as otherwise provided by statute, no evidence is
admisSlble except relevant evidence. (Evid. Cod~ § 350.) Relevant
evidence is evidence 'having any tendency in reason to prove or disprove
any disputed fact.... ' @., § 21 0.) The trial court is vested with wide
discretion in determining the relevance of evidence. [Citation,] The
court, however, has no discretion to admit irrelevant evidence.
[Citation. ). 11

9 ~eople v. Babbitt (1988) 45 Cal.3d 660, 681; see also People v. Freeman (1994) 8
10 Cal.4th 450, 491.)

11

''Unreliable evidence lacks trustworthiness and is speculative; therefore

12 it is irrelevant. (See, People y. Allen (1976) 65 Cal.App.3d 426, 434.)" (People v.
13 Parrison (1982) 137 Cal.App.3d 529, 539.) For example, inPeopley. Shirley (1983) 31 14 Cal. 3d 18, the California Supreme Court directed that any testimony from a witness who
15 had been hypnotized on the subject of the testimony would be categorically excluded
16 because it was unreliable and therefore irrelevant. This prohibition extends to all
17 witnesses, including those who might be called by a criminal defendant. ( M6 at pp. 6618 67, fn. 4.)
A "coerced" or "involuntary" confession (the two terms are used

19

20 interchangeably, see, Arizona v. Fulminante (1991) 499 U.S. 279, 287, fu. 3, [111 S.Ct.
21

1246, 113 L.Ed.2d 302]; Peoplev. Cahill (1993) 5 Cal.4th 478, 482, fn. 1), is excluded

22 because it is unreliable. Long before the United States Supreme Court found a
23

constitutional basis for the exclusion of a coerced confession, indeed, before there was

24 a Constitution, a coerced confession was excluded at common law simply because it was
25 umeliable.
26
27
28

"A free and voluntary confession is deserving of the highest
credit, because it is presumed to flow from the strongest sense of guilt,
and therefore it is admitted as proof ofthe crime to which it refers; but a
confession forced from themind by the flattery ofhope, or by the torture
of fear, comes in so questionable a shape when it is to be considered as
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the evidence ofguilt, that no credit ought to be given to it; therefore it is
rejected."
(The King v. Warickshall (K.B. 1783) 168 Eng.Rep. 234; see 2LaFave, etal., Criminal

3 Procedure (2d ed. 1999) § 6.2(a), p. 442.)

4

As LaFave points out, "the approach under the common law was to

5 identify certain inducements which made the confession unreliable. [Including] actual
6 or threatened physical ·harm, a promise not to prosecute, a promise to provide lenient
7 treatment upon conviction, and deceptive practices so extreme that they might have
8 produced a false confession.it (.!hlg., emphasis added.) This was the approach followed

9 by the early United States Supreme Court (Hopt v. Utah (1884) 110 U.S. 574 [4 S.Ct.
10 202, 28 L.Ed. 262]) andpredated any 5th Amendment self-incrimination "voluntariness"
11

based inquiry or the "complex of values" embodied in 5th Amendment due process

12 which looked to the government's conduct. (See United States v. Carignan (1951) 342
13 U.S. 36, 41 [72 S.Ct. 97, 96 L.Ed. 481 [notwithstanding 5th Am., coerced confession
14 excluded because untrustworthy]; Ziang Sung Wan v. United States (1924) 266 U.S. 1,
15

14-15 [45 S.Ct, I, 69 L,Ed. 131].) When the court came to applytb.erule of exclusion

16 to the states through the due process clause, it acknowledged that the unreliability of a
17 coerced confession was the principal reason the Constitution forbade its admission.
18 (Brown v. Mississippi (1936) 297 U.S. 278,285-287 [56 S.Ct. 461, 80 L.Ed. 682]; see
19 also Chambers v. Florida (1940) 309 U.S. 227,239 [60 S.Ct. 472, 84 L.Ed. 716}.) Only
20 later, did the court add to its focus an inquiry into the methods ofthe government agents
21 which produced the confession as a basis for exclusion. (Rogers v. Richmond (1961)
22 365 U.S. 534,540-541 [81 S.Ct. 735,5 L.Ed.2d585];Blackbum v. Alabama(1960) 361
23 U.S. 199,207 [80 S.Ct. 274, 4L.Ed.2d242].) Thepurposeofthishistoric digreSsion is
24 to illustrate that the first, foremost and enduring reason to exclude a coerced confession
25

is because it is unreliable. and that this basis transcends any constitutional strictures, and,

26 therefore, applies whether the confession in issue is offered against a defendant or by a
27 defendant. The exclusion of a coerced confession is a pure rule of evidence, not
28 dependent on the Constitutio~ and therefore not exclusively a defense motion. (See
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1 Culombe v. Connecticut (1961) 367 U.S. 568, 581-587, 598-599 [81 S.Ct. 1860, 6
2 L.Ed.2d 1037].)

3

Modernly, the Supreme Court continues to recognize that a coerced

4 confession is suppressed because it is unreliable. An involuntary confession is excluded
5 from evidence "because of the probable unreliability of confessions that are obtained in

6 a manner deemed coercive." (Jackson v. Denno (1964) 378 U.S. 368, 385-386 [84 S .Ct.
7

1774, 12 L.Ed. 2d 908] [holding that a court must make a pre-trial detemrination of

8 voluntariness because a jury cannot be trusted to assess such a claim, i.e. the confession
9

alone is too prejudicial].) The court distinguishes between the voluntariness of a

10 confession, which is for the court to decide (see People v. Jones (1944) 24 Cal.2d 601 ,

11 608), and the credibility to give to a confession, which is for the jury to decide, if the
12 confession is found voluntary. and admitted. (Crane v. Kentucky (1986) 476 U.S. 683,
13 688 [106 S.Ct. 2142, 90 L.Ed.2d 636]; see also Miller v. Fenton (1985) 474 U.S. 104,
14 110 [106 S.Ct. 445, 88 L.Ed.2d 405] [the detemrination of voluntariness is a legal
15 question].) Because a coerced or involuntary confession is so fundamentally unreliable,
16 it is not admissible for any purpose, even impeaclunent. (Mincey v. Arizona (1978) 437
17 U.S. 385, 398 [98 S.Ct. 2408, 57 L.Ed.2d 290]; contrast, Harris v. New York (1971) 401
18 U .S. 222 [91 S.Ct. 643,28 LBd.2d 1] [confession which is voluntary, but obtained in
19 violation ofMirandamaybe used to impeach.].)
20

The rule of exclusion of a coerced confession is not limited to a

21

confession given by the charged criminal defendant. It is well established that a party

22 may move to exclude evidence of coerced confession given by a third party, pw-ely as
23

a matter of evidentiary law, because "the exclusion is based on the idea that coerced

24 testimonyisinherentlyunreliable." (Peoplev. Douglas (1990) 50 Ca1.3d468, 500.) As
25

the court of appeal held in People v. Lee (2002) 95 Cal.App.4th 772, 782, "[t]he

26 statement of a suspect or witness is coerced ifit is the product of police conduct which
rJ

overcomes the person's free will. (In re Walker (1974) 10 Cal.3d 764, 777.) 'The

28 primary purpose ofexcluding coerced testimony ofthird parties is to assure the reliability
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1 of the trial proceedings.... ~ (People v. Badgett (1995) 10 Cal.4tb 330, 347.)" To the
2

extent these decisions additionally tie the exclusion of a coerced confession, which is

3 unreliable, to the defendant's due process right to a fair trial, the cases simply follow the
4 engrafting of due process on the evidentiary notion of unreliability, as did the United
5 States Supreme Court However, the touchstone remains unreliability. (People v.
6 Badgett, supra. 10 Ca1.4th atp. 347.) Further, the People have a right to due process at
7 trial (Cal. Const., art. I,§ 29), meaning a right to a reliable proceeding and a fair trial.
8 (See Miller v. Superior Court (1999) 21 Cal.4th 883, 896.)

9

The courts have held that a party may assert the confession ofa third party

10 was coerced and should not be admitted. (See, People v. Badgett, supr~ 10 Ca1.4th at
11 347-348; People v. Douglas, ~ 50 Cal.3d at 500; People v. Lee, suprn, 95

12 Cal.App.4th at 782-788; see also Clanton v. Cooper (1Oth Cir. 1997) 129 F .3d 1147,
13 1157-58; United States v. Merkt (5th Cir. 1985) 764 F.2d 266, 273-274; United States
14 v. Chivola (7th Cir. 1984) 744 F.2d 1271, 1273; United States ex rel. Cunningham v.
15 DeRobertis (7th Cir. 1983) 719 F.2d 892, 895-896; United States v. Fredericks (5th Cir.
16 1978) 586F.2d470,481; LaFrance v. Bohlinger(1stCir. 1974) 499F.2d29, 34-35, cert.
17 den. 419 U.S. 1090 [95 S.Ct. 669, 42 L.Ed.2d 674] [prohibiting use of coerced out of
18 court statements incriminating defendant for impeachment purposes when witness
19 testified at trial and recanted the coerced statement.]; Bradford v. Johnson (B.D. Mich.
20 1972), affd. per curiam (6th Cir. 1973) 476 F.2d 66.)
21

When the claim is made that a third party confession was coerced and

22 should be excluded from evidence as unreliable, the moving party has the bmden to
23 demonstrate that the confession was coerced. (People v. Badgett,~ 10 Cal.4th at
24 p. 348; People v. Lee, ~ 95 Cal.App.4th at p. 840.) As with a claim that a
25 defendant's confession was coerced and should be excluded, the claim the confession of
26 a third party witness was coerced/involuntary should be decided by the judge pre-trial.
27 (LaFrance v. Bohlinger.~ 499 F.2d at p . 34f'Since a statement coerced from an
28 accused is neither less trustworthy than one from a witness . .. , it would seem illogical
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1 invariably to require a Jackson [v. Deimo pretrial] hearing in the first case but never in
2 the second.].) Additionally, pursuanttoEvidenceCodesections403, subdivision(a)(l),
3

and 405, the issue having been raised herein, the voluntariness ofthe statements Michael

4 Crowe and Joshua Treadway gave their interrogators is a preliminary fact conditioning

5 the admissibility of this evidence, which can be used solely to impeach pursuant to
6 Evidence Code sections 770 and 1235, and it is incumbent on the court to rule on that
7 issue pre-trial, prior to the offer of this matter before the jury. (See People v. Rowe
8 (1972) 22 Cal.App.3d 1023, 1029.) Whether a statement was coerced is determined

9 based upon a consideration ofthe totality ofthe circumstances. (Arizona v. Fulminante,
10

~

11

1336, 10 L.Ed.2d513].)

12

499 U.S. at p. 286; Haynes v. Washington (1963) 373 U.S. 503, 517 [83 S.Ct

Defendant should be heard to claim that he has a "right" to introduce this

13 evidence, whether coerced or not. He has no right to pffer unreliable evidence. As the
14 United States Supreme CourlheldinC!lambersv.Mississippi (1973) 410U.S. 284,302
15 [93 S .Ct. 1038, 35 L.Ed.2d 197]:
16
17
18

"Few rights are more fundamental than that of an accused to
present witnesses in his own defense. [Citations.] In the exercise ofthat
right. the accused. as is required of the State, must comply with
established rules of procedure and evidence designed to assure both
fairness and reliability in ascertainment of guilt and innocence."

19 (Emphasis added; accord, People v. Hawthorne (1992) 4 Cal.4th 43, 55-59.)
20

A defendant hardly could be heard to claim a constitutional right to

21

introduce evidence of a third party confession in a circumstance in which the confession

22 was obtained at the point of a gun. While the coercion here was not that blatant, the
23 difference is simply a matter of degree. The principle remains, a confession "extracted
24 in circumstances that cast serious doubt on its reliability" is inadmissible. (See Johnson
25 v. Trigg {7th Cir. 1994) 28 F.3d 639, 641.) In other words, "what is sauce for the
26 People's goose is sauce for the defendant's gander" (Neinhouse v. Superior Court (1996)
27 42 Cal.App.4th 83, a defendant is no more entitled to introduce evidence of a coerced,
28 and therefore unreliable, confession than is the government, because in either case, such
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1 evidence is inimical to the fairness and reliability of the trial~-the ascertainment ofguilt
2 and innocence. To the extent the People's right to due process is implicated, what we
3 urge here is a narrow construction or limited application of that right, indeed.
4

5
6
7

"As a general mater, the rules of evidence do not impermissibly
infringe on the accused's right to present a defense. Courts retain,
moreover, a traditional and intrinsic power to exercise discretion to
control the admission of evidence in the interests of orderly procedure
and the avoidance ofprejudice. (People v. Castro (1985) 38 Cal.3d 301,
302-307; People v. Reeder,~ [1978] 82 Cal.App. 3d [543] at p.
552.)"

8 (People v. Hall (1986) 41 Cal.3d 826, 834.)

9

The United States Supreme Court has repeatedly held that issues relating

10 to the admission ofevidence in a state criminal trial do not raise a federal constitutional
11 question. (Estelle v. McGuire (1991) 502 U.S. 62, 72 [112 S.Ct. 475, 116 L.Ed.2d 380];
12 Dowling v. United States (1990) 493 U.S. 342, 352-354 [110 S.Ct. 668, 107 L.Ed.2d
13 708].) Indeed, the United States Supreme Court has recognized that the state court's are

14 free to exercise Evidence Code section 352-type <liscretion to exclude evidence which
15 is more prejudicial than probative over a defendant's proffer. (Crane v.Kentucky, ~
16 476 U.S. at pp. 689-690; Delaware v. VanArsdall (1986) 475U.S. 673, 679 [106 S.Ct.
17 1432,89 L.Ed.2d 674]; accord, Peoplev. Jennings (1991) 53 Cal.3d 334, 372; People v.
18

Babbitt,~

45 Cal.3d at pp. 682-683: People v.

Hall,~

41 Cal.3d at p. 834.)

19 Finally, the defense can take no comfort in the "liberalized" rule for the admission of
20 "third party culpability" evidence first announced in People y. Hall, m

41 Cal.3d 826,

21 for the simple reason that the court there did not open the floodgates to unreliable
22 evidence, but rather it removed a barrier to the admission of otherwise reliable and
23 admissible evidence ofthird party culpability. Nothing in Hall or its progeny affects this
24 issue. Furthermore, exclusion ofthe statements ofMichael Crowe and Joshua Treadway
25 while being interrogated would not preclude the defense from introducing otherwise
26 admissible evidence of third party culpability.
27
28
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n.

THE STATEMENTS OF MICHAEL CROWE AND
JOSHUA TREADWAY DURING THEIR
INTERROGATIONS WERE COERCED, ARE
UNREliABLE AND SHOULD BE EXCLUDED

3
4

5 A.

The Law Of Coerced Confessions

6

"In order for a confession to be admissible as evidence, the
confession must have been made voluntarily and without
coercion.[Citations.] ....
"A confession is involuntary if an individual's will was
overborne. [Citations.] A coerced confession is not 'the product of a
rational intellect and a free will.' [Citation.]"

7
8

.9
10 (In re Shawn D. (1993) 20 Cal.App.4th 200, 208.)
11

It is not necessary that physical brutality or coercion be employed. "This

12 absence is not dispositive, for 'coercion can be mental as well as physical, and ... the

13 blood of the .accused is not the only hallmark of an unconstitutional inquisition:
14 (Blackburn v. Alabama (1960) 361 U.S. 199,206 [4L.Ed.2d 242,247, 80S.Ct. 274].)"
15 (People v. Montano (1991) 226 Cal.App.3d 914, 934.) As the Supreme Court noted in
16 Blackbuin, "A number of cases have demonstrated, if demonstration is needed, that the

17 efficiency of the rack and the thumbscrew can be matched, given the proper subject, by
18 more sophisticated modes of'persuasion' ." (Blackburn v. Alabama, m, 361 U.S. at
19 p. 206.)
20
21
22
23

"In deciding if a defendant's will was overborne, courts examine
'all the surrounding circumstances-both the characteristics of the
accused and the details ofthe interrogation.' (Schneckloth v. Bustamonte
(1973) 412 U .S. 218, 226 [36 L.Ed. 854, 862, 93 S.Ct. 2041]; see also
People v. Hogan(1982) 31 Ca1.3d 815,841, overruled on other grounds
in People v. Conner (1991) 53 Ca1.3d 771, 836; People v. Benson, [YpLa,
52 Cal. 3d 754, 779, italics added.)"

24 (In re Shawn D.,~ 20 Cal.App.4th atpp. 208-209.)
25

The courts have found that the following characteristics ofthe subject of

26 the interrogation are germane to determining and weigh in support of finding there was
27 coercion;
28
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Youth (Haleyv. Ohio (1948)332U.S, 596,600 [68 S.Ct. 302,92

2

L .Ed. 224] [15 year old boy, interrogated from midnight to 5

3

a.m.}; United States v. Doe (9th Cir 1999) 170 F.3d 1162, 1168

4

[14 year old]; People v. McClary (1977) 20 Ca1.3d 218, 229 [16

5

year old]; People v. Johnson (1969) 70 Ca1.2d 469, 479 [minor];

6

In re Shawn D., supra, 20 Cal.App.4th at p. 212 [16 year old];

7

People v. Montano, supra, 226 Cal.App.3d at p. 936 [18 year

8

old]).

9

•

Lack of Sophistication &

Prior Experience with the Police

10

(Frazier v. Cupp (1969) 394 U.S. 731, 739 [89 S.Ct. 1420, 22

11

L.Ed.2d 684]; Raynes v. Washington, §Ypm, 373 U .S. at p. 514;

12

In re Shawn D.,~ 20 Cal. App.4th at p. 212; People v.

13

Montano, m , 226 Cal.App.3d at p. 935).

14

•

15
16

Emotional State (People v. Rogan (1982) 31 Cal.3d 815, 842;
People v. Esqueda (1993) 17 Cal.App.4th 1450, 1485).

•

Lack of Sleep (Exhaustion) or Food (Greenwald v. Wisconsin

17

(1968) 390 U.S. 519, 521 [88 S.Ct. 1152, 20 L.Ed.2d 77];

18

Clewis v. Texas (1967) 386 U.S. 707, 712 [87 S.Ct. 1330, 18

19

L.Ed.2d 423]; Spano v. New York (1959) 347 U.S. 315,322 [79

20

S.Ct. 1202, 3 L.Ed.2d 1265]; Levra v. Denno (1954) 347 U.S.

21

556, 560 [74 S.Ct. 716, 98 L.Ed. 948]; People v. Esqueda, supra,

22

17 Cal.App.4th atp. 1485).

23

The courts have found the following details ofthe interrogation as likely

24 to lead to coerced statements:
25

•

Lies, Deception or "Evidence Ploys" (Frazierv. Cupp, ~ 394

26

U.S. at 739; People v. Musselwhite (1998) 17 Cal.4th 1216,

27

1240; People v. Hogan,~ 31 Cal.3d at pp. 840-841; In re

28

Shawn D.~ 20 Cal.App.4th at 213, 215; People v. Esqueda,
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3

•

supra, 17 Cal.App.4th at 1485; People v. Engert (1887) 193
Cal.App.3d 1518, 1524).

•

Threats or Consequences (particUlarly for failure to talk or

4

provide information) Arizona v. Fulminante, ~ 499 U.S. at

5

p. 289; Lyman v.lllinois (1963) 372 U.S. 528,534 [83 S.Ct. 917,

6

9 L.Ed.2d 922]; United States v. Harrison (9th Cir. 1994) 34 F.3d

7

886, 891 [police cannot threaten bad consequences for remaining

8

silent]; Peoplev. Jones(1998) 17 Cal.4th279, 298; Peoplev. Hill

9

(1967) 66 Cal.2d 536, 549-550).

10

•

Promises ofBenefits or Leniency People v. Boyde (1988) 46

11

Cal.3d 212, 238 [rule: 11 express or clearly implied promise of

12

leniency or advantage by person in authority which is a

13

motivating cause of the decision to confess-confession

14

involuntary] People v. Jiminez (1978) 21 Ca1.3d 595,611-612 [by

15

cooperating and telling what happened defendant could avoid

16

worse punishment than confederate-coerced]; People v.

17

McClarv, m , 20 Cal.3d at p. 229 [unless defendant changed

18

story, would be charged as a principal to murder, but could talk

19

and be charged as 11 accessory after the fact"~oerced]; People v.

20

Hogan, supra, 31 Cal.3d at p. 838 [get help or treatment if

21

defendant cooperated or

22

supra, 70 Cal.2d at p.479 [minor defendant, if confess could

23

escape death penalty-coerced]; People v. Vasila (1995) 38

24

Cal.App.4th 865', 874 [promise of o.r. release and no federal

25

prosecution-coerced]; In re Shawn D.,~ 20 Cal.App.4th at

26

214-216 [promise ofjuvenile court treatment~erced]) .

27
28

•

talked~erced];

People v. Johnson,

Lengthy Questioning Spano v. New York, supra, 347 U.S. at p.
322 [8 hours]; Haley v.

Ohio,~

332 U.S. at p. 66 [15 year
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•

old for 5 hours]; Bruess v. LaValle(2d Cir. 1970) 436F.2d 1352,

2

1356 [18 hours]; People v. Esqueda, supr~ 17 Cal.App.4th at

3

1884-85 [8 hours]).

4

•

Questioning Will Stop Only If Statement is Made (Haynes v.

5

Washington, m , 373 U.S. atp. 512; Peoplev. Esqueda,~

6

17 Cal.App.4th at p. 1485).

7

•

Failure to Advise of Rights or Honor Invocation (Frazier v.

8

.Qgpp, ~ 394 U.S. at p. 739; People v. Montano. supra, 226

9

Cal.AppJd at p.935).

10

•

11

Scriptedu Statements (People v. McClary, ~ 20 Cal.3d at

11

pp. 228-229; People v. Lee,~ 95 Cal.App.4th at pp. 837-838

12

[witness told, we will prosecute you for murder unless you name

13

defendant as the killer-coerced]; People v.

14

Cal.App.4th at 1486-87 [defendant told to say it was better if he

15

said killing was accidental-coerced]).
•

16

Esqued~ ~

17

Representations that Lie Detector Nearly Infallible (People v.

17

Lee, supra, 95 Cal.App.4th at p. 838; Contee v. United States

18

(D.C. 1995) 667 A.2d 103, 104 [CVSA test, officers lied about or

19

misrepresented results]).
•

20

Brainwashing ( and Use ofPsychiatric Experts in Interrogation)

21

(Leyra v. Denno, supra, 347 U.S. at pp. 559-560 [statements to

22

police psychiatrist product of "mental coercion"]; Peqple v.

23

Hogan, supra, 31 Cal.3d at 843 ["coercion also includes 'the

24

brainwashing that comes from repeated suggestion and prolonged

25

interrogation... .It is a truism of the modem word that when

26

sufficient pressures are applied most persons will confess.... "'].)

27
28

B.

Michael Crowe's Interrogation (Exh.. C)
By anymeasureofthelaw, considering all the surrounding circumstances,
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1 Michael Crowe's statements under interrogation were not voluntary; his will was
2 overborne; the statements were not the product of a rational intellect and a free will; they

3 were coerced.
4

1.

Michael's Background
At the time of Stephanie's murder, Michael was 14 years old and in the

5

6 9th grade at Orange Glen High School. Michael was in the gifted student program and
7

had tested at the 14.9 grade level. Michael had never been in trouble at school or with

8 the police.

9

Michael was obviously upset about the murder of

his

sister, which

10 occurred as he slept but a few feet away. Within two hours of the discovery of the
11 murder, Michael was transported to the Escondido P.olice Department where he was kept
12 alone in a detective's office for hours. He was not even certain at 'this point that his sister
13 was in fact dead. Finally, he was tal<en to an interview room where Detective Wrisley
14 advised him of his Miranda rights and Wrisley and Detective Claytor questioned him.
15 It was only during this interview that Michael came to realize that Stephanie in fact was
16 dead. Wrisley made it clear in this initial interview that the detectives would not take "I
17 don't know" or "I don't remember" for an answer.
18

After the questioning in which he accoWlted for his activities on the

19 evening of January 20, Michael was forced to strip naked as photos were taken ofhim.
20 Then, contrary to their prior promises to keep the family together, the police took
21 'M ichael and his sister Shannon to the Polisnsky Center while his parents were put in a
22 local hoteL Michael would not see his parents again until they came to visit him at
23 Juvenile Hall after his arrest on January 24. When he anived at Polinsky at 7:40 p.m.,
24 the intake social worker, Sharon Gordon, described Michael and his sister as "sad, teary,
25 traumatized" and 11frightened". (RT 707 Hearing, pp.l505-06.)

26

Early the next morning, January 22, Detective Wrisley came to the

27 Polinsky Center and interviewed Michael again. Once ag~ Wrisley read Michael his
28 Miranda rights, but minimized them as "that stuff on TV." Again, Michael accounted
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1 for his activities on January 20.
2

At 5:45 p.m. on January 22, Detectives Lanigan and Naranjo picked

3 Michael up at Polinsky and transported him to the Escondido Police Department wbere

4 he was interrogated for a third time by Detectives Ciaytor, Wrisley and McDonough until
5 about 10:00 p.m., about three hours. When he was returned to Polinsky around 11 p.m.,
6 Social Worker Gordon described Michael as "exhausted", "drained", ''traumatized",
7 "spent" and "numb." He needed help walking down the hall to his room. (RT 707

8 Hearing, pp.l508-10.)

9

At 4:00 p.m. the next day, January 23, Michael was returned to the

10 Escondido Police Department for his fourth and final interrogation which lasted until
11 nearly midnight, over six hours.
During these interrogations, whlch can only be descn'bed as

12

13 psychologically brutal~ Michael was reduced to hysterics and went into the fetal position
14 attimes.
15

16

2.

Length And Conditions Of The Interrogations
Michael was held at the will and direction of the police and questioned

17 over the course ofthreedays from the early morning ofJanuary 21 until the completion
18 ofhis fourth and final interview, and arrest, around midnight on January 24. He was
19 separated from his parents and had only brief telephone contact with them in this time
20 period. He was transported back and forth between the Polinsky Center and police
21 department at the whim of the detectives and in the evening hours after dark. He was
22 questioned fourtimes, about 12 hours total. The two interrogations whlch are the subject
23 of this motion both occurred in the evening after Michael had presumably been up all
24 day, one lasted for three hours, the other for six how:s. Both these interrogations
25

occurred in a 9' by 9' interview room at the Escondido Police Department festooned with

26 prints of interrogations through the ages, where Michael was seated on a hard plastic

Z7 chair. He was tag-teamed by three different detectives who were .,coached" by a deputy
28 district attorney and a psychiatrist.
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Claytor's Accusatory Approach (January 22)
Although he did not have a scintilla of evidence to connect Michael with

3 Stephanie's murder~ Claytor was convinced Michael did it and was intent on securing a
4 confession from him (in lieu ofreal detective work). Claytor read Michael his Miranda
5 rights, but failed to obtain a waiver and agreement to talk. At the outset of the January

6 22 interrogation, Claytor made it clear that he suspected Michael committed the murder,
7 had evidence to prove it (hair, blood, etc.) and wanted only Michael's ''side ofthe story."
8 Claytor employed many "evidence ploys.. falsely representing that be had physical

9 evidence connecting Michael to Stephanie's murder; he had nothing. Claytor cited the
10 CVSA results (discussed below), lied about evidence connecting Michael to the murder,
11 and even told Michael that the killer had used a lmife. Michael begged for Claytor to
12 stop pressuring him and said he could not remember. Michael cried and pleaded with
13 Claytor. Eventually1 Claytor got Michael to the point that Michael began to mistrust his
14 own memory. Claytor offered him "help11 ("everything the system can muster") if he
15 oould remember his role as Stephanie's killer. Michael said he could not imagine a
16 person who would kill Stephanie and could not remember. Effectively, the interrogation
17 up to this point had not only broken Michael's will, but more seriously, it began to
18 seriously erode his trust in his own memory; a cognitive, as well as a nervous,
19 breakdown was occurring.

20
21

4.

Detective McDonough And The CVSA (January 22)
Claytor introduced Detective McDonough into the interrogation in order

22 to administer a "truth detection'' test, the Computer Voice Stress Analyzer (CVSA).
23 McDonough played Mr. Nice Guy to Claytor's badgering ofMichael, reminding one of
24 the Supreme Court's quote in Spano v. New York,~ 360 U.S. at page 323, "An open
25 foe may prove a curse, But a pretend foe is worse...[John Gay]."

McDonough

26 misrepresented the capabilities and pedigree of the CVSA, telling Michael it was used
27 by the government to catch spies, and assuring him the CVSA's accuracy rate was
28 "phenomenal." These representations were false. Michael took the test and then after
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1 waiting for an extended period, McDonough returned to the room to tell him he flunked
2 on the question of knowing who killeQ. Stephanie. Michael insisted the CVSA was
3 wrong, because he was innocent.

4

s.

Claytor And Wrisley Sell The "TwoMicbaels11 Excuse
(January 23)

5

6

With his trust in his own memory shattered, Michael was brought back

7 to the Escondido Police Department on the evening of January 23 for his fourth
8 interrogation session by the detectives. This session would last until nearly midnight

9 when Michael was arrested for Stephanie's murder.
10

Wrisley reminded Michael of "that crazy Miranda thing," read him his

11 rights, but again failed to obtain a waiver. Wrisley then spun off into a stream of
12 consciousness discussion of Michael's background, favorite teachers and subjects, the
13 end of the world (Armageddon), Hitler, Saddam Hussein, the future and the value of
14 democracy (phase 1). Wrisely then re-introduced the "two Michaels' theory-the "bad"
15 Michael, who murdered Stephanie, and the "good" Michael, who was sitting there and
16 could not remember what the "bad" Michael had done.
17

After awhile, Michael began to believe that the "bad" Michael had 1'taken

18 over," because he (the "good," real Michael) could not remember. Claytor affirmed that
19 was possible. Claytor then told Michael that once this was understood "you're going to
20 be treated just as ifthis was an unconscious act [a complete defense]." Further, Claytor
21 promised Michael he would not be treated as a criminal, but that he would get help.
22 Claytor then returned to the "evidence" (his unsupported and incorrect theory of how the
23 murder occurred) and began to suggest a scenario, even going so far as to say that
24 Michael was "programmed," like his video game characters, to carry out the murder.
25 Claytor even told Michael he was a "victim" and would be treated as such. When
26 Claytor asked Michael how her body was moved 10 to 15 minutes after the murder-a

27 totally incorrect theory-Michael responded, "I don't know." In response, the detectives
28

urged Michael to "imagine'' how he might have done it. Michael could not do it.
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1

Claytor then promised Michael that if Michael told him how he

2

committed the murder, he (Claytor) would not "lock him up," but would get him help.

3 The detectives continued to suggest that Michael had moved Stephanie's dead body, but

4 he couldn't remember. Michael continued to ask them, "Are you sure I did this?" The
5

detectives continued to ask Michael to repeatwhatthe detectives had told him about how

6 he had killed Stephanie and asked him to fill in the details by guessing. He failed to
7 _11guess" consistently with the evidence, e.g., number of wounds and place on the body.

8

At one point Wrisley suggested that either Michael murdered Stephanie

9 or one of his family members had> and asked Michael to pick the one who did it. The
10 detectives then suggested Joshua Treadway or Aaron Houser had done it.

11

Claytor then introduced the "two roads" or "two paths" notion-Michael

12 could admit the killing and get help, or refuse to provide the details, make the detectives
13 or the "system'' prove their case, and Michael would go to jail. Michael responded that
14 if he said he did it, he would be lying and would have to "make it up." Claytor reminded
15 Michael he was still in the juvenile system and would get help if stayed in that system
16 by confessing. Claytor reminded Michael that he was not O.J. and would not be
17 represented by the "dream team." Michael said he took responsibility for Stephanie's
18 murder, but he could not remember any details. Claytor gave Michael his "personal
19 guarantee" that ifconfessed he would get help. When this tactic failed, Claytor then told

.

20 Michael about the horrors ofprison life. After that, Michael agreed to give the detectives
21

a "false" story, "a complete lie" about how he committed the murder. Michael told them

22 he was mad at his sister, got up in the middle ofth~ night, couldn't take it any more, got
23

a knife, stabbed her three times, the then picked up the body and dropped it. Michael

24 explained, "The only reason I'm trying to lie [telling a story ofhow he killed Stephanie]
25

is because you presented me with two paths (talk and get help; don't talk and go to

26 prison]. Pd rather die than go to jail." Exhausted and spent, Michael asked to be
27 returned to the Polinsky Center, that he had chosen his course-he could not give them
28

any more details. Claytor told Michael his parents had seen all the evidence and that his
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family would never want to see or talk to him again. Michael began to cry.

2

Claytor then removed Michael to the children's interview room and told

3 him he was gojng to arrest him for Stephanie's murder. Claytor later explained that it

4 was 10:30 p.m., and they either had to return Michael to the Polinsky center or arrest
5 him.

6

When Claytor returned Michael to the interrogation room (phase 2),

7 Michael' s affect was noticeably different-flat, resigned. Michael described how he never

8 really liked Stephanie, was positive he killed Stephanie, but could not remember it and

9 could give the detectives no details of the murder. Michael did say that no one else was
10 in the house besides himselfand his family. Even Claytor's 11evidence ploys" (he falsely

11 told Michael the police had just found blood in the bathroom sink), failed to work, as
12 Michael stated he had blocked everything out. Michael explained, "[T]he only way I

13 even lmow I did this because she is dead and because the evidence [as falsely described
14 by the detectives] says that I did it."
15

6.

Professor Richa.r d Ofshe's Opinion: Michael's
Statements Coerced (Exh. D)

16
Professor Richard Ofshe of University of California (Berkeley) is a

17

18 nationally recognized expert on coerced confessions. He reviewed the transcripts and
19 videotapes ofMichael Crowe's interrogation and concluded that Michael's statements
20 were coerced and persuaded, "that it is one in which Mr. Crowe was persuaded that he
21

committed a crime about which he demonstrates and appears to have and reports that he

22 has no actuallmowledge, and be was coerced through the use ofthreats and promises to
23 say'"I did it.'" (ExhD,RT 707Hearing, 1766~1917, at p. 1876 [the basis ofDr. Ofshe's

24 conclusion is explained in the course ofhis testimony.].)

25

7.

Dr. John Philpin's Analysis Of Michael Crowe's
Interrogation (Exh. E)

26
27

Dr. John Philpin, a psychologist and law enforcement consultant, wrote

28 this analysis ofMichael Crowe's interrogation.
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"The interrogation of Michael Crowe must be considered in the context

2 ofthe investigators' beliefs and expectations, and the events in Michael Crowe's life in
3 the hours prior to and during that interrogation.
4

"Michael's sister had been murdered in the home. The 14-year-old who

5 had been ill for three days was removed from his home, separated from his family,

6 required to strip off his clothing and submit to photography, then confronted with

7 questioning by authority figures who believed him complicit in the crime. Each ofthese
8 life events was potentially traumatic for this adolescent male.

9

11

ln his second interview ofMichael, conducted at the Polinsky Center,

10 Detective Wrisley established the basis of all subsequent interrogation. We have a lot
11 of evidence, Wrisley said, We think we know who did this. Wrisley's observation that
12 all windows and doors in the home were locked establishes for Michael that investigative
13 focus is inside the home. When Wrisley mentions the unidentified hair found in
14 Stephanie Crowe's hand, Michael's association to his own hair indicates the boy's
15 recognition that police suspect him as complicit in his sister's death.
16

"Detective Claytor believed he was dealing with an inside job, suspected

17 Michael's involvement in the homicide, and expected to elicit a confession from
18 Michael. As lead investigator, Claytor controlled the continuing interrogation, employed
19 inherently coercive techniques to which Michael was vulnerable, and shaped the content
20 ofMichael's responses. Deception, the use ofpositive and negative reinforcement, and
21 introduction of additional investigators are standard techniques. Perhaps less standard
22 but frequently used are the introduction of metaphors, the suggestion of personality
23 multiplicity, and the illusion of choice.

24

"Early in interview three (1122/98), Claytor says, I work for the homicide

25 unit ... so I'm kind ofthinking you know why I'm speaking to you. Since Michael knew
26 his sister was a homicide victim, itisno leap for him to believe he is a suspect. Claytor's
27 statement, I would like to get your side ofthe story, not only reinforces that impression,
28 but includes the imbedded suggestions of an adversary interaction in which only one of
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1 the two parties (i.e., police) knows the true story, and that Michael possesses unshared
2 information. Claytor says: We're really trying to believe what you say. Implicit in that
3 statement is we cannot, and/or we do not believe you. Michael responded: I feel like I'm
4 being treated like I killed my sister .... The assertion, We want to believe what you're

5 telling us, is a shaping technique that informs Michael his responses are not what the
6 investigators believe, nor do they satisfy their expectation (i.e., of a confession) .
.,Detective McDonough slows the interactive pace, diverts Michael's

7

8 attention, establishes rapport, and encourages conversation. In the discussion of video
9 games, McDonough establishes the basis of a metaphor that will be employed later.
10 Michael's preoccupation with fantasy characters, directed violence, reasoning skills used
11 to destroy fantasy characters, and a penchant for solitary endeavors. In his explanation
12 of the CVSA, McDonough also introduces the basis of a second metaphor (i.e.,
13 Sometimes things get out of control.), and prepares Michael for a computerized voice
14 stress test that be asserts is so accmate it was controlled by the government for a long
15 time.
16

''This interrogative style is closed and linear. The investigators control

17 the subject's sensory input and comfort level. As Michael's reality is redefined for him,
18 his suggestibility is heightened. In the final interview ( 1/23/98) Wrisley asks, You know
19 whatihearwhenyou tell me all ofthls? I hear on theonehand-it's almost like there's
20 two Michaels. The investigator defmes the distinctions ofthe suggested multiplicity: one
21 personality/entity is caring and compassionate toward his sister; the second is the one
22 who confronts and slays funtasy characters in video games. Although. Michael resists the
23 metaphor, his reality grounding has been disturbed. Wrisley asserts that one's own
24 memories can be deceiving; Claytor reinforces the idea of two Michaels; Michael must
25 agree to this possibility since he can no .longer trust his recall. The investigators have
26 established that an unconscious act will be treated differently from a conscious one. This
27 option has allure for the young man who sees himself trapped in situation that has no exit
28 except his acknowledgment of some level of complicity. Michael says, I'm afraid there
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1 is someone else inside of me. I don't know who they are. I don't know what they do.
2 I don't- if what you're saying is true, then it's like there is another person in me then.
3 I don't remember anything.

4

"When Michael finally succumbs to his interrogators, he is still resisting.

5 He will tell the detectives a story, but he will have to make it up (a complete lie).
6 Michael has been offered the illusion of choice and responds: The only reason I'm trying
1

to lie here is because you presented me with two paths. I'd rather die than go to jail.

'iin his letter to his deceased sister, Michael's resistance continues to be

8

9 apparent Following a break in questioning on 1/23/98, Michae1 confesses (i.e., It's kind
10 of like I was there, but - I know I did it, but it wasn't like it was actually me. It was
11 almost like, I guess you would say, my inner demons .), ~d concludes he must be three
12 people or distinct entities, not two."

13

8.

Applying The Law To Michael Crowe's
Statements-"A Perfect Storm" Of Coercion

14
15

Michael Crowe's interrogation resulted in a "A Perfect Storm" of

16 coerCion. Nearly all of the factors the courts have identified as the causes of an
17 involuntary statement collided in this circumstance to produce statements which were
18 graphically coerced. Michael was young, and albeit intelligent, totally unfamiliar with
19 the law and the police, who he obviously trusted. He was distraught, if not devastated
20 by the murder of his sister in his own home, and then the separation from all he
21 knew-his parents, home, school and friends in the days which followed. He was
22 subjected to the whims ofthe police as they trucked back and forth to the police station.
23 After his third interrogation on the evening of June 22, the social worker at Polinsky
24 described Michael as "exhausted" and "traumatized." During his interrogations Michael
25 cried, moaned and bent into the fetal position. Obviously, he was overcome by the
26 circumstances. The interrogations were numerous, relentless and prolonged, most
27 particularly the six hour session on January 23. On both January 22 and23, Michael was
28 removed from the Polinsky Center at or just before the evening meal time (these
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t detectives must have worked the second shift) and there is no evidence he was·fed during
2 either of these sessions which both went later than 10:00 p.m.

3

Although the detectives read Michael his Miranda rights, a first in his life,

4 they minimized their import and never once secured a waiver.

5

The use of deception and lies (''evidence ploys") is not per se illegal and

6 does not necessarily yield a coerced confession (see People v. Hogan, supra, 31 Cal.3d
7 at p. 840-841.) Normally, such ploys are used to convince the .mW!Y suspect that the cops
8 "got him'' and that it is futile to resist, so he (or she) might as well confess and get
9 whatever benefit "naturally flows" from a confession; on the innocent they produce
10 hopelessness and deference to authority. (Dr. Ofshe's testimony, Exh. D, atpp. 177811

1780.) Here, however, the detectives' false representations regarding the evidence and

12 the mistaken theories of how the murder was committed which they fed to Michael with
13 the few facts they had right, coupled with the CVSA, which they used to destroy the
14 credibility of Michael's denial, rolled into the "two Michaels" psychobabble, all
15 combined to (1) convince Michael that he committed the murder, even though he had no
16 memory of it, (2) caused him to doubt his memory of the events that had occurred that
17 night, and (3) provided a nifty "explanation" and exc\)Se-Michael's split personality.
18 Surely, his statements "buying in" to this nonsense were involuntary and coerced. (See
19 People v. Jones. supra. 17 Ca1.4th at p. 299.) His will was not just overborne, it was
20 blown away, and the statements were not the product of a rational intellect or a free will.
21 They were the result of exhausted submission to the relentless falsehoods, scripted
22 scenes, cajoling~ pseudo science and psychobabble forced on him by his interrogators.
23 As the California Supreme Court recognized in Hogan, "coercion also includes 'the
24 brainwashing that comes from repeated suggestion and prolonged interrogation."' @.
25 atp. 843 .) Indeed, Michael was effectively brainwashed by the police into distrusting his
26 own memory, adopting their assertion that he had killed his sister, and accepting the
27 "script" they gave him as to how he did it, even though he could remember nothing and
28 could not provide a single detail.
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1

As if this were flot enough, Claytor introduced the ultimate tool of

2

coercion-he promised Michael leniency, help and juvenile court treatment if he, the

3 "victim,'' would cooperate, and threatened Michael with prison, and all its horrors, if

4 he did not. In the scheme of the judicial decisions in this area (compare People v.
5 Jiminez, supra, 21 Cal.3d at pp. 611-612; In re Shawn D., supra, 20 Cal.App. 4th at pp.
6

214-216; People v. Nicholas (1980) 112 Cal.App.3d 249, 264; In re Roger G. (1976) 53

7 Cal.App.3d 198), this case presents the most blatant, clumsy, heavy handed and dumb
8 headed use of threats and promises on record.

The case law requires that there be a nexus between the threat or promise

9

10 and the decision to confess--that the threat or promise be the ''motivating cause."
11 (l>eople v. Ray (1996) 13 Cal.4th 313, 339; People v. Boyde, suprn, 46 Cal.3d at p. 238.)
12 Here, Michael said it all. After being promised juvenile court treatment and help if he

13 talked, and prison if he did not, Michael said, "The only reason I am trying to lie [tell the
14 detectives the story they wanted to hear about his commission ofthe murder] is because
15 you presented me with two paths [talk and get help; don't talk and go to prison]. I'd
16 rather die than go to jaiL" Michael then gave the detectives all the details they had fed
17 him about the murder (the "script"), including some which were simply wrong, and that

18 was the sum total of his statement. Clearly, his "admission" to Stephanie's murder and
19 "confession" were coerced; they were the direct product of all the surrounding coercive
20 circumstances, crowned by the ''two Michael's" and "two paths" notions.
These statements are pure junk; they are worthless, unreliable and

21

22 prejudicial and have no part in this or any legal proceeding, whether to impeach and
23 (surely not) for the truth of the matter asserted (see Cal. Evid. Code, § 1235). These
24 statements and the evidence ofthe interrogation, itself, should be excluded from evidence
25 in this trial.
26

c.

Joshua Treadway's Interrogations (Exb. F)

27

Joshua's station house interrogations were singularly protracted~the first

28

lasted nearly 12 hours overnight with few breaks, the second, again nearly 12 hours from
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1 morning until night. He was deprived of sleep and food and denied access to his parents
2 and requests to terminate the questioning . He was pressured, lied to, threatened with

3 prison, promised leniency, subjected to the CVSA continuously, not advised ofhis rights
4 as required. Joshua's will was overborne and his statements under interrogation.were
5 coerced and involuntary. Further, Joshua's interrogation was poisoned by the brutal

6 interrogation and coerced statements ofMichael Crowe. The motivations and tactics of
7 Michael's interrogators carried over to and shaped Joshua's interrogation. The product

8 was the same-coerced statements which are unreliable and ought to be suppressed.
9

1.

10

Joshua's Background
At the time ofStephanie'smurder Joshua Treadway was 14years old; he

11 turned 15 on the day he was hauled down to police station for his first interrogation.
12 Like Michael, who was his best friend, and Aaron Houser, a friend, he was a 9th grader
13 at Orange Glen High SchooL Joshua had met Michael in middle school. Joshua lived

14 at home with his three brothers, mother and father, who was a locksmith and often
15 worked with the police. Joshua had been home schooled for a good part of his grammar
16 school. At the time, Joshua regularly attended chmch and faith was important in his

17 home life. He was a "B" student in school, not in advanced classes.
Joshua had never been in trouble with the law and never before had

18

19 contact with a police officer. Joshua was unfamiliar with the Miranda warning, because

20 he did not watch those kind of TV shows.
21

22

2.

Length And Conditions Of The Interrogations
The interrogation which began on January 27 at around 7:30p.m. lasted

23 until7:30 a.m. thenextmorningwithfewbreaks. Like.I\1ichael, Joshua was interrogated
24 ln. the 91 by 9' interview room where we was seated on a hard plastic seat. By the time
25 the interrogation ended on the morning ofJanuary 28, Joshua had been up over 24 hours.
26 Joshua was tag-teamed by Detectives Claytor, Wrisley and McDonough, who managed
27 to turn Joshua's father, whowaspermittedabriefmid-morningvisit, into an agent ofthe
28 police by convincing him that Michael had set Joshua up to take the fall for the murder.
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1 The detectives were coached by DDA Hoover and psychiatrist Blum.
2

During this interrogation Joshua hyperventilated, cried and begged that

3 the questioning stop. He developed a nervous face "tick" as a result of the trauma. His
4 blood was drawn. He was deniedjuice, when he said he was feeling woozy, and denied

5 coffee, when he said he was fatigued. He was denied sleep and access to his parents.
6

During the all night session, a fake "booking" photo was taken with a sign

7 hung around Joshua's neck, indicating "187"-murderer. He and his father were falsely
8 told there was a murder warrant for his arrest which could be executed at any time,

9 depending on whether Michael continued to cooperate and be a "witness," otherwise he
10 would be thrown in jail. The police told Joshua and his father he did not need a lawyer.
11 On January 28, Joshua made two monitored calls to Aaron Houser at Claytor's direction.

Between January 28 and February 10, Joshua believed he was under

12

13 "house arrest." At Claytor's direction to hisparents, Joshua was pulled out of school,

14 went no where and saw no one. Joshua did not discuss his interrogation with his parents
15 or anyone else. He was told by Claytor to be on alert for calls from the police, stops at
16 the house, or further questioning. The police called the house from time to time and the

17 detectives paid a visit on one occasion and told Joshua to come to the station on February
18 10 for additional questioning.

The February 10 interrogation lasted over 12 hours from mid-morning to

19

20 late evening. The setting, cast, techniques and strategies were identical to those of the
21 January 27-28 session.
22

23

3.

The All Night Interrogation On January 27-28

After his parents drove him to the police station Joshua was interviewed

24 by Detective Claytor for about a halfan hour between 7:30 and 8:00p.m. In this period,
25 Joshua told about his relationship and contacts with Michael Crowe and the Crowe
26 family and Aaron Houser. Claytor then announced the police had a search warrant for
27 the Treadway house and they all proceeded back to the house.. Once there Joshua told
28 Claytor and the other detectives there were two knives under his bed, the "Compass"
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1 knife which he had taken from Scott Colgrove and the "Best Defense" knife he had taken
2 from Aaron. (PHRT at pp.696-700.) Claytor arrested Joshua for stealing Aaron's knife,
3 cuffed him and put in the back of a police car. On the way back to the station Claytor
4

5

told Joshua he could either be a witness or a suspect.
Claytor took Joshua back into the interrogation roo~ removed the

6 handcuffs, read him his Miranda rights and questioning began again around 9:30 p.m.
7 Joshua denied having anything to do with Stephanie's murder and said he took the "Best
8 Defense'' from Aaron's house before the murder. As with Michael, Claytor trotted out

9 the "two ways to go" threat (talk and tell the detectives what they wanted and get
10 leniency; don't talk and go to prison). Claytor suggested that he had both evidence and
II

statements from both Michael and Aaron which differed from Joshua's statement, a'lie.

12

Claytor then threatened Joshua with the consequences ofhaving to prove

13 the case against

~

explained the juvenile system which does not punish, and

14 introduced the concept of an "accessori' which brought less culpability. Claytor then
15 brought out the "ladder" or "step~" concept-ifhe talked, Joshua could be down on the
16. ladder of culpability and get juvenile court treatment; if he clidn't, he was going to be
17 charged with murder and go to prison. As Claytor told Joshua, "... a lot depends on what
18 you are willing to tell me." Within minutes Joshua said he got the knife from Aaron after
19 the murder, but in the next breath retracted the statement, said he lied because he was
20 afraid of the threat of prison. Joshua asked to see his mother and end the interview,
21 however, Claytor continued the pressure and told Joshua he could be tired as an adult,
22 or if talked, stay in the juvenile system. After repeated requests to see his parents, Mr.
23 Treadway was allowed into the interrogation room. Joshua immediately told his father
24 Ite had lied about getting the knife from Aaron after the murder because Claytor told him
25 if talked he could get rehabilitation. He described Claytor's "scale" to his father.

26

Wrisely returned to the room and Joshua told him the truth was he stole

27 the knife from Aaron before the murder and that was his statement. Joshua continued to
28 voice bis fear of Claytor,s threat that he would go to prison. Joshua stuck to his
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1 statement for hours.
2

Claytor retumed to the room and told Joshua that unless he talked, the

3 evidence would "screw him to the wall" and he would be charged with murder. Claytor
4

also offered the juvenile system as an alternative if Joshua cooperated. In this time

5 period another detective opened the door and said, "Aaron's here and the presumptive

6 is back on the lmife." Both were lies-Aaron was at home in bed and there was no blood
7 on the knife. Nevertheless, Claytor told Joshua the knife was the murder weapon.
8 Joshua stuck to his statement.

9

Claytor then said he was going to book Joshua for murder. He was

10 removed from the room and taken to the lab area where body samples were taken. In this
11 period (off camera) Claytor told Joshua about the horrors of prison life where the strong

12 prey on the weak, there are beatings and rapes, and a "slave'' class. (PHRT at pp. 70513 707.) The detectives took Joshua's photo with a placard bung around his neck with

l4 "187" written on it. Mr. Treadway, who wa8 waiting in the lobby, was told the same lies
15 by the police about the knife being the murder weapon and that Joshua would be booked
16 for murder. Mr. Treadway was allowed to see Joshua again and warned him he was
17 going to be arrested for murder.
18

At 3:00a.m., McDonough arrived and the CVSA "game.. started after

19 McDonough assured Joshua the machine was 98 percent accurate in detecting deception.
20 For the next hour and a half, McDonough tested and retested Joshua on the CVSA,
21 telling him he was being deceptive each time. Throughout this time, Joshua insisted on
22 his story. He also asked to sleep and for coffee, which were denied. Finally around 4:30
23 a.m., eight hours after the ordeal began, Joshua told the officers what they wanted to
24 hear, he said Aaron gave him the knife after the murder (on Super Bowl, the only time
25 Joshua bad seen Aaron after the murder). Joshua explained be told the detectives only
26 because he wanted to be lower on the "scale" and not be charged with murder. (PHRT
27 at p.761.) McDonough gave Joshua the CVSA again and told him this time he had
28 passed because be bad told the truth.
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The All Day Interrogation Of February 10

Joshua was brought to the police station by his father on February I 0 at

3 Claytor's direction. Joshua felt he had no choice, there was a murder warrant hanging
4

over his head. Besides, Claytor said it would take only 45 minutes and that Joshua did

5 not need a lawyer. Joshua had been told he was a "witness,11 not a "suspect,'' so long as
6 be cooperated. The detectives did not even bother to read him his Miranda rights.

7 Joshua was actually questioned from approximately 11:30 until 7:30 in the same 9' by
8 9' room. He was never fed, nor allowed to leave the room for a drink ofwater or visit to
9 the bathroom unescorted. His father was denied access. After a break when he was

10 arrested, the detectives Mirandized Joshua and had him repeat his confession, ending
11 'around 11:00 p.m.
12

McDonough started on Joshua by explaining he wanted to "clear up"

13 some matters from the last CVSA test on January 28. A test he told Joshua he bad
14 passed. In fact, McDonough now totally discounted Joshua's denial of any further
15 knowledge involvement in the murder beyond receiving the knife from Aaron. Starting
16 with Aaron's presence at the murder, McDonough then began the process of suggesting

17 "facts" to Joshua for Joshua to affirm. Joshua obliged. McDonough then pressed Joshua
18 to reveal his involvement and to teli more about Michael and Aaron. When Joshua said
19 he was not involved and did not lmow about the other two boys, McDonough accused
20 him of lying and that both Michael and Aaron had implicated him. ~ McDonough
21

continued to press him Joshua provided an elaborate fantasy version ofwhat Aaron h.ad

22 told him about the murder. McDonough continued to suggest facts Joshua would have
23 learned from Aaron and Joshua bought in.
24

Four hours into the interview, McDonough administered the CVSA test

25 again and predictably told Joshua he had failed. Joshua said he was afraid he was going
26 to jail and referred back to Claytor's threats during the January 27/28 interrogation.
27 McDonough insisted Joshua was more involved and suggested Aaron had said so.
28

Joshua resisted. At-a point, McDonough suggested Joshua might have been a 11 lookout11 •
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1 Afterinitialdenials, Joshua bought in to this notion and then spun a tale leading up to the
2 Crowe house on the night of January 20.
3

Claytor then entered the interrogation and told Joshua it did not matter

4 whether he went inside the Crowe house or not. Eventually, Joshua relented and said

5 he had gone inside and provided a fantastic story of what occurred there. Joshua's
6 statement was a confabulation offucts be knew, suggestions by the detectives, and his

7 own imagination. (PHRT pp.769-790.) Much of Joshua's story was at odds with the
8 provable facts, while other parts 0fit simply defied logic and reason and common sense.

9 Wrisley wondered aloud what purpose wouldJoshuahave served as a "lookout" Even
10 Claytor was forced to remarktbatthewhole storywas "pretty incredible". Nonetheless,
11

Claytor then arrested Joshua for Stephanie's murder.
At that point, the detectives realized they had failed to advise Joshua of

12

13 his Miranda rights, so Detective Wrisley was called~ advised him, and told Joshua to

14 tell him (Wrisley) what he had already told Claytor (an illegally obtained and coerced
15 statement). Joshua retold his story for the last two ofthe 12 hours of the interrogation

16 before taking Joshua to Juvenile Hall.
17

5.

Dr. Ofshe's Opinion: Joshua's Statements Coerced
(Exh. D)

18
Dr. Ofshe concluded that Joshua's statements were 11 elicited through

19

20 threat and promise" and that they were "coerced." Dr. Ofshe further opined that the
21 effect of the coercive tactics employed by the detectives during the January 27/28
22 interrogation continued to affect Joshua during the February 10 interrogation. (RT 707
23 Hearing, pp. 1901, 1916-1917.)
24

6.

Dr. Richard Leo's Opinion: Joshua's Statements
Coerced (exh. G)

25
26

Dr. Richard Leo is a professor of social psychology at the University of

27 California Irvine and recognized expert on coercedconfessions. He qualified as an expert
28 in this area at the preliminary hearing in this matter and opined that Joshua Treadway's
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1 statements on Jan~ 27/28 were coerced and involuntary. (PHRT p.l087.) Dr. Leo

2 opined that the coercive factors from the January 27/28 interrogation carried over and
3 affected Joshua's statements given during the February 10 il].terrogation. (PHRT 11064 1109.) Dr. Leo opined that Joshua's statements given during the February 10
5 interrogation were the product of "relentless and psychologically extreme coercion.

6 (PHR.T p.llll.) Dr. Leo testified these interrogations were some ofthe most egregious1
7 coercive improper and sloppy he had ever witnessed or reviewed. (PHR.T pp.1115 .)

8

9
10

11
12
13

14
15
16

In his report, Dr. Leo concludes:
"The 10+ hour interrogation that began in the evening of January
27th and extended into the early morning hours of January 28th was
highly coercive in my opinion and resulted in a coerced compliant .. .
confession from Joshua Treadway ro hiding the larife that was used to kill
Stephanie Crowe.
"In my professional opinion, the 12+ hour interrogation ofJoshua
Treadway on February lOth, like its predecessor on January 27th-28th,
was improperly and recklessly conducted, premised on fraud and
intimidation, and highly coercive. And, once again, the marathon late
night interrogation of Joshua Treadway on February lOth, like its
predecessor, resulted in a coerced-compliant . .. confession from Joshua
Treadway."
(Exh. G, pp. 10-11.)

7.

Dr. Philpin's Analysis Of Joshua Treadway's
Interview ( exh. E)

17
18

"In the interview of February 10, 1998, Joshua quotes extensively from

19 statements made to him by Detective CLAYTOR. Much of this and subsequent
20 exchanges demonize Aaron HOUSER as manipulative and threatening.
21

"It does not occur to the investigators that Joshua's hesitation, and the

22 inconsistencies in his story, might be a function ofhis fabricating the tale to please them.
23 Joshua provides a scenario: Michael kept his sister quiet; Aaron did the stabbing;
24 Joshua's role was to dispose of the weapon (given him by Aaron on Super Bowl
25 Sunday). Detective MCDONOUGH insists that Joshua was present at the scene, and that
26 he had a conversation with Aaron subsequent to receiving the knife. Again "the box"
27 (CVSA) looms as the arbiter of truth, the hurdle Joshua must succeed in scaling.
28 MCDONOUGH'S statements that he wants Joshua to pass, and that he hopes there is
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1 nothing being withheld, can only serve to heighten Joshua's stress level. This adolescent
2 wants only to satisfy the investigators, to avoid making them angry, and to receive their
3 approval."
4

''Responding to Detective Claytor's questioning, Joshua places himself

5 outside the CROWE residence on the night ofthe homicide, and ultimately inside the

6 home.
7
8

''The statements given to investigators by Michael CROWE and Joshua

9 TREADWAY are not confessions. Rather, these statements represent compliance with
10 coercive techniques systematically applied by authority figures promising help. 11 (Exh.
11 E, pp. 6, 10.)

12

8.

13

Applying The Law To Joshua Treadway's Statements''! Mean, At That Point, If Had They Said, 'Where Is
Jimmy Hoffa Buried,' I Would Have Told Them"
(Joshua Treadway, PHRT p. 950)

14
The interrogations of Joshua Treadway had all the coercive factors of

15

16 Michael Crowe's interrogations. Joshua was continually lied to about the evidence and

17 told that he had been set up by Michael and Aaron. The detectives even fed these lies
18 to Joshua's father and turned him, unwittingly, into their agent in force a statement from

19 Joshua. As was Michael, Joshua was threatened with prison ifhe did not talk and tell the
20 detectives what they wanted to hear. He was also promised juvenile court treatment and

21 help if cooperated. His rights and attempts to stop the questioning were ignored. We was
22 provided with "scripts" or scenarios-the "lookout'' idea- to grab onto in order to
23 minimize his liability, e.g., accessory after the fact. He was told the CVSA was nearly
24 infallible.
25

Like Michael, Joshua was young and had no prior experience with the

26 police. He was unsophisticated and trusting of the police. His father urged him to
27 cooperate, believing that Joshua had been set up by Michael and Aaron. Like the
28 interrogation ofMicnael Crowe, Joshua's was psychologically brutal and Joshua reacted
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1 by, at times, crying and begging for respite. He even developed a facial tick from the first
2 interrogation which is visible in the interrogation of February 10. He was denied food
3 and drink, at times, and most importantly he was denied sleep, which he begged for in
4

the morning hours ofJanuary 28. What sets Joshua's interrogations apart from Michael's

5 was their extraordinary length, nearly 12 hours on each occasion, including the overnight

6 session on January 27-28. In the survey of modem jurisprudence, there is not a single
7 reported decision the People located with such a lengthy interrogation of a minor.
8 Indeed, inHaleyv. Ohio, suprg.,332U.S.atp.66, the United States Supreme Court found

9 a 5-hour interrogation of a minor from midnight until 5 a.m. was coercive. Each of
10 Joshua's interrogations were more than twice as long. Based on the "totality of the

ll circumstances.,, there can be no argument but that the statements Joshua made at both of
12 his interrogations were coerced
13

Joshua made clear his perception ofthe connection between whether and

14 what to tell the police and their threat to send him to prison or get him help when he first
15 talked to his father in the middle of the night on January 27-28. Joshua told his father

16 that Claytor has told him '"if you come clean on this now ... we can get rehabilitation'
17 And because they think the larife is the knife that killed Stephanie, ... Listen to me quick
18 [to his father]. He [Claytor] said 'Here is the scale [ofliability]. Ifyou tell me the truth
19 [Claytor's "truth"], you can come clean on this and you can be down here indicating.

20 Mike is up here (indicating) [the murderer] or something."
21

Later, in his testimony at the preliminary hearing, during which Joshua

22 repudiated his statements and explained how the officers coerced him and why he said
23 what he said, Joshua explained lUlder cross-examination: "I saw cause and effect. I saw
24 ifi tell the truth, I get to go to prison. I agree with the detectives, I have a potential to
25 a\t"'id this. In any dangerous situation in life, all people will react one oftwo ways: fight
26 or flight A 15-year-old little boy has no way ofpossibly fighting these detectives. And
27 there was no way to flee this situation. I was completely at their mercy. The only choice
28 I bad was to agree with what they were telling me." (PHR.T, p. 993.)
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It is clear that Joshua's will was overborne and that his statements were
2 not the product of a rational intellect and a free will. The statements were coerced and
3 should be excluded. The threats and promises actually "motivated" Joshua's statements.
4 Thus, they were coerced. (People v. Boyde, supra, 46 Ca1.3d at 238.) Comparing the
5 interrogation of 15-year-old, unsophisticated and trusting Joshua Treadway with that of
6 other suspects in the legal literature, clearly demonstrates that his extraordinarily lengthy
7 interrogations, with their physical deprivations, lies, promises, threats, and scripts, can
8 lead only to the conclusion that his statements were coerced. (Compare, In re Shawn D. ,
9

m, 20 Cal.App.4th at pp.208-216, and cases cited therein; People v~ Cahill (1994) 22

10 Cal.App.4fu 296, 313-316.)
The only significant clifference, other than the length, between Joshua's

11

12 interrogation and Michaels' was the effect the coercion took on the formulation of their
13 statements. :Mlchael was effectively brainwashed into disbelieving his own memory and
14 believing the detectives assertions about his guilt for the murder, even though he had no'
15 memoryofit. This cognitive and emotional manipulation was made plausible to Michael
16 by the "two Michaels" hocum fed to him by the detectives. Thus, Dr. Ofshe conclnded
17 that Michael's statements were a persuaded confession, e.g., the detectives persuaded
18 Michael he was responsible for killing Stephanie. Joshua, on the other had, was not
19 "brainwashed'', in that his memory stayed in tack and he did not insist he could not
20 remember. Joshua•s statements were a result of complying with the suggestions and
21 demands of his interrogators to "save himself', so much so that he spun a fantasy story
22 in reaction to the lies, threats, promises and scripts of his interrogators. As Dr. Leo
23

concluded, Joshua statements were a compliant confession. It is for this reason that

24 Michael's reactions and statements appear so much more coerced than Joshua's. Michael
25

totally broke down, while Joshua, though broken, was able to calculate and offer the

26 detectives, step-by-step, the statements they wanted. Nevertheless, Joshua's statements
27 were every bit as coerced as M ichael's; the coercion simply worked in a different
28 fashion.
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Judge Thompson found Joshua's January 27-28 statements were coerced

2 and inadmissible in the trial against him. However, Judge Thompson found that Joshua, s
3 February 10 statements were not coerced. He found the first 8 hours inadmissible under
4 Miranda, and the last two hours in which Joshua repeated his confession to Wrisley
5 admissible for all purposes. Judge Thompson's finding that the February 10 statements
6 were not coerced is contrary to the evidence, law, and common sense. That conclusion

7 was simply wrong. Judge Thompson's finding that the last 2 hours ofthis interrogati~
8 in which the detectives "woke up", realized they had failed to Mirandize Joshua, read

9 him his rights, and then had him explicitly repeat his prior statements to another
10 interrogator, were admissible is simply inexplicable. How the simple expedient of a
11 Miranda advisal could attenuate and wipe out the 22 hours of coercive interrogation
12 which immediately preceded it beggars the law, logic and conunon sense. The last two
13 hours was not anew beginning in theinterrogationofJoshua Treadway, it was explicitly
14 a recap of his already coerced statements, "staged" in a silly effort by the detectives to
15 cover up their coercive tactics and make up for their failure to abide by the most simple,
16 direct commands of the law. While Judge Thompson did not spell out his reasons for
17 concluding that Joshua's Treadway's February 10 statements were not coerced, it seems
18 evident this ruling failed to comprehend that the coercive tactics and compliance with
19 those tactics which occurred on January 27-28, and which Judge Thompson found to be
20 coerced, carried over to the February 10 interrogation and Joshua's statements on that
21 date.
22

When analyzing Joshua's February 10 statements, one must consider

23 whether the coercive "taine from interrogation on January 27/28 had been "attenuated."
24 Joshua's February 10 statements must have been of sufficient free will ·as to "purge the
25 primary taint" from the January 27/28 session.. (Wong Sun v. United States (1963) 371
26 U.S. 471,486 [83 S.Ct. 407, 9L.Ed.2d441].) The cormection between Joshua's January
27 27/28 interrogation and the confession must become "so attenuated as to dissipate the
28 taint." (Wong Sun, gmm, 371 U.S. at 491. [citations omitted].)
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The question of whether a confession is the product of a free will under
V(ong ~'!lll must be ans.wered on the facts of each case. No single fact is
diSp?S~t!~e. The .workings of th~ human mind are too complex, and the
posSibilities ofmisconduct too diverse, to pennit protection ofthe Fourth
Amendment to tum on ... a talismanic test. Miranda warnings are an
important factor, to be sure, in determining whether the confession is
obtained by exploitation of [the illegality]. But they are not the only
factor to be considered. The temporal proximity ofthe [illegality] and the
confession, the presence ofintervening circumstances, and, particularly,
the purpose and flagrancy of the official misconduct, are all relevant."
(Brown v.lllinois (1975) 422 U.S. 590, 603-4 [95 S.Ct. 2254~ 45 L.Ed.2d
416].)

7

8 · The existence of the first statement "is of course vitally relevant to the voluntariness of

9 ... later statements." (Beecher v. Alabama (1967) 389 U.S. 35, 36, fu. 2 (88 S,Ct. 189,
10 19 L.Ed.2d 35].)
11

When deciding whether the effect of earlier, coercive techniques had

12 dissipated, an essential inquiry is the extent of the "continuing effect of the coercive
13 practices." (Lyons v. Oklahoma (1944) 322 U.S. 596, 602 [64 S.Ct. 1208, 88 L.Ed.
14 1481].) The question becomes, what happened to "change the circumstances"- what
15 "break in the stream of events ... [is] sufficient to insulate the statement from the effect
16 of all that went before!' (Clewis v. Texas,

m. 386 U.S. at p. 71 0; see generally

17 United States v. Patterson (9th Cir. 1987) 812 F.2d 1188, 1192.) Factors relevant to
18 determining the effect of previous police coercion are: " ... whether (1) three was a break

19 in the stream of events sufficient to insulate the statement from the effect of the prior
20 coercion, (2) it can be inferred that the coercive practices had a continuing effect that
21 touched the subsequent statement, (3) the passage oftime, a change in the location ofthe
22 interrogation, or a change in the identity ofthe interrogators interrupted the effect ofthe
23 coercion, and (4) the conditions that would have precluded the use of a first statement

24 had been removed. (Collazo v. Estelle (9th Cir. 1991) 940 F.2d 411, 421~ emphasis
25 ·supplied.)" The flagrancy of the coercion is critical. (See Brown v. Illinois (1975) 422
26 U.S. 590, 603-4 [95 S.Ct. 2254, 45 L.Ed.2d 416].)
27

Under California law and analysis, ''where,--as a resultofimproperpolice

28 conduct--an accused confesses, and subsequently makes another confession, it may be
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the subsequent confession is the product of the first because of the

2 psychological or practical disadvantages of having 'let the cat out of the bag by

3 confessing."' (People v. Sims (1993) 5 Ca1.4th 405, 444-45; quoting People v. Johnson,
4 supr~ 70 Cal.2d atp. 547; People v. Spencer (1976) 66 Cal.2d 158, 167.) "The degree

5 of attenuation that suffices to dissipate the taint 'requires at least an intervening
6 independent act by the defendant or a ~d party' to break the causal chain in such a way
7 that the second confussion is not in fact obtained by exploitation of the illegality."
8 (Peoplev. Sims,~ 5 Ca1.4th atp. 445, citingPeoplev. Sesslin(1968) 68 Ca1.2d418,
9

428; see People v. Rich (1988) 45 Cal.3d 1036, 1081.)

10

Nothing whatsoever changed to break the stream of events between the

11 January 27/28 coerced statements and the February 10 unlawful interrogation. In the
12 period between the January 28 and February 10 interrogations, Joshua was isolated from
13 his social network. During that time, he believed he was under a type of ''house arrest"
14 Joshua felt like he was under "house arrest" because of the way be was released on
15 January 28: he was not told he was free to leave; rather, he was told to sleep, and to wake
16 up ready to participate in a controlled phone call to Aaron, and that be would thereafter
17 hear from Claytor for his next instructions. Indeed, Claytor was the one who told

18 Joshua's parents not to have him return to school.
Second, Joshua was isolated from his family. Between January 28 and·

19

20 February 10, Joshua did not tell his parents about Claytor's threats because he was afraid
21 ofthe police and ofthe potential consequences; he was afraid of going to prison; and he
22 was afraid of the prison life that Claytor had descnoed.
23

At one point between January

28 and February 10, Claytor and Sweeney came to Joshua's house to speak to Zachary

24 and Claytor told him to come to the station for more questioning on February 10.
25

Third,duringJoshua'sinterrogationonJanuary27/28,Mr. Treadwaywas

26 discouraged by Claytor from obtaining an attorney for Joshua. Thus, the police had
27 effectively isolated Joshua from his social network, from his :family, and from obtaining
28 an attorney.
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When Joshua and his father left the police station on January 28, Mr.

2 Treadway had been told by the police that there was a murder warrant that had been
3 issued for Joshua and that the police could execute it at any time. Thus, when they left
4 the police station, Joshua and Mr. Treadway both believed that the police bad received

5 authorization to arrest Joshua for Stephanie's murder, during the entire period between
6 January 28 and February 10, Joshua and Mr. Treadway both believed that there was a
7 murder warrant hanging over Joshua's head. The police told Joshua and Mr. Treadway
8 that whether or not the murder Wairant was "called" depended upon whether or not

9
10

Joshua and his family cooperated with the police.
Joshua believed that he had to participate in the controlled phone call with

11 Aaron, or he would go to prison. Joshua felt that participating in the controlled phone
12 call was something he was required to do. After the controlled phone call failed, Claytor
13 was angry, and Joshua was told that they were going to have to work harder the next time
14 they did something like the controlled phone call and that he needed to be prepared and
15 that he needed to think of more ideas of how to trick Aaron to get him to start talking.
16 He was told they were going to try different methods, and that their work wasn't over
17 and they had to try alternate means of getting Aaron to talk.
18

Claytor and Sweeney came to Joshua's bouse at least once in the period

19 between January 28 and February 10, to speak to Joshua's brother. When they came to
20 his house, Joshua was afraid they were arresting him. The police also called in the period
21

22

between January 28 and February 10.
Joshua dreaded returning to the police station on February 10. Joshua did

23 not feel that he had a choice as to whether to return to the pollee station on February 10.
24 Moreover, Joshua felt like he did not have a choice because, when he tried to tell the

.

25 truth, the truth didn't get him anywhere and only Claytor's "truth" would get Joshua
26 anywhere. Joshua believed that ifhe told the truth, and ifhe tried to do what was right,
27 it would get him nowhere, except prison.
28

Further, when Joshua and Mr. Treadway returned to the police department
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1 on February 10, nobody told Joshua that his arrest on January 27 for stealing the knife
2 was a pretense designed to get Joshua in to the police station so the police could

3 interrogate him about Stephanie's murder; nobody told Joshua that the photograph they

4 took of Joshua wearing a "PC 187" sign was a ruse, designed to scare him; nobody ever
5 told Joshua that there was no murder warrant hanging over his head and that when they
6 told him that on January 28, it was to scare him into helping the police; nobody told
7 Joshua that tbe CVSA was a sham, designed to make Joshua believe that he should

8 confess. Nobody told Joshua the true state of affairs that there was no pltysical evidence

9 that implicated him [or any of the boys] in Stephanie's murder.
10

When Joshua was allowed to go home on January 28, be was, in effect,

11 left to stew in his own juices and ponder his situation in light of what he had already
12 admitted. His ensuing statements on February 10 was a direct and obvious response to
13 the interrogative teChniques used during the earlier illegal interview. (See People v.

14

Montano,~ 226

Cal.App.3d at p. 940 (based on circumstances, the psychologically

15 coercive illegalities ofthe first interrogation were the motivating causes of the damaging
16 admissions, and of the subsequent confession).)
17

Joshua didn't consult with an attorney, indeed, Claytor had advised

18 Joshua's father not to consult with an attorney. Joshua did not share with him family
19 what had transpired. And he was advised (again by Claytor) that he shouldn'treturn to
20 his school. When Joshua returned to the police station on February 10, no "taint" had
21 been attenuated. The only thing that changed was the date. The same interrogators
22 continued their interrogation, in the same room, for the same length of time, using the
23 same techniques and tactics (including the CVSA) that had been so effective in coercing
24

25

a statement from Joshua in the first place.
Clearly, the coercive effects of the January 27/28 interrogation were not

26 attenuated or dissipated. As Joshua testified at the preliminary hearing in this case:
27
28

"I was not looking forward to it [the February 10 interrogation].
I was upset. I had hoped it would just be a couple ofquestions, but due
to the way that the 27th and 28th went, I knew that there would be more
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pressure put on me by the police to give them more ofwhat they wanted
to hear, and I had hoped everything worked out okay. But I really feared
2
that I may be taken to prison then, and I made an effort to say good-bye
to each and every member of my family that day before I left."
3 (PHRT, p. 737.)
4

Indeed, detective McDonough started off the interrogation by referring

5 back to the last CVSA test on January 28 and his admissions on the 28th were used as

6 a springboard for the questioning on the 1Oth, again using the same tactics of prolonged
7

questioning, laced with deception, accusation, threats, promises.and the CVSA.
Comparing thefactsofthis case with those in Sims, mmm, 5 Cal.4th405,

8

9 illustrates why the coercive effects ofJanuary 27/28 were not a~enuated or dissipated on
10 February lO.In Sims, the Supreme court found that statements made after a statement
11

taken in violation of Miranda were sufficiently attenuated under the following facts.

12 After Sims initially invoked and two detectives got up to leave, he asked the detectives

13 what would happen to him. In the ensuing brief conversation, Sims made two
14 incriminating remarks, but the detectives told him they could not discuss the facts ofthe

15 case with him and left The next day, Sims asked to speak with the officers. Sims
16 waived his Miranda rights and gave a statement after first uttering some incriminating
17 statements before being advised. The Supreme Court pointed out the following factors
18 which attenuated the illegal statement on day one, from the statements made the next
19 day. (1) The statement on the first day resulted from a relatively brief comment by the
20 officer, "and not by a prolonged, formal interrogation." (2) Sims was advised by the
21

detectives on the first day that they could not talk to him unless he initiated the

22 conversation. (3) Sims sought the second interview. (4) So far as Sims knew the first
23 statements had not been recorded or memorialized. (5) The officers did not refer to the
24 initial statements in the second interview. (6) Sims waived his rights and agreed to
25
26

speak.
Here by contrast, Joshua was subjected to a lengthy, formal interrogation

27 on January 27/28 which was totally coercive. At the end of the January 27/28
28 interrogation Joshua was told he had to continue to cooperate with the police or risk
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1 being arrested on the phony murder warrant. At the direction of the police, he was

2 wholly isolated from his family, friends and school. Joshua believed he had to return to

3 the police station on February 10, that he had no choice. His father was told not to get
4 a lawyer for him and he had no legal advise. Joshua lmew he was "on record11 for his
5 January 27/28 statements and noting suggested those would not be used Immediately,

6 and throughout the February 10 interrogation, the detectives alluded to statements he had
7

made on January 27/28. Joshua was not advised of his rights and did not waive them

8 until after he had given a complete statement. In other words, nothing that attenuated or

9 dissipated the ''primary illegality" in Sims existed here, in fact, just the opposite.
10

This case is much closer to People v. Montano, m , 226 Cal.App.3d at

11

pp. 937-939, in which the court observed that attenuation has much to do with how

12 coercive the initial interview was, as the defendant would have little reason to believe his
13

interrogators would act any differently the second time around. Further, once the "cat is

14 out of the bag" and the defendant has time to reflect on an admission, a subsequent
15

statement is a fait accompli. Additionally, as with Joshua, Montano labored under the

16 awareness that "the process of the interrogation was.not an end, but had only reached a
17 pause," and could have no doubt, "further questioning was in store for him with the
18 officers certain to press fur a complete confession that filled in the gaps left by the
19 damaging admission already made." (Th.k6 at p. 938.)
20

Finally, Judge Thompson's ruling that Joshua statements after being

21

Mirandized, ten hours deep into the interrogation, were lawful and voluntary is simply

22 inexplicable and directly contrary to law. It is absolutely evident that the only reason
23

Claytor had Wrisely come into the station was to break the stream of the interrogation

24 and allow Wrisely to Mirandize Joshua and have him repeatwhatJoshua had already told
25

Claytor and McDonough. Indeed, after Wrisely Mirandized Joshua, he explicitly asked

26 him to repeat what he had told McDonough and Claytor, which is exactly what Joshua
27 did.
28

The law is crystal clear, the simple expedient of a Miranda advisory and
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1 waiver is insufficient standing alone, which is all that happened here, to overcome a prior
2 coerced statement. (People v. Badgett,~ 10 Cal.4th at p. 347; People v. Hogan,

3 supr~ 31 Ca1.3d at p. 843; People v. Tuninez, ~ 21 Cal.3d at p.614; People v.
4 McClary, mmm, 20 Cal3d at p. 229; Peo.ple v. Montano, supra, 226 Cal.App.3d atpp.
5 938-939: In re Pablo C. (1982) 129 Cal.App.3d 984, 989-991.) As the Court held in
6 Quartararo v. Mantello (E.D.N.Y. 1989) 715 F.Supp. 449, 465:

7

8

9
10

"Where, as here, petitioner was told to repeat his prior involuntary
confession, it is simply impossible to say that the confession so elicited
was 'not directly produced by the existence of the earlier confession.'
Moreover, while the presence of the defendant's mother and the
administration ofMirandamight under some circumstances be sufficient
to dissipate the effect of impen:nissible tactics used to elicit an earlier
confession, more is required before a juvenile is asked to repeat a prior
confession that has been induced by the tactics employed here."

11
12

Joshua testified the recital ofbis rights at this late date in the interrogation

13 was both "news" to him and relatively meaningless given what he been through. Joshua

14 pointed out that with regard to his right to remain silent, for example, he had attempted
15 to end the interrogation on January 27 and Claytor ignored him. He neither understood
16 his rights, believed they would be honored or believed he did not have to talk. (PHRT
17 at pp.791-795.) Joshua later realized the recitation ofhis rights was nothing more than
18 sham. (PHRT atp . 1014.) Indeed, it was.
19

m.

20

22

THE STATEMENTS SHOULD BE EXCLUDED
PURSUANT TO EVIDENCE CODE SECTION 352
AS THEIR PROBATIVE VALUE IS
SUBSTANTIALLY OUTWEIGHED BY THEm
PREJUDICIAL EFFECT.

23

The statements ofMichael Crowe and Joshua Treadway and all evidence

21

24

~ounding

their interrogations should additionally be excluded pursuant to the

25 provisions of Evidence Code section 352, as the probative value of those statements,
I

26 given the circumstances under which they were obtained, are substantially outweighed
27 by their prejudicial effect, will necessitate an undue consumption of time and will
28 confuse the issues and mislead the jury.
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It is fairly clear that the defense would be most pleased if the jury heard

2 nothing but the last two, somewhat dispassionate hours of Joshua Treadway's
3 interrogation on February 10. In total isolation, this give-and-take is highly damning to
4 Treadway, Crowe and Houser. However, if any part of these interrogations are allowed

5 into evidence, it will be the incumbent on the People to demonstrate the statements are
6 false and not credible. This can be done only by showing all the interrogations ofboth
7 the boys (the courts have recognized the cross-contammation which results from the
8 introduction of a confession from one suspect which contains elements of another

9 coerced or illegal confession (see,Ryanv. Miller{2d Cir. 2002) 303 F.3d 231, 237). The
10 prosecution will be required to detail the misbegotten theory-driven investigation
11

conducted by the Escondido detectives underlying their efforts to wring confessions from

12 the boys, and expose the lies and pseudoscience which these detectives brought into these
13 interrogations. What ought to be a straightforward trial of Tuite's guilt based on the
14 evidence connecting him to the crime would be diverted into a trial regarding these
15 confessions and the" case against the boys," which would divert thejury's attention from
16 the issue of the guilt or innocence of the defendant here. The defendant, garbed in

17 innocence and protectedby due process, would sit back while the lawyers spar for weeks
18 over a massive law enforcement mistake.

19

A trial court is afforded broad discretion in its determinations concerning

20 relevance. (People v. Scheid (1997) 16 Cal.4tb.l, 14.) Evidence Code section gives the
21 trial court broad discretion to exclude evidence if its probative value is substantially
22 outweighed by the probability that the admission of that evidence will necessitate an
23 undue consumption of time, or create a substantial danger of undue prejudice, of
24 confusing the issues, or of misleading the jury. The prosecution is afforded similar
25 protection from undue prejudice as enjoyed by the defense under section 352. (Peoole
26 v. Wright (1985) 39 Cal.3d 576, 585.)
27

A substantial aspect of the undue prejudice implicit in these coerced

28 confessions is the widely held prejudice among jurors that people do not confess to
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1 crimes that the have not committed. Yet, it is well established that this phenomenon does
2 occur as Drs. Ofshe and Leo detailed in their testimony cited herein. This motion targets
3

11

evidence11 generated by a massive and tragic error by law enforcement officers in their

4 zeal to solve a crime and their employment of patently illegal tactics to secure that
5 "evidence.n To allow this evidence into this trial simply perpetuates that tragic mistake
6 which has delayed, and to this point denied, justice in connection with the murder of
7 Stephanie Crowe. It further gives life to the illegality which those officers engaged in.
8 Additional undue prejudice is to be found in the lies concerning the "evidence" that the

9 detectives told the boys in order to get them to confess -- blood on the knife, hair in the
10 victim's hand, blood in the sink, confessions from the other boys --none ofwhich are
11 true. The jury will be left to wonder why the police would make these statements ifthey
12 were false and had no basis in fact. Defendant has no right to benefit from these obvious
13 and calculated lies told by the police.
14

As we have argued above, the constitutional right to present a defense

15 applies"onlyto 'relevant and material' evidence. (Wasbingtonv. Texas(1967) 388U.S.
16 14,23 [18 L.Ed.2d 1019. 87 S.Ct. 1920]; see, Chambersv. Mississippi (1973) 410 U.S.
17 284, 302 [35 L.Ed.2d 297, 93 S.Ct. 1038].)" (People v. Babbit, ~ 45 Cal.3d at p.
18 684.) A defendant has a constitutional right to present all relevant evidence ofsignificant
19 probative value in his favor. (People v.

Jennings,~

53 Cal3d at p. 372.) The

20 United States Supreme Court has recognized that this right to present evidence is subject
21 to Evidence Code section 352-type discretion to exclude evidence which is more
22 prejudicial than probative. (Crane v. Kentucky, m

476 U.S. at pp. 689-690 [11 We

23 have never questioned the power ofStates to exclude evidence through the application
24 of evidentiary rules that themselves serve the interests of fuirness and reliability--even

25 ifthe defendant would prefer to see that evidence admitted."]; Delaware v. VanArsdall
26 IDmm. 475 U.S. at p. 679.)
27

The defense may be expected to argue that ft is being denied the ability

28 to advance a third party culpability defense. Not true. The defense is free to offer
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•

•

1 evidence wbich points to third party culpability, including the theory that these three
2 boys are responsible for the murder. For example, if the defense bas evidence that the
3 "Best Defense" knife found under J osbua' s bed is the weapon used to murder Stephanie
4 Crowe, they may offer tbis evidence, and any other evidence in support of that theory,
5 Ifthese boys made other admissible statements, outside the compulsion ofinterrogation,

6 those might be admissible. All we are advancing is that the defense ought not be able
7 to capitalize onthe.mistakes and illegalities ofthe police which produced the coerced and
8 therefore unreliable statements ofMichael Crowe and Joshua Treadway. More to the

9 point, the defense ought to be precluded from calling these two boys to the stand for the
10 sole reason of eliciting their denial of involvement in this murder in order to impeach
11

them with the manifestly unreliable statements illegally obtained from them by the

12 police. "[A] party cannot ask a witness a question in orderto later impeach him. (People
13 v. Mayfield(1997) 14 Cal.4tb668, 748; Peoplev.Lavergne (1971)4Ca1.3d 735, 744.)"
14 (People v. Gurule (2002) 28 Cal.4th 5 57, 619 .) [Note: the People would have absolutely
15 no reason to call Joshua Treadway and Aaron ij:ouser to stand because they have no

16 testimony to add relevant to the charge against the defendant. For that matter, Michael
17 Crowe's testimony is not essential to the prosecution as it would largely be cumulative
18 to that ofhis family members.]
19

Accordingly, the People submit that based independently on Evidence

20 Code section 352,

the court ought to exclude the statements of Michael Crowe and

21

Joshua Treadway given during their interrogations by the Escondido Police Department

22

IV.

23

REQUEST FOR EVIDENTIARY BEARING

24

To the extent the defense in its reply objects to a or seeks to contravene

25 any ofthe factual assertions~ reports, declarations, prior testimony or evidentiary matter
26 set forth in this motion, the People request an evidentiary hearing pursuant to Evidence
27 Code sections 402 and 405.
28
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1

•

CONCLUSION

•

2

Based on the foregoing and whatever additional matter, evidence or

3

argument whichmightl>e presented to the court at the time ofthe hearing on this motion,

4 the People content that the statements of Michael Crowe and Joshua Treadway made
5 under interrogation by officers of the Escondido Department and all witness statements
6
7

connected with those interrogation ought to be excluded from evidence in this trial.
Dated: May 19,2003
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